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Greetings motoring fans. 

Welcome to the fresh new 2018 Naked Motoring magazine look… we hope you 
approve. 

With a new year comes new opportunities, and we have an amazing year lined up for 
you. 

What a way to start the year - in this issue we drive the R 36 000 000 Bugatti Chiron in its home 
country… need I say any more!!! 

We also test and review a host of other exciting cars including the Maserati GranTurismo MC, the 
wicked as hell Abarth 695 Assetto Corse, the all-new Audi A8 50TDi and the Porsche GT2 RS. 

Last October we launched our magazine and reactions were somewhat mixed insofar as local motor 
manufacturers are concerned.  Does South Africa need or have room for another motoring publication 
were perhaps questions they asked themselves.  Well I am very pleased to say that our previous 
circulation number of 281 000 has been smashed… the downloads for our December 2017 magazine 
total 328 200.  My only response to that is to extend my sincerest thanks to our loyal readers, and of 
course my incredible team, without whom none of this would be possible. 

What this of course also means is that not only once again is Naked Motoring the most read South 
African online motoring publication, by quite a lot, but that it took us only three months to regain our 
place in the sun.  Clearly not only was there room for us, but we were definitely needed. 

My team remains unchanged from last year, apart from new opportunities offered to some of them; in 
this regard both Glen and Kate have been elevated and are no longer ‘Poets’ and have their own 
columns and a significantly longer leash as to what they write about.  Glen for example pursues the 
amazing F1 inspired Mercedes-AMG Project One. 

In keeping with the times we have also covered the Los Angeles Auto Show, and then we take a step 
back in time with a new regular feature about really brilliant old advertisements. 

This is going to be an awesome year and we trust you will enjoy the ride with us. 

Enjoy this month’s issue and please send me your thoughts and comments. 

 

 

Leon Rehrl 

 editor@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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GLEN 

HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER JENNIFER 

KATE 

KEVIN 

THEMBI 

This is the Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively 

different backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring 

to the table a varied and completely fresh approach to 

journalism. 

The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon  

comprises Howard, Charlene, Mark, Glen, Kevin, Kate, Ashleigh 

and Thembi . 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original 

and founding Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and 

runs all things Mother City related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe we welcome James, Oliver 

and Jennifer to the team. 

Then all the way in Japan is expert driLer Ichika, who we welcome to the 

team and who shares with us all things Asian. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver who has 

returned to us to bring his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat unusual 

approach to all things motoring… he of course doesn’t really have a home at 

all, except of course the one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…  

If you would like to write to them, then please send a mail to 

team_mail@nakedmotoring.co.za and specify the addressee. 

ASHLEIGH 

ICHIKA 

precision trimmer 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le<ers, comments, ques7ons or sugges7ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica7on. 

Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za 

Hi Gerhart. 

Ashleigh is a sixth-year medical student, 

so believe me, stupid she is not. 

Perhaps you just don’t appreciate her 

sense of humour?  Or you don’t have 

one?  Either way I think you will enjoy 

her ar)cle this month, which is factual 

and less humourous… mine on the other 

hand is hysterically funny. 

Enjoy the magazine.  Ed. 

I read you December 2017 edi)on and 

was very surprised by the ar)cle 

wri1en by Ashleigh.  Why would you 

publish such rubbish?  Is the girl a 

complete idiot? 

The magazine is great but she just 

ruined it for me. 

Gerhart, Boksburg 

Hi. 

I love the magazine. 

Your approach is novel and 

totally different, and the team 

is amazing. 

I love the dryness of your 

collec)ve humour. 

You have a loyal supporter in 

me. 

Cheers. 

Janos, Croa)a 

Hi Graham. 

Instead of trying to 

summarise I will send you the actual 

communica)on and would value your opinion 

thereon. 

Save to say someone who in my opinion 

clearly and desperately needs to get out a bit 

more o:en took excep)on to us promo)ng 

their products… go figure? 

Thanks.  Ed. 

Dear Editor. 

I am in adver)sing and read your 

comment in last month’s editorial about 

Bridgestone’s complaint. 

Could you perhaps give me more 

informa)on? 

Regards. 

Graham, JHB 

Hi. 

I love the magazine and you have an 

awesome team. 

You add a fresh dynamic to an 

otherwise boring subject, for female 

readers.  I really enjoy the columns. 

Thanks. 

Vanessa, Perth, Australia 

Hi Edwin. 

You ask a very good ques)on, but it is one however 

which I can’t answer.  What I can tell you is that he 

is a re)red racing driver of South African descent. 

Hope that helps.  Ed. 

Hi. 

Great magazine.  Who is the Savage? 

Edwin, Pretoria 
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London, England:  I have sat 

pa7ently and quietly on the side 

lines watching my ‘colleagues’ 

wri7ng Mustang reviews in honour 

of some li<le friends, and no longer 

can I keep quiet because they are all stupid 

and have no idea what a proper Mustang 

is… I on the other hand do and am sure 

that the two brothers will agree with me. 

What I have here is the Ford Mustang 

Su<on CS800… which in plain English is the 

most powerful Mustang ever made… the 

800 refers to the number of horsepower it 

produces (813 actually), which in free-

world speak translates to 606kW… this 

thing has more power than a Ferrari 812 

superfast which only manages 588kW. 

It also has 870Nm of torque, which also 

trumps the Ferrari’s measly 718Nm. 

If you jump on the thro<le it will tear the 

tar off the road and spit it out the back like 

a disused 7ssue… 

It can accelerate from zero to 100km/h in 

3.3 seconds and has a top speed of 313km/

h… Shelby can s7ck that in his pipe and 

smoke it… 

The engine is a 5 litre supercharged V8 

unit, hand built and tuned to perfec7on, 

and the drive goes to the rear wheels… it is 

basic fear factor motoring. 

And the headlights have red accents. 

This is what a five-year old wants to pin up 

on his bedroom wall. 

The Savage may not know many social 

graces but he knows what car looks good 

on a wall and this is wall decora7on poetry. 

The fact that this car has basically double 

the power of the standard Mustang I think 

adequately proves my point. 

It is insane and very cool all at the same 

7me, but what is it like to drive? 

Well fortunately fear factor driving is what 

9 

Heavenly madness 
the Mustang Sutton CS 800 

which small boys love too... 
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I do best, so let me share the experience with you… 

This is not a car you can just jump into and drive away in… oh no, 

this is something to be respected, then feared, and then admired 

for what it is… an incarna7on of incredibleness. 

First off the car outwardly looks pre<y much like a normal 

Mustang… but “looking” is where it ends… most of the body, 

par7cularly all of the major bits are made from carbon fibre… so its 

lighter… a lot lighter. 

The supercharged 5 litre V8 however is the exci7ng bit… that and 

the fact that it has a manual gearbox... 

The car is desperately tricky to drive and exceedingly dangerous, 

yet at the same 7me so much fun.  Whilst it pre<y much has more 

power than most things on the road it isn't the fastest, although it 

is far from slow, but it’s the way in which it delivers the power. 

You expect it to rip its tyres off, or snap its axle, or alter the 

rota7onal frequency of the planet, but instead you get 

something so beau7fully engineered that you have to push it to 

its limit to see what it can do… and that is exactly what I did. 

In driLing terms this is probably the best driL car in the known 

universe because at the slightest thro<le indiscre7on the wheels 

start spinning and the back-end starts to slide… and of course 

being a rear-wheel drive car, that is what makes it the perfect 

driLer. 

However for road use that sort of thing usually ends with a 

furious police chase and a night without your helmet in a jail 

cell… which of course is not really what you want, so you need to 

learn how to control the CS800 so that you can outrun the 

police… I am of course not saying you should outrun the police… I 

am just saying that you can... once you master this beast. 

As a race car… it actually has too much power and is far to twitchy 

and nervy to drive… so what you have is the perfect driLer and get-

away car. 

In a straight line it is insanely quick, and around corners, once 

mastered, it is such fun… not safe, but fun regardless. 

This is a very loud, scary and expensive toy, but as custom built cars 

go you don’t get much be<er; certainly not for the price… which 

would be around R 2.5 million in South Africa (if imported by Ford). 

It is admi<edly not the best car out there, but the sense of occasion 

that it brings to the dinner table is quite something to behold… in 

fact if there is another car that does the same, I for one would love 

to meet it… so boys, I hope you enjoyed this. 

Looks normal enough doesn’t it?  Not a chance, the en)re dashboard is made from 

carbon fibre and costs about the same as a Ford Figo… makes perfect sense then... 
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Valencia, Spain:  Audi have a new 

flagship, a new A8, and this is it. 

It  also, according to Audi, has the 

greatest capability insofar as 

autonomous driving systems is 

concerned of any produc7on car in the 

world… level three. 

There are only five levels, with five being 

where the car can basically drive off on its 

own and do the school-run, then return 

home and fetch you for work. 

This of course is a bit tricky because whilst 

the new A8 has an arsenal of 40 plus 

driving assistance systems available, it 

cannot deploy them all un7l the legislators 

of the planet have done whatever it is that 

they need to do to allow it to happen. 

The A8 sits firmly in the same segment 

with the likes of the BMW 7 Series, 

Mercedes Benz S-Class and Jaguar XJ, all of 

which are in their own right very good cars, 

which despite the high price tag makes it 

quite compe77ve.  The difference is that 

the things which are competed are not the 

same as those in lesser creatures. 

My first impression of the A8 is that it is 

big, very big even, but well propor7oned.  

The S-Class for example has a bulky look to 

it whereas the A8 doesn’t and that the 

styling it unique, which is such a huge 

improvement.  There was a 7me, not that 

long ago when the A4, A6 and A8 were 

basically the same design and shape, with 

the only difference being size. 

I really hope that Audi has no plans to start 

making smaller clones of the A8… at this 

level its buyers should be en7tled to some 

exclusivity. 

The front grille however is massive, and 

almost consumes the en7re front-end of 

the car… this I feel is perhaps a bit too 

radical for your more conserva7ve Audi 

customers.  It is noteworthy that all the 

current Audi models have what I call the 

diamond shaped grille, which differs 

massively from the large shield shaped 

thing which preceded.  The diamond 

however seems to be growing, and where 

it stops, nobody knows... 

So saying the car, in an overall view, is 

quite a<rac7ve and looks incredibly 

upmarket. 

There are strips of chrome here and there, 

which also add a really nice aesthe7c to 

the whole package. 

Everything except the kitchen sink... 

the all-new Audi A8 50TDi 
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It keeping with tradi7on large wheels fill 

large wheel arches, and the car looks as 

planted as a millennium old Redwood. 

It lacks the angular aggression of the 

current RS cars, but no doubt an ‘S’ model 

will emerge at some point and that 

deficiency will be cured. 

The interior layout is exquisite and 

everything is perfectly posi7oned for 

op7mal use.  The car insofar as equipment 

is concerned wants for nothing, and when 

you throw in the autonomous systems 

what you have is something that re-

sharpens the cuYng edge. 

Audi seems proudest of soLware it calls 

Traffic Jam Pilot, which allows the driver to 

relinquish control of this 5.2-metre-long, 

two-ton sedan at speeds of up to 60km/h, 

as long as there is a physical barrier 

separa7ng both direc7ons of traffic.  Other 

autonomous func7ons will be able to park 

the car at the touch of a bu<on (even if 

that involves pulling into a garage) and 

should greatly reduce the risk of collisions 

The engine however is where Audi have 

departed from common sense and joined 

the other loonies.  The “50” badge on the 

back in no way whatsoever bears any 

reflec7on whatsoever as to what lies 

beneath the bonnet. 

I have seen an old Naked Motoring review 

in our archives of the previous genera7on 

A8 4.2TDi (and A8L 6.3 W12) and the 

engine was a 4.2 litre turbo diesel V8. 

The engine in the car is in fact not a 5 litre  

but rather a three litre turbocharged diesel 

V6.  It admi<edly produces a healthy 

210kW and an even more impressive 

602Nm.  These figures however do fall 

short of the old 4.2TDi punch of 258kW 

and 800Nm, so we can safely say that the 

only number that has increased is on the 

badge itself. 

It will dash from 0 to 100km/h in 5.9 

seconds, which is also slower than the old 

4.2’s 5.5 seconds…  

Fuel economy could be an area of 

improvement, but at 9 litres per 100km 

this is only half a litre less over 100km than 

the old car. 

It technologically superior and maybe 

that’s where the world is heading… I just 

hope more powerful models are released 

soon. 

It is superbly luxurious, and magnificently 

engineered.  The interior finishes are 

excep7onally good, and notably so much 

be<er than those of its rivals… and these 

rivals now have something to seriously fear 

because the new A8 has serious poten7al. 

“The interior layout is exquisite and everything is perfectly posi)oned for op)mal use.” 
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All the old bu1ons and switches found in the previous genera)on A8 have been replaced with glass fronted touchscreens, even in the back 
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Milan, Italy:  Lightning can strike 

twice.  I went to Italy to drive a race 

car (page 33) and ended up not only 

doing that but geYng a chance to 

drive the Pagani Huayra, which is one of 

the most extreme, and expensive ($2.8M) 

hypercars in the world. 

Not a bad way to spend a few days in 

Milan, and that is of course without all the 

shopping and incredible Milanese food... 

The Huayra has a slightly ridiculous and 

mostly unpronounceable name, and its 

styling is something out of a science fic7on 

movie, but it is a very serious car… very, 

very serious indeed. 

Behind you is a 6 litre twin-turbo V12 

which is made bespoke for Pagani by 

Mercedes-AMG… and it produces 537kW, 

which is a lot. 

But a Ferrari 812 superfast has 588kW I 

hear you say… and of course you are 

correct… BUT the Huayra only weighs 

1350kg, which gives it a power-to-mass 

ra7o that not only exceeds that of the 812 

but puts in the same league as the BugaY 

Veyron.  And it’s rear wheel drive.  So it is 

very, very fast. 

Where the Huayra also differs vastly from 

the likes of Ferrari and has something 

more in common with the likes of BugaY is 

exclusivity.  There are a lot of Ferraris out 

there, but very few Paganis. 

The Huayra replaces the insane Zonda, 

which made its debut in 1999 and 

remained on boy’s bedroom walls un7l a 

couple years ago when the Huayra 

emerged and trumped the Zonda in every 

respect.  And that was no easy feat 

because the Zonda was about as extreme 

as you could possibly get.  There was even 

a version which wasn’t painted - just bare 

carbon fibre was all you saw, because the 

en7re body was made from the stuff. 

This being Italy one must seek inspira7on 

from source, so in the worlds of 

Michelangelo, “beauty is all in the details”.  

In this regard Pagani have excelled and 

surpassed every expecta7on… right down 

to the 7ny li<le hand-painted Italian flags 

on the 7ps of each of the beau7ful leaf 

shaped carbon fibre wing mirrors. 

The way in which Pagani have made the 

car is exquisite; the level of a<en7on to 

detail is freakishly good.  And of course 

everything is a work of art. 

Every switch, dial, or piece of trim could on 

its own be on display In a modern art 

gallery.  This is a seriously beau7ful car. 

The huge engine is also a thing of beauty 

but for other reasons.  Sure it looks good, 

but when you fire it up, select first and hit 

the thro<le something else comes to the 

surface.  Raw brutality. 

The Huayra also enjoys the best of all 

worlds when it comes to looks, 

func7onality, ludicrous accelera7on, 

amazing trac7on, old school brilliant 

steering, immense braking and mid-corner 

grip to die for.  It is a truly exci7ng car to 

drive.  I would go so far as to say it is be<er 

than a Veyron. 

It is however far more intense than the 

Veyron, and that also makes it be<er. 

Turning off the trac7on control and ESC 

requires you to have all your wits about 

you… and a large set of gentleman 
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coconuts 

Being female I don’t have to worry about 

such triviali7es so I turned off all the driver 

aides and put foot. 

Demonic would be a good word to 

describe the car’s performance.  It is 

savagely fast and the gear changes equally 

brutal.  Pagani decided to not follow the 

norm and fit a nice smooth dual-clutch 

box, oh  no, a single clutch monster was 

perfect.  Firstly it is up to 90kg lighter than 

the dual-clutch and secondly because it is a 

lot smaller it is mounted transversely 

(instead of longitudinally) in the engine bay 

making everything more compact. 

You do need to liL off slightly during up 

shiLs to prevent being whacked in the back 

by a V12 sledgehammer, but once you 

figure it all out the car is beau7ful to drive. 

Amusingly there is even a ‘comfort’ mode, 

which according to the Pagani man is to be 

“used in wet weather”.  Makes sense. 

If you don’t want to be no7ced, then 

driving around in a Huayra is not advisable.  

If however, like me, 

you don’t give a 

damn if people 

stare, then go for it. 

Not even the nicest 

photographs of it do 

the thing jus7ce.  It 

is really that 

beau7ful. 

Cruising around 

Milan in a gorgeous hypercar which costs 

at least R 37 million is a very unique 

experience and of course the funniest part 

of it all was the faces of the hairy chested 

Italian men when they realized that the 

driver of this very Italian car was a woman. 

And then there is the noise it makes… 

At full cry the engine howls like Satan 

would if you stabbed him in the tail with 

his own pitchfork… it is addic7ve and 

intoxica7ng. 

The engine crackles and snarls on the 

overrun, and (so I am told) flame shoots 

from the four tailpipes mounted together 

in the middle of the car’s rear… like the 

barrels of a Gatling gun. 

Ferrari’s are fun, Lamborghini’s are 

engineering masterpieces, but Pagani’s are 

for purists.  They cost many 7mes more 

than either of the other two brands, and 

that makes them rare and exclusive, which 

is what you want. 

This is hands down the most fun and 

engaging car I have ever driven.. and when 

I say ever I really do mean exactly that! 

Amo il Pagani... 

“Every switch, dial, or piece of trim could on its own be on display In a modern art gallery.  This is a seriously beau)ful car.” 
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Happy new year. 

A new year brings with it new 

opportuni7es and a chance to dump 

old baggage, guilt free, all in the name 

of new year’s resolu7ons. 

My teenage kids insist that I take up a 

few of the bloody things, and don’t 

think for one second that you can trick 

them with the old, “if I tell you what 

they are then they won’t come true” 

nonsense… oh no, they stopped 

believing in the tooth fairy long ago. 

Eat less, eat healthy, quit smoking, cut 

down on wine, swear less, sacrifice my 

beloved single malt Scotch, throw out 

my “old clothes”, buy new clothes, ride 

a bicycle, exercise more, drive less and 

so the list goes on. 

They of course never seem to have any 

of the things themselves, but maybe 

that’s just how things work in la-la-land, 

which is where they live if they think for 

one second that I would even entertain 

driving any less. 

I have been a motoring journalist since I 

was twenty… I am now 56… you do the 

maths. 

There are just some things which will 

never happen. 

If the world collapses into total anarchy 

and some sort of post-apocalyp7c 

society emerges which worships some 

gas mask wearing freakshow’s hairy 

arse, then I will be the one rebel who 

rides out into the bad-lands in a hugely 

modified turbo and supercharged rust 

bucket decorated with spears and skulls 

which can do a million kilometres per 

hour and magically never seems to run 

out of fuel.  I will be Mad Max, and only 

for one reason… Max drives a car. 

Look at the way the world is going… 

cars are becoming more autonomous 

with every model launched and in my 

view more boring.  We only need to 

look at the Audi A8 and Mercedes Benz 

S-Class in this issue for a point of 

reference. 

A 7me will come when cars will drive us 

around with any human input apart 

from telling it where to take you, and 

that does make me sad. 

Driving is a fun and engaging thing and 

even geYng a driving licence is 

something that should leave a person 

with a massive sense of achievement 

and something of which they can be 

very proud. 

So if you don’t need to actually drive a 

car would you even need a licence? 

Has anyone asked this ques7on yet?  I 

don’t think so. 

Parking the thing using a phone app 

hardly qualifies as driving. 

My kids can all drive, even the ones 

who don’t officially have permission to 

do so.  It is a rite of passage and a really 

important thing. 

Fathers are supposed to teach their 

kids how to drive, and when they get 

their licence the same fathers sit in 

worry and panic when their precious 

children venture out solo asking 

themselves, “why did I teach them to 

drive?” 

Life is a curious thing, and can be best 

explained with a simple statement 

about the three stages of man; I believe 

in Father Christmas, I don’t believe in 

Father Christmas, I am Father 

Christmas. 

When we turn 18 we rush out and get a 

licence to drive, which in essence 

means so much more than just a silly 

piece of paper… it is a licence to 

freedom - and freedom means 

independence. 

We then thereaLer, hopefully, further 

this educa7on by comple7ng advanced 

driver training and possibly even high 

performance driving training; all in the 

name of making us be<er drivers. 

We live for the year end pilgrimage to 

coastal regions to spend our year-end 

bonuses on holidays, and then there is 

the sad and tedious drive back home.  

However when we are down there we 

love driving around and enjoy the way 

our naturally aspirated cars perform 

be<er at the coast. 

We drive our kids to school every 

morning, and use our cars in virtually 

every aspect of daily life, including 

shopping, work and recrea7on. 

We work hard and aspire to get a 

be<er car; possibly even something fast 

and sporty, and when we see 

aforemen7oned sporty cars we gawk at 

them in admira7on and envy. 

All we want is the opportunity to get 

our bums into the seat of such a thing 

to experience something new, different 

and exci7ng. 

We are driven to drive, and it a brilliant 

thing because of the endless 

possibili7es if offers. 

So why then in the name of all things 

that are holy would anyone in their 

right mind want to give that all up and 

have the silly car do the driving for 

them? 

#justletmedrive 
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 How things have evolved in 

 just a couple of months.  I 

 read a  magazine, and sent 

 them an e-mail, which turned 

 out to be about a dozen 

 mails, then I got to submit 

 some wri7ngs… and I  was 

 accepted… I became a “Poet”, 

then I got to do a car  review, which was so exci7ng… and now not 

only have I done more reviewing but have my own column, and 

basically am a permanent member of the Naked Motoring team.  

For me this is a dream come true, and I have the most amazing man 

to thank for all of this; Leon my editor, who’s pa7ence and 

understanding made all of this possible for me. 

The name of my column is “Baker’s Street”; well it’s quite simple 

actually, this is a motoring magazine, hence the ‘street’ reference 

and my name is Kate Baker… so it’s my street. 

As a huge plus I get to work with some amazing people, Leon of 

course as well as Mark & Charlene, Howard, Thys, the other Poets 

and of course when they are here there is Jennifer, James and 

Oliver; who in fact mentored me.  And of course there is The 

Savage… what a name, but what a personality… 

I live in Johannesburg and as a result am forced to adapt to horrible 

traffic, rude and impa7ent motorists, and of course having to dodge 

the ubiquitous JMPD traffic police whose sole func7on seems to be 

stopping me to solicit “spot fines” for things that I know I have not 

done wrong… however now I have a secret weapon… my voice and 

I now can name and shame them.  But not today… I will save that 

for later. 

However living in a city has many benefits, the most notable of 

which that there are many, many diverse people here and they 

have equally diverse tastes in motorcars. 

I must be honest though that before working for Naked Motoring I 

liked cars, but wasn’t that interested in them, however all of that 

has changed.  There are so many fascina7ng things about them 

which I never imagined even existed.  For example, just how much 

technology goes into their design is astounding.  Last month, in my 

first ever review I drove a 7ny li<le Toyota Aygo with a big sunroof, 

which whilst not being the most advanced thing on the road was 

certainly fun to drive.  This month however I got to review a 

Volkswagen Golf which is loaded with technology, and I suspect 

that with every review my understanding and apprecia7on of these 

things will improve. 

Recently Jen was back in the country and we met up for lunch, 

which ended up as aLernoon drinks and then supper too.  Then the 

next day she picked me up in her Audi and took me to a racetrack 

which she somehow managed to use for a couple hours. 

Her car is the new RS3 sedan, and all she told me was to relax and 

not grab onto things.  That was the briefing. 

I have never been so frightened and excited at the same 7me in my 

en7re life. 

Speed is a funny thing, because you never quite understand it.  

What I mean is that before being terrified out of my wits on a 

racetrack in a really fast Audi, I thought that other cars were really 

fast… now not so much, in fact I realise that they are actually quite 

slow.  So it is thus a benchmark that keeps redefining itself 

poten7ally with every car you drive. 

She has on the other hand driven loads of really expensive and very 

fast cars, so when she commented that her new Audi is quick but 

not really fast I though she was mad, but aLer some reflec7on I 

realised that it made perfect sense. 

I am not a speed freak, as such, but that I think is owing to my own 

driving skill limita7ons; so as a result (and thanks to my editor) I 

have enrolled to do a high performance driving course early next 

year.  It seems like the logical thing to do under the circumstances. 

And this got me thinking.  I have a driving licence and have had the 

thing for a few years already.  So by logical deduc7on I should be a 

good driver, being licenced and experienced, but the truth is aLer 

spending one morning screeching around a racetrack in a hot Audi I 

realised that I have a lot, a hell of a lot even, more to learn.. 

The problem thus as I see it is that most drivers on our roads are 

clueless to the fact that they are rubbish drivers and in fact are 

more of a danger to themselves than others are to them. 

They go out and buy fast cars, but have no idea how to drive them 

properly, and this is worrying.  Or at least it worries me. 

And then parents for reason why defy all common sense go and 

buy their newly licenced teens fast cars like Golf GTis and BMW 

M2s.  To me that is the dumbest thing any parent could ever do. 

I reckon the JMPD should be<er serve the public by making sure 

people know how to drive than solici7ng ‘spot fines’ from us 

outside Montecasino, at night, on the corner of Montecasino 

Boulevard and Witkoppen Road, when they are technically off 

duty... 

I for one have had my eyes opened, through fear perhaps, but all I 

will say at this stage is I can’t wait to get back on a track, but the 

next 7me I want to be the one behind the wheel scaring my 

passenger witless. 
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I was recently in America and to 

be more specific one place was 

Las Vegas, which apart from 

being the most vulgar place on 

earth also seems to be the 

American capital of drag racing. 

Drag racing of course being the 7me honoured tradi7on of lining 

up two cars and then when a flag drops they race off and the first 

one to cross the finish line, which is usually a quarter-mile away 

(that would be 400m in the free world). 

Unfortunately Americans have only very recently managed to 

learn the secret of how to get power out of engines, so the 

majority of these drag cars are generally not very nice.  

Fortunately some Americans also know that in countries like 

Europe (they do actually think Europe is a country) there are cars 

which are not only powerful but fast too. 

One thing though that I no7ced, in contradic7on to the Fast and 

the Furious film franchise is that there are very few women 

actually doing the racing - but instead they are the ‘flag girls’ who 

wave flags, socks, knickers, or whatever else that can be waved 

around to start the races.  And I have a problem with that. 

Now before I am accused of being some feminist ac7vist please 

understand that I am not, and in fact I know that there are things 

which woman can’t do which men can.  Carrying heavy objects 

being one of them, unless you are Russian and chop your own 

wood.  Arm wrestling would be another - unless you are also 

Russian and chop your own wood.  And so the list goes on. 

What we do know however is that when it comes to driving, 

especially in a fast line, where the only required skills needed are 

to pull away fast and change gears even quicker whilst holding 

the steering wheel straight is something which women can do 

just as well as men.  Except we are generally lighter - unless you 

are Russian and chop your own wood - and therefore should 

actually be be<er at racing because as we all know less weight 

means more speed. 

Flag girls rock up wearing hot pants so short that most of their 

arse is s7cking out the bo<om, which is fine on most days if 

that’s your thing, and their shirts are too 7ght, which again is 

perfectly fine if that is what makes you happy, but to think that 

we are only good at flashing our bums and boobs just before 

waving some silly piece of cloth is a mistake.  A monumental 

mistake. 

So I felt that there needed to be some balance restored to this 

terrible injus7ce. 

No surprise then that an hour later I was at a car rental agency 

which specialises in the hire of exo7c cars - it is Vegas aLer all 

where quite literally everything is available - and aLer filling in 

some forms, one of which promising not to partake in 

motorsports, and then frightening my bank manager with a large  

amount of US Dollars pre-authorised on my credit card, far 

exceeding anything else I had  before pre-authorised I drove out 

in a Ferrari 458 Italia.  Admi<edly not the newest car in their 

stable, but s7ll a brilliant piece of engineering. 

Later that day I found myself at a drag race spot and wangled my 

way in.  Maybe they thought I wanted to wave a flag? 

Three races is all I par7cipated in and I am very proud to say I 

won them all, and enough US Dollars to lower my bank 

manager’s heart rate.  In fact my winnings covered the $ 1800 

hire and insurance for the 458, and leL some change, which was 

spent and lost with reckless abandon and wanton disregard at 

the hotel casino… easy come, easy go…. and its Vegas baby! 

Two of my opponents were American muscle cars; a typically 

souped-up Lincoln something or the other, and an even more 

souped-up old Chevy Camaro, and the third was oddly a 

turbocharged Lamborghini Gallardo.  Unfortunately there is a bit 

more to going fast in a straight line than all-out power, so the 

smaller and least powerful car won.  Lesson learned. 

The biggest shock for my opponents was the fact that I am a girl.  

I then approached one of them aLer the race and asked him if 

his car was running properly… his answer will go with me to my 

grave… he said, “I dunno, I don’t usually race during the week”. 

And they, the Americans, have the bu<on which can destroy all 

life on the planet… very worrying. 

So I am now a race girl, by American standards, and all I had to 

do was rock up in a stock standard European supercar to beat a 

bunch of hillbillies at their own game. 

And the best part, is that aLer the race I even got to wave a flag, 

although I did so with more dignity and didn’t have to wave my 

bum at anyone.  The difference is I did that aLer winning three 

races… and that makes a big difference in my book.  The End. 

THIS GIRL CAN 
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New magazine, new photograph, new 

column… two out of three isn't bad.  No, 

its s7ll me and with the excep7on of some 

layout changes, which admi<edly I do like, 

its all the same business. 

They did make me wear a suit for the photograph instead of my 

race suit… something about an upmarket audience.  At least I could 

keep my helmet. 

Last year we covered a few aspects of driving and my calling is to 

tell you how to become a be<er driver and not a slower one. 

Speed kills… the nonsense which the likes of Arrive Alive and the 

traffic police of the world spew forth to convince us not to drive 

fast. 

Car manufacturers on the other hand tell us the opposite and 

produce vast amounts of data to prove that their cars are not only 

safe to drive at high speeds, but also easy. 

I tend to take the middle road on the subject. 

Driving fast is safe, but not easy and there is more chance of you 

having an accident at 60km/h than at 260km/h for one simple 

reason.  Concentra7on. 

I have driven many cars, and most of them were high performance 

cars.  And to date, on the road, I have never had an accident where 

speed was involved.  On a track it is different, so we shall exclude 

track work from the equa7on. 

Another interes7ng fact is that despite legisla7on dicta7ng that you 

may not drive faster than a certain speed on certain roads, with the 

absolute limit being 120km/h, insurance companies will give you 

large premium-slashing discounts for comple7ng advanced and high 

performance driving courses. 

Using the BMW 7 Series as an example, most of them, if not all can 

drive comfortably at 250km/h, and do so all day without breaking a 

sweat.  This type of car was designed to cover vast distances at 

great speed.  In Germany, the country where it is made there are 

huge sec7ons of na7onal motorway which are completely 

unrestricted and have no speed limit.  I have spent many a happy 

hour on the autobahn and can tell you as an absolute fact that it is a 

wonderful highway system, and people do drive on it very fast. 

Interes7ngly the road death toll in Germany is one tenth of ours, 

yet they not only drive fast but embrace it as a part of their way. 

This issue is not speed… it is condi7on of vehicles.  Using the same 7 

Series, a brand new one could drive from Johannesburg to Cape 

Town at its electronically limited top speed of 250km/h and the 

driver would emerge on the other side relaxed and ready to enjoy a 

seaside café sundowner. 

If however you tried the same thing in a 15 year old 7 Series which 

had not been serviced and maintained for the last 10 years since its 

motorplan expired, I can assure you that one of two things would 

happen.  Either you would end up surrounded by clouds of steam at 

the side of the road in the middle of nowhere, or you would leave 

the road at 250km/h and end up in a field surrounded by bits of 

your BMW and lots of sheep which used to be alive. 

The lesson therefore is that you should service your car, always 

have good shock absorbers fi<ed and make sure the tyres are good 

quality.  Some examples of such are Pirelli, Dunlop, Con7nental, 

Michelin, Yokohama and the brand whose name we may not speak 

lest we offend them again… which comprises a combina7on of two 

words, the first being the thing under which trolls live and the 

second being the rolling thing that gathers no moss.  Of course good 

quality also means in good condi7on with sufficient tread… my 

piece at the back of the magazine about driving in wet weather 

explains this in more detail. 

Of course it doesn’t ma<er what you do to your car if you are 

unable to drive the thing at high speed.  In this regard I would 

strongly suggest advanced driver training.  As good a driver as you 

think you are, always remember that there is always room for 

improvement… and if you are too macho to admit that you are a 

crap driver, let me paint a scenario and then ask yourself if you 

would be able to recover the situa7on.  You are driving at 120km/h 

and in a bend a child appears in the road, so you swerve to miss it 

and end up in a sideways slide towards a bridge support… if you can 

recover the situa7on then you are a decent driver, if you end up as 

a road fatality sta7s7c then you can always learn something new. 

I am not here to teach you to drive be<er, oh no, I am just here to 

tell you what you need to do to be a be<er driver. 

You have the choice… do you use it wisely or do you not? 

If you can learn something new every day then you are doing well... 
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Everyone else has a 

column, so now so 

too do I… but mine 

doesn’t have a 

fancy name.  In fact 

it doesn’t have a 

name at all, but it has a cool shadowy font. 

I spend pre<y much every day scanning for 

motoring news, receiving and checking 

content from my journalists and then 

obviously puYng together the magazine, 

which is no small task… if is in fact all I do. 

One thing though that I have been 

wondering about though is why we, the 

human race of intelligent upright walking 

things, accept certain things as the norm in 

one environment but would never accept 

the same things in a different arena? 

For example, take restaurants, and the 

mysterious dishes that appear upon their 

menus… menus which basically have 

nothing on it… names like line fish, or soup 

of the day, or vegetables in season, or even 

catch of the day are some which come to 

mind.  I don’t even know why they bother 

giving it to you in the first place. 

These names tell us absolutely nothing 

whatsoever about the dish yet we consider 

their appearance on a menu to be quite 

normal.  Take the first one line fish, what is 

that?  A fish caught with a line.  Well apart 

from a net there really isn't any other way 

to catch fish, so now that the method of 

capture has been ascertained we s7ll have 

no idea what the actual fish could be… 

they could have dragged a line along the 

bo<om of the ocean and caught some ugly 

bloody thing the likes of which you have 

never before seen which could have horns 

and three arseholes, which now awaits the 

pleasure of a surprise mee7ng with you on 

your plate. 

Soup of the Day is another favourite.  How 

hard would it be to just write on the menu 

what soup it is, because you always have 

to ask.  You can’t just order it, a shot in the 

dark, without asking because for all you 

know it might be hippopotamus arsehole 

soup. 

Then my favourite, Vegetables in Season… 

what the hell is that, because at every 

restaurant during every season it is always 

creamed spinach and pumpkin.  Of course 

the name lends itself to nothing, so if they 

decided to serve a mountain of frozen peas 

you could hardly complain. 

And of course no menu would be complete 

without Catch of the Day… we assume it to 

refer to some sort of fish, perhaps the 

horned three arseholed thing, or a jelly fish 

maybe, but in theory it could be anything 

they caught that day.  Herpes or head lice 

perhaps?  Stray cats get caught too. 

And then before you can figure any of this 

out some obsequious li<le man comes 

along to explain the specials… to hell with 

the specials, what about the ordinaries? 

Right, so now when feeding ourselves, a 

necessary thing to sustain life we are 

perfectly happy to dive into the unknown 

blindfolded. 

The same applies to the ambiguous nature 

of perfume and deodorants that we buy 

and use.  I am of the well considered view 

that not one of these products is actually 

named aLer what it smells like. 

Just on deodorant alone, brands like AXE, 

Mitchum and Playboy offer a huge range of 

smelly things but the names given to them 

can in no way at all tell you what is inside 

the 7n.  Alaskan Sky, White, Black, Original, 

Musk, 48-hours and so it goes on. 

What in the name of the holes in all my 

socks does the Alaskan Sky smell like?  Or 

even White?  And these we buy 

mostly without checking, and if 

we do it’s a quick spray into the 

cap when the store a<endant 

isn’t looking. 

For all you know it could smell 

like burning hair. 

How about when buying a car 

them? 

Colour of the Day admi<edly is an item I 

have never before heard of or seen on any 

vehicle specifica7on sheet, and for a very 

good reason.  We like to choose the colour 

of the car we are ordering, but what 

difference would it make to the 

sustainability of life if you car was grey or 

nipple pink?  None whatsoever is the only 

answer. 

What if instead of cloth or leather there 

was just Covering of the Day?  Would you 

just 7ck the box without asking?  Of course 

not, it might be a blend, kni<ed by some 

pervert, of barbed wire and camel’s pubic 

hair. 

In fact come to think of it in almost every 

other purchase scenario we make damn 

sure of what we are geYng.  Clothing 

change rooms are testament to this.  And 

of course you wouldn’t buy underpants if 

they were in a non-transparent box… what 

if they were called Jocks of the Day and 

made from tweed and tried to eat you? 

It would however make car purchasing 

interes7ng, if nothing else, and certainly 

would dispense with the boring standard 

finishes which plague 99% of all models, 

but it does make you wonder how our 

minds work. 

You are probably wondering why you 

wasted 8 minutes of your life reading this 

nonsense, but before you shake your head 

and move on the next page let me leave 

you with a par7ng thought. 

Never take an idiot with you, you can 

always pick one up when you get there. 

Would Sir like to try the Catch of the Day? 
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Hull, England:  Admi<edly this is 

only a  face-liLed version of the sixth 

genera7on Mercedes-Benz S-Class, 

As faceliLs go however this one is 

quite good.  In fact over 6000 bits have 

been changed, which is a lot of bits.  It is in 

fact the most significantly face-liLed S-

Class ever… in 130 years of Mercedes Benz 

making cars. 

So in short it got our a<en7on. 

One of the 6000 plus changes (in the 

S350d) is in fact the en7re engine.  The 

new one is a 2.9 litre straight-six, which 

replaces the old V6.  It produces 210kW, 

which is 20 more than the engine it 

replaces. 

All of this engine brilliance connects to a 

silky smooth nine-speed automa7c 

gearbox, which is so good that you never 

know what gear is being used or even 

when it gears up or down. 

As a ma<er of interest the S500 also gets a 

new engine, which, whilst the performance 

figures remain the same, does apparently 

deliver be<er fuel efficiency. 

Out test car however is the S350d in a long 

wheelbase configura7on… which of course 

gives it the right to the le<er “L” in the 

name, which oddly is absent in the 

badging.  Who knows? 

The full name in fact is S350d L AMG Line 

Premium Plus. 

The new diesel engine is really good and 

not only offers an improvement in the 

already quite good area of fuel efficiency 

but also shaves 0.8 seconds off the 0 to 

100km/h 7me, bringing it down to 6 

seconds flat. 

This of course in a car this size seems quite 

ridiculous because the engine is rela7vely 

small compared to the two ton 

behemoth’s propor7ons.  Yet it works… 

and works very, very well indeed, and 

apparently by mid-2018 there will be a 

250kW version arriving with all-wheel drive 

which uses the same engine… and will 

manage a 0 to 100km/h 7me of 5.2 

seconds. 

When I started in this industry some 20 

odd years ago there were only a handful of 

cars which could even remotely get close 

to that 7me… and they were all supercars… 

the Ferrari F40 being one such example. 

Tradi7onally and pre<y much since 1972 

when the first S-Class was launched it has 

been the benchmark of large luxury 

motoring.  Of course back then there was 

nothing else in the same segment, so it did 

sort of rule the roost, for at least 5 years 

un7l the 1977 launch of the first BMW 7 

Series… and then a further 22 years before 

the Audi A8 was launched. 

At the 7me brands like Rolls Royce, Bentley  

and Jaguar existed, but were very 

different, and more importantly were not 

regarded by those who bought them as 

being in the same class. 

Another significant change in the car is the 

adop7on of Mercedes Benz’s latest 

(available to the public) autonomous 

driving technology. 

With this, the S-Class will drive itself on a 

much greater number of roads with no 

driver input, save a ves7gial touch on the 

steering wheel every few seconds, and by 

Benchmark? 

the Mercedes Benz S 350d L 
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very clever co-ordina7on of its radar with 

its naviga7on data, the car knows to slow 

for corners if the approach speed is too 

high or if a traffic circle is looming, or it can 

brake to a halt for a toll or junc7on.  

When you arrive at a parking space too 

7ght for you to get out of, you can stand 

outside the car and park it with an app on 

your phone.  This is of course damn clever 

and equally important because in a car this 

size that scenario is a reality. 

Inside, there is an en7rely new dashboard 

featuring twin 12.3in high-defini7on TFT 

screens that can display what can at 7mes 

seem like a limitless amount of 

informa7on. 

And if, for whatever reason, you don’t like 

the look of your instruments, you can 

change them with a simple turn of the 

controller.  You can choose any one of 64 

colours with which to illuminate your 
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interior and, if you are a bit strange and prepared to pay for 

the op7on, you can benefit from what Mercedes Benz rather 

ambiguously calls ‘Energising Comfort Control’. 

This, and I promise I am not making this up, is a collec7on of 

features that co-ordinates the climate control, fragrance 

dispenser (yes., they are s7ll doing this…), seat hea7ng, 

cooling and massage, wall hea7ng, music and interior lights; 

thus allowing you to choose certain presets according to either 

your mood or the one in which you’d like to be.  Mercedes 

calls these “moods”, ‘Freshness’, ‘Warmth’, ‘Vitality’, 

‘Comfort’, the rather ambi7ous ‘Joy’ and the desperately non-

intelligible ‘Training’.  The la<er of course being a complete 

mystery to me… and everyone I know. 

The interior is however despite this oddity an incredibly nice place 

to be, and has one of the nicest and most func7onal layouts I have 

ever seen in my twenty year career. 

The new informa7on and entertainment system does however 

require a bit of geYng used to, mainly because it requires the 

mastering of many switches, bu<ons, controllers and swipe pads.  

However once you have earned this engineering degree the 

opera7on of the system becomes easy and fairly intui7ve. 

The test car came with two-tone leather in what could be best 

described as coffee and cream.  I remarkably a<rac7ve combina7on 

and one that I would even consider op7ng for in my own vehicle.  

The seats, both back and front, are magnificently comfortable and 

the added legroom in the rear adds a very limousine-line feel to the 

car… almost Maybach in appearance. 

As far as ride comfort is concerned the S-Class has always been 

class leading and this car in no way whatsoever deviates from that 

expecta7on.  The S-Class these days does however have some 

serious rivals, and they all produce excellent and highly comparable 

products.  The BMW 730d, Audi A8 50TDi and Jaguar XJ 3.0 diesel  

Por`olio, all of which to the best of my knowledge are (or will very 

soon be) available in long wheelbase form.  This of course makes 

this million and a half Rand plus, 5.2 meter long monster only one 

runner in a four horse race. 

When you decide that coas7ng along in limo-mode is a bit boring, 

as happens quite quickly, and you give the car the heavy boot it is 

surprisingly… fun… somehow Mercedes Benz have managed to 

make this car a very decent drive.  You can with the extra legroom 

sit in the back and shout direc7ons to the chauffeur, but on his off 

day you can climb behind the wheel and enjoy the car for other 

reasons. 

The extra length gives it stability and surprisingly doesn’t impede 

the performance… you could see some wealthy mogul racing away 

in one of these from some would-be baddies and they wouldn’t be 

able to catch him. 

The overall driving experience was memorable.  For such a big car 
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the long S-Class feels small and nimble, and 

the only 7me that you are reminded about 

its propor7ons is during very heavy 

cornering.  However in the real world, 

except in the case of emergencies, nobody 

really drives so aggressively that the 

physical limita7ons of a Mercedes S-Class 

would be tested. 

This is the sort of car which some high 

flying execu7ve would drive and he is never 

going to be throwing the thing around 

corners… for that he has the likes of a 

Porsche 911 for playing on the weekends. 

For his daily commute to the office and 

back, with all of its autonomous wizardry, 

this is the perfect chariot.  

As expected when driving normally you can 

hardly hear the engine, and when you give 

it a bit of thro<le to get it going there is a 

subdued growl which perfectly befits this  

par7cular type of car. 

It is quite possibly the most effortless form 

of mass produced and ground based 

personalised 

transport ever devised. 

I spent a week in this super-luxurious very 

big and immensely comfortable car, and 

loved every minute of it. 

What Mercedes Benz have achieved with 

this ‘faceliL’ is nothing short of brilliance, 

and in essence it is a brand new car… 6000 

changes sort of qualifies it in that regard. 

Is it s7ll the benchmark?  I would say yes… 

a VERY big and definite yes! 

“… one of the nicest and most func)onal [interior] 

layouts I have ever seen is my twenty year career…” 
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DEVEL SIXTEEN TO BE BUILT 

Devel claims it has 12.3 litre V16 car producing 3 728kW and a top speed of 563km/h. 

Four years ago, a prototype of the insane Devel Sixteen hypercar debuted in Dubai, 

but we couldn’t help but be dubious about the company's bold claims. The build 

quality looked crude compared to its compe7tors, and Devel claimed the car packed 

a head-turning 5,000-horsepower (3 728kW) thanks to a quad-turbo V16 engine and 

a top speed exceeding 300 mph (482km/h).  We’ve only recently started to see 

produc7on hypercars break the 1,000-hp barrier with the likes of the BugaY Chiron 

and Koenigsegg Regera, so the Devel Sixteen seemed ahead of its 7me. 

Imagine our surprise, then, when we learned that a produc7on-ready version of the 

Devel Sixteen was slated to debut at the Dubai Auto Show during early November. 

YouTuber Shmee150 was at the show and has shared some footage of the striking 

Devel Sixteen on display.  While the car at the show isn’t the final produc7on model, 

the new prototype looks considerably more produc7on-ready than the prototype we 

saw four years ago, featuring a long wheelbase and low profile.  At the back, the car 

looks more like a fighter jet with its massive twin exhausts.  According to the video, 

three versions of the Sixteen are being developed with different levels of power. 

2 000-hp (1 491kW) and 3 000-hp (2 237kW) variants of the Devel Sixteen with a V8 

engine are being designed for road use, while the 5 000-hp model is being developed 

exclusively for the track.  Devel claims the range-topper is powered by a 12.3-liter 

V16 engine and has a top speed of 350 mph, but it isn’t clear if the car at the show is 

a working prototype. 

If you’re s7ll skep7cal about its legi7macy, Devel has enlisted Manifa<ura Automobili 

Torino to help develop the Sixteen and bring the car to produc7on.  This is the same 

company working with Apollo on the Intensa Emozione and Scuderia Cameron 

Glickenhaus on the American SCG003 hypercar.  Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus is 

also contribu7ng to the Sixteen’s design.  The hypercar’s interior is s7ll being 

developed, but the prototype features a minimalist and futuris7c cabin that looks 

surprisingly spacious.  Whether the final car meets its target power output remains to 

be seen, but its development appears to have made significant progress. 

Hopefully a produc7on version is now one step closer to reality. 

Devel also showcased an outlandish six-wheel off-roader dubbed the Devel 60 

packing a 6.7-liter turbo diesel V8 producing 536kW and over 1 000Nm of torque.  

We can’t wait to get our claws into one... 
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KOENIGSEGG AGERA RS 

BREAKS TWO WORLD 

RECORDS IN UNDER A WEEK 

1 November 2017, Vandel, Denmark:  Last month in our news sec7on we 

wrote about how the BugaY Chiron set a new world record of 42 seconds 

for driving from 0 to 400km/h and then back to 0 again. 

Well the Koenigsegg Agera RS has beaten that record.  The record now 

stands at a significantly faster 36.44 seconds, bea7ng the Chiron by over 5 seconds. 

4 November 2017, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA:  Swedish supercar manufacturer 

Koenigsegg went off and set a record for the fastest produc7on car in the world, bea7ng 

the previous record set by the BugaY Veyron Supersport. 

The new record top speed is 285mph, or 458.6km/h… which is insanely fast.. 

It also broke the flying mile and flying kilometre records too. 

The astounding part is the ease at which the car reaches the top speed... 

We all know that the Chiron with its 1103kW has not yet been unleashed to do any top 

speed runs, and when it does there is li<le doubt that it will be the fastest.  However in 

the 0-400-0 game it would appear that there is not only a new king, and one who shall 

remain on the throne un7l at least BugaY bring out a faster accelera7ng (or braking) 

model to depose the Agera RS.  This of course could also be Koenigsegg’s own 1100kW 

monster called the Regara… who knows… only 7me will tell. 

Well done to Koenigsegg! 

To watch our video of these amazing feats please visit our 

YouTube channel (Naked Motoring NM) 

ROLLS ROYCE CULLINAN TO TAKE 

ON BENTLEY BENTAYGA IN 2019 

Rolls Royce’s recent announcement has confirmed that they have 

joined the SUV madness and their offering shall be named the 

Cullinan.  This is an odd choice of name considering there was a 

Bentley Flying Spur with the same name a few years ago. 

Obviously no official figures are available but heavily camouflaged 

versions have been seen all over the place, most recently in Germany 

at the Nürburgring.  However the amount of camouflage has 

progressively lessened and ar7sts have begun renderings… like the 

two images here.  We have however looked at the spy photographs 

and are of the view that these are the most accurate and that the 

finished car will most likely look very similar. 

Pricing… the best guess is star7ng at around US$ 300 000.  That in 

South Africa would probably end up at closer to R 7 million. 

Nevertheless, now, or at least within a year or so the Bentayga will 

have some proper compe77on. 
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4 December 2017 

Lamborghini chief Stefano Domenicali has 

insisted that the Italian company’s 

“visionary” new Urus SUV fits perfectly 

alongside its line-up of supercars. 

The 478kW Urus – described by 

Lamborghini as a ‘super-SUV’ – was 

unveiled in Bologna, Italy, on Monday. 

Powered by a 4 litre twin-turbo V8, the 

four-wheel-drive Urus can achieve 0-

100km/h in 3.6sec, with a top speed of 

305km/h. 

Domenicali says that level of performance 

reflects a machine that “elevates the SUV 

to a level not previously possible”. He said 

that the Urus is “a true Lamborghini in 

terms of design, performance, driving 

dynamics and emo7on, as well as drivable 

every day in a range of environments”. 

He added: “The Urus fits perfectly within 

the Lamborghini family as a high-

performance car. It is the culmina7on of 

intensive development and passionate skill 

to create a new brand of bull: a super-SUV 

that transcends the boundaries of 

expecta7ons and opens the door to new 

possibili7es, for both our brand and our 

customers.” 

Reflec7ng those “new possibili7es”, the 

Urus will be built in a new factory at the 

firm’s Sant’Agata Bolognese base. As a 

result, Lamborghini’s produc7on output 

will double to around 7000 cars per year. 

The Urus’s drama7c exterior has been 

designed to embody Lamborghini’s range 

of supercars – following the same two-

thirds body, one-third window ra7o – and 

the firm says it also contains visual links to 

the LM002, the off-road SUV Lamborghini 

produced from 1986 un7l 1993. 

The peaked bonnet is styled on those 

seen on the Miura and Aventador, 

while diagonal hood lines, first used on 

the Countach, also feature. The styling, 

according to the company, has been honed 

to maximise the car’s aerodynamic 

poten7al, with a front spli<er and air 

intakes to channel air to the underbody. 

Lamborghini has stuck with naturally 

aspirated V10 and V12 engines for its 

Aventador and Huracán, believing that it 

adds to the emo7onal experience of driving 

a supercar, but has used the twin-turbo 4 

litre petrol powerplant in the Urus. The 

reason for this, claims the firm, is that SUVs 

need the addi7onal low-rev torque, 

especially when being used off-road. The 

front-mounted unit produces 478kW at 

6800rpm, and  850 Nm between 2240- 

4500rpm. As well as hiYng 100km/h in 

3.6sec, the Urus will reach 200km/h in 

12.8sec. Carbon-ceramic brakes – 

measuring 440 by 40mm at the front and 

370 by 30mm at the rear – help the Urus to 

stop from 100km/h in 33.7 metres. 

First deliveries are expected around April 

2018. 

LAMBORGHINI URUS LAUNCHED AND SET FOR PRODUCTION 
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McLAREN ‘SENNA’ ANNOUNCED 

England, 9 December 2017:  There is a new McLaren hypercar which joins the halo 

“Ul7mate Series” and its name is Senna. 

Named appropriately aLer F1 racing legend Ayrton Senna who raced for McLaren for 

many years, during the 80s and 90s.  Senna tragically died at Imola in 1994. 

The car features a updated version of the 4 litre twin-turbo V8 power plant used in the 

720S, but which produces 588kW.  The car is also a lot lighter than the 720S and is 

regarded as being significantly more track focused. 

New technologies will feature, but as yet to be announced.  We have however noted the 

see through doors and lightweight gas struts for their opening, which in typical McLaren 

style open hinged at the roof like wings. 

We shall track the progress of this fascina7ng car and keep you posted of all 

developments. 
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Abarth       

695 Assetto 

Corse… 

 
 
 

 

 

 

this scorpion’s sting contains 

radioactive venom... 
the most hardcore Abarth ever made is  

ours for a day… on a track... in Italy! 
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Milan, Italy:  As reviews go, for a 

motoring journalist things don’t get 

much be<er than this.  You would 

think that geYng behind the wheel 

of the new Rolls Royce Phantom, or 

some 400km/h hypercar would be at 

the top of the list, and on 99 days you 

would be right… but on the 100th there is 

the Abarth Asse<o Corse; a proper racing 

car… and for me this is the top of the list. 

This is not some road car with a bodykit 

and racy seats… oh no, this is as real as it 

gets. 

There is a simple test - the gearbox.  If 

there are paddles, or a lever that shiLs 

around from one gear to the next then it is 

not a racing car.  If however there is a 

simple lever that goes either forward or 

backwards then you are in business… it is 

called a sequen7al gearbox, and the 

Asse<o Corse has one. 

I was siYng at home when the call came 

in, “… we have a track day with the Abarth 

695 Asse1o Corse but it’s tomorrow, and 

you have to come to Italy.  Is that okay?”.  

So that night I was on a flight to Milan and 

from there I hired a car and drove to its 

outskirts and booked into some small place 

for the night… and waited for morning. 

I arrived at the track at 8-o-clock, got 

changed, geared up and underwent a short 

briefing. 

The standard Fiat 500 is a 

small car which if you are an 

average size person is a 7ght 

fit to get in and out of, but 

when you add a full roll cage 

and proper racing seats you 

need to be quite supple… 

good thing I am not that big 

so I was nice and snug in the 

seat, which of course has a 

four-point belt harness. 

The car has a finely tuned 

version of the 1.4 litre 

turbocharged unit found in 

other Abarth cars, but this 

one produces 151kW and 

300Nm, which is about 20% 

more than the ‘standard’ 

Abarth 695 Biposto. 

Its secret weapon though is 

weight.  The en7re car 

weighs only 940kg, so it is 

quick, very quick. 

And rather than the 

standard five-speed manual 

or “Abarth Compe7zione” semi-automa7c 

transmissions fi<ed to the road cars, the 

racing model gets a bespoke six-speed 

sequen7al gearbox with op7mised gear 

ra7os by France-based manufacturer, 

Sadev.  It also has a Sabelt steering wheel 

and lightweight racing pedals.  This is 

completely purpose built! 

When you press the dashboard mounted 

start bu<on the crackly engine fires to life 

and is so loud… for two reason, the first 

being that it has a race-spec exhaust 

system and secondly because there is no 

soundproofing whatsoever.  It is brilliant. 

Off the line the Asse<o pulls like a 

Tightly snuggled into the proper racing seats, surrounded by a roll cage 
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superbike; it is so much faster than any 

other Abarth, and it feels light and nimble, 

yet as it picks up speed the aerodynamics 

start working and the car begins to feel 

incredibly solid and planted. 

Working through the gears using a 

sequen7al box is slightly more tricky than 

just pulling the lever… there is a clutch 

pedal, but if you get the 7ming right (from 

about second gear) you don’t need to use 

it, which is when your foot is flat on the 

floor at maximum revs.  For the smoothest 

downshiLs, (especially under hard 

breaking) heel and toeing is mandatory. 

Zero compromise best describes the 

steering, and zero forgiveness if you get it 

wrong.  Unlike a road car where there is a 

degree of leeway for error, in a purpose 

built racer like this the steering is set to 

respond to the slightest input, and if you 

overdo it and wind on too much lock… 

then you are in trouble. 

In and through the corners the car is 

blisteringly quick and it grips so hard, but 

so easily because of the weight… and 

exi7ng you can give it the beans and it just 

digs in and pulls through, some7mes on 

three wheels. 

The Asse<o Corse is a fantas7c li<le car, 

and aLer half a dozen laps I relaxed and 

just enjoyed every second, geYng faster 

with every lap. 

One day, one amazing car, and one hell of 

an experience not easily forgo<en. 
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In the world of people where money 

is no object, there are car sales 

where the amounts which change 

hands exceed most people’s wildest 

imagina7ons… to even get a glimpse 

into the world of these super-

wealthy individuals is a rarity… fortunately 

we have been lucky enough to pry 

therein… so here are the top ten sales 

figure record breaking cars of all 7me. 

10. 1961 Ferrari 250 GT SWB California 

Spider 

Auc*on: Arcturial, Paris, 2015 

Price: US$18,500,000  

A true barn find, this Ferrari 250 was 

intended for an eventual museum exhibit 

by owner Robert Baillon, but it whiled 

away the years in a collec7on with around 

100 other cars.  When 59 of them 

eventually went to auc7on, this Ferrari 

blew away the compe77on, and its $18.5 

million price tag went a long way towards 

the $28m total generated by the auc7on.  

9.  1939 Alfa Romeo 8C 2900B Lungo 

Spider by Touring 

Auc*on: RM Sotheby's Auc7ons, 

Monterey Sale, 2016 

Price: $19,800,000 

This gorgeous Alfa Romeo two-seater 

changed hands at the 2016 

RM Sotheby's Monterey auc7on.  The 

Lungo Spider is arguably the Italian 

defini7on of a grand tourer – big, 

comfortable and surprisingly prac7cal. 

Complete with a 2.9-litre straight-eight 

engine with dual supercharging, this 

par7cular 8C is one of only 12 Touring 

Spiders ever to have existed.  The car's 

chassis has also been comprehensively 

researched by Simon Moore in a book: 

"The Immortal 2.9". Moore contacted all of 

the owners of the surviving cars to compile 

his findings. 

8.  1955 Jaguar D-Type 

Auc*on: RM Sotheby's Auc7ons, 

Monterey Sale, 2016 

Price: $21,780,000 

This gleaming Jaguar D-Type muscled its 

way into the top 10 aLer the 2016 auc7on 

at Monterey in 2016, aLer selling for more 

than $21m. It was the first produc7on D-

Type, with chassis number XKD 50 and 

ended up winning the 1956 24 Hours of Le 

Mans. It’s finished in ScoYsh blue, with 

white stripes and roundels, as part of the 

Ecurie Ecosse team colours. 

7.  1956 Aston Mar*n DBR1 

Auc*on: RM Sotheby's Auc7ons, 

Monterey Sale, 2017 

Price: $22,550,000 

The 1956 Aston Mar7n DBR1/1 is the 

newest car on this list having been sold for 

a mind-blowing $22.5 at Monterey Car 

Week in 2017, which also makes it the 

most expensive Bri7sh car ever sold. It was 

the first in a run of five DBR1s and enjoyed 

notbale racing success in the 

1959 Nürburgring 1000 in the hands of Sir 

S7rling Moss. 

6.  1964 Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale by 

Scaglie? 

Auc*on: RM Sotheby's Auc7ons, 

Monterey Sale, 2014 

Price: $26,400,000 

This £15.7m Ferrari is even rarer than the 

fabled 250 GTO. It's one of only three 

Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale models that 

were built by the Maranello marque in late 

1964 and early 1965 to homologate its 

new 275 GTB race car. The Ferrari 275 GTB 

was designed and built to challenge the 

Ford GT40 and Shelby Cobra Daytona at Le 

Mans in 1965. It was the first Ferrari to 

feature independent rear suspension and 

represented the evolu7on of the successful 

250 series cars, including the iconic 250 

GTO. 

With aluminium bodywork, a lighter 

chassis and a tuned V12 engine (with an 

extra 70bhp) mounted lower in the car to 

bring the centre of gravity closer to the 

track, the 275 GTB/C Speciale was 

significantly lighter and faster than a 

standard 275 GTB road car. This par7cular 

275 GTB/C Speciale never saw compe77ve 

ac7on on the track but one of the other 

cars took third place overall at Le Mans in 

1965.  
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5.  1967 Ferrari 275 GTB/4*S NART Spider 

Auc*on: RM Sotheby's Auc7ons, Monterey Sale, 2013 

Price: $27,500,000 

The fully-restored Ferrari 275 GTB/4 NART Spider was one of only 

10 in the world when it sold for £16million in 2013 and had a 

detailed history including an appearance with Steve McQueen in 

the film The Thomas Crown Affair. 

The NART spiders were the brainchild of car importer Luigi ChineY 

who recognised the desire for open-topped sports cars in the 

American market. He requested a series of conver7ble 275 GTBs 

from Enzo Ferrari that carried the familiar NART (North American 

Racing Team) badge on the rear.  

4.  1956 Ferrari 290 MM 

Auc*on: RM Sotheby's Auc7ons, New York City, 2015 

Price: $28,050,000  

The ex-works Ferrari 290 MM sold in New York City, seYng records 

for the most expensive car sold in 2015, the most expensive car 

sold in New York City, and the most expensive car RM Sotheby's has 

ever sold. It was built for Juan Manuel Fangio to race in the 1956 

Mille Miglia, and went on to a dis7nguished career aLerwards. 

It's one of only four of its kind in existence, and is a<ached to 

names like Alfonso de Portago and Wolfgang von Trips, who raced 

it through the cars life7me. 

3.  1954 Mercedes-Benz W196 

Auc*on: Bonhams, Goodwood Fes7val of Speed, 2013 

Price: $29,600,000 

This Mercedes-Benz W196 Grand Prix car was driven by 5-7me 

Formula One world champion Juan Manuel Fangio and that helped 

it to a £17.7million sale price at the Goodwood Fes7val of Speed in 

2013. The car was sold in ‘authen7c’ condi7on with visible 

blemishes and a thin layer of grime as if it had just rolled off the 

track. You pay all that money and they don’t even run it through a 

car wash for you!      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  1957 Ferrari 335 Sport Scaglie? 

Auc*on: Artcurial, Paris, 2016 

Price: $35,700,000  

The impossibly curvy Ferrari 335 Sport ScaglieY pictured here has a 

racing history as long as your arm - and that's responsible for its 

place on this list. From a first race in the Sebring 12 Hours, through 

the Mille Miglia and eventually Le Mans, the car has done it all. Due 

to Euro/Dollar exchange rates its posi7on on this list is somewhat 

contended - but it's a worthy contender nonetheless.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  1962 Ferrari 250 GTO Berline3a 

Auc*on: Bonhams, The Quail, 2014 

Price: $38,115,000 

This 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO Berline<a is the most expensive car ever 

sold at auc7on, for now. It was built to contest the 1963 FIA World 

GT Championships and the 250 GTOs won that year as well as in the 

following 1963 event. 

Only 39 250 GTOs were built by Ferrari and this par7cular 62-63 

example is one of the best maintained and most raced of them all. 
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Silverstone, England:  Three weeks 

ago I (in the company of a colleague 

who did the actual review) drove the 

Porsche 911 GT3 and was seriously 

impressed by what it could do… so it 

was off to Silverstone to see if the meanest 

Porsche ever made (apparently) was any 

good… that being the new GT2 RS. 

The first thing I need to get on record is 

that the GT2 RS is not a hybrid… neither is 

the Lamborghini Huracan Performante, 

both of which appear to be faster than the 

recent hybrids… hmm, makes you wonder. 

Now I am the first to admit that I don’t 

have the same amount of track experience 

as Jennifer who tested the Lamborghini 

(and GT3), so insofar as compara7ve 

purposes go you will just have to wait a 

li<le bit… but not too long because I gave 

her a call and her conclusion is at the end 

of this review. 

The GT2 RS has a 3.8 litre twin 

turbocharged six-cylinder engine, where 

the cylinders are horizontally opposed.  It 

produces a mind blowing 514kW and 

752Nm, which to the best of my 

knowledge makes it the most powerful 

Porsche ever manufactured. 

It is also rear wheel drive which is 

complete madness.  It is fast though… very 

fast… 2.8 seconds to 100km/h fast. 

I have always enjoyed the 911, and in fact 

one of the nicest bits of research for me 

was in prepara7on of my Porsche story 

which was in our November 2017 issue.  It 

is a fascina7ng car with an equally 

fascina7ng history. 

The Nürburgring is the proving ground for 

all modern performance cars, par7cularly 

those of European origin.  Seven minutes is 

regarded as a quick lap 7me for comple7ng 

the 20 odd kilometers forest lined track. 

The 911 GT2 RS did it in 6 minutes and 47.3 

seconds. 

The car is quick, stupidly quick; a complete 

hooligan, but it is supposed to be a bit 

ridiculous.  If you have regard for the GT3 

or GT3 RS, it is a lighter and more purpose 

built racer, with all the things that make it 

an effec7ve over-taker and lap 7me 

creator.   The GT2 RS by comparison is 

heavier and more unhinged.  But that isn't 

necessarily a bad thing.  You see within the 

991 - 911 range there is the Turbo S, which 

is less powerful, by a fairly significant 

88kW, and easier to drive, but despite 

being very fast is a bit dull… the GT2 RS is 

anything but dull. 

So in essence what you have is a Turbo S 

on drugs, and for some people living with a 

514kW twin-turbo drug addict is perfectly 

okay. 

It is noisy, very noisy.  If you travel with 

passengers you will have to reconcile 

yourself to not talking to or hearing them if 

you drive over 120km/h… unless of course 

shou7ng at one another is your thing. 

Around a track the car is frighteningly 

quick and quite a handful to manage (for 

me at least).  I am no racing driver, but 

have a reasonably above average set of 

driving skills.  It is the sort of car that 
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makes sure you never relax when behind the 

wheel.  It is nervy and twitchy, which once you 

adjust to becomes a fun experience. 

Large sec7ons of the bodywork are carbon 

fibre, and even the roll cage is made from 

7tanium for lightness… but the car is s7ll 

marginally heavier than the naturally aspirated 

GT3.  And if you 7ck the right op7ons boxes you 

get more carbon fibre, at a price of course… the 

stuff doesn’t come cheap. 

Inside the car, apart from the obvious 

deficiency in the area of sound insula7on, the 

race-spec seats provide a decent amount of 

support and are surprisingly comfortable. 

My total journey in the car was about 400km and I don’t recall at 

any stage during that being uncomfortable. 

It is a purpose built racer, and is madly fast, but at the same 7me, 

where it counts, not quite as focused as the GT3, which is a pity 

because I had high hopes for the car. 

It is though a perfect car for the man who views the 911 Turbo S as 

being a bit tame, and as crazy as that sounds believe me such 

people exist… aLer all if they didn’t Porsche wouldn’t have bothered 

making this crazy car in the first place. 

Would I buy one?  I would have to say that the jury is s7ll out on 

that one… but please don’t tell my wife I said that. 

Admi1edly a red steering wheel takes some geKng used to but it is thick and perfect for clinging onto for dear life… which you do quite o:en in the car 
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When Oliver called me to come drive 

the GT2 RS to see if it was quicker than 

the Lamborghini Huracan Performante 

I tested a couple months ago 

(November 2017 issue) I was happy to accept 

the task.  Who wouldn’t be? 

The simple answer is yes and no.  The car is 

faster, but not around a track. 

The Porsche is rear wheel drive with over 

500kW and a seven-speed PDK gearbox, but 

it is just a bit crazy… under heavy 

accelera7on there are serious issues with 

trac7on, and not just in first gear. 

It is loads of fun however and a very focused 

car with all the necessary goodies to make it 

decent on a track, but it is a bit unrefined 

and this is where the Huracan excels in a big 

way. 

The Huracan is also all-wheel drive and uses 

science and technology to make it faster, 

whereas the Porsche uses brute force.  I 

would love to own one of these because it is 

an insane car which will never bore you but 

as a track machine there are be<er. 

And its loud… bloody loud, which makes it a 

bit rubbish for anything other than track use. 

Porsche have created something fun but 

with a hell of a price tag. 

The madness of if makes it sexy and for that 

reason alone I love it a lot. 

Its not be<er than the Lambo, BUT it is a lot 

cheaper… and that does make it a<rac7ve.. 
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Los Angeles, California, USA:  For the last year or so BMW 

have been threatening us with a conver7ble i8… there have 

been ar7sts impressions and even some sneaky “leaked” 

photographs, but aLer all the teasing and wai7ng they have 

finally launched the car, and it is gorgeous. 

So dear readers behold, the all-new and freshly launched i8 

roadster… and the ‘new’ coupe model, which is the old i8 with a 

faceliL and a new badge on the side. 

Launched at the LA Auto Show (see full report on page 76) the car is 

a picture of beauty, and the styling is exactly what we had all hoped 

it would be… perhaps even be<er. 

It’s been revealed alongside an updated BMW i8 Coupe, whose mid

-life faceliL neatly arrives with the Roadster.  The good news is it 

brings more of everything: improved ba<ery technology means 

more energy, so the motor now produces 106kW – up by 9kW, 

taking the car’s total petrol and electric 

output to around 280kW.  The electric-

only range tops 50km now, too. 

The Roadster is very similar to the 

Coupe, using the same carbon-

reinforced plas7c core, whose rigid 

structure has maximised the size of the 

roof opening and negated the need for 

lots of extra strengthening.  So the 

Roadster weighs just 60kg more than 

standard, at 1 595kg, while it retains 

the bold dihedral doors, albeit 

frameless versions. 

Its roof is a folding fabric item that whirs backwards or forwards in 

an “almost silent hush”, which is handy given the car’s powertrain 

tries to do the same thing.  Opening or closing takes 16 seconds and 

can be done at up to 50km/h, while the roof’s storage is designed 

to barely impede on luggage space. It folds in a Z-shape and is 

stored ver7cally, while some of the mechanism’s shapes have only 

been possible via 3D prin7ng.  Because the future.  The i8’s 

miniscule rear seats have also been traded for more luggage space. 

How much does it cost?  Well as yet nothing has been revealed but 

my best guess would be around R250 000 or so more than the 

coupe, but would be, in my view the much be<er choice. 

The coupe is a lovely car and we all know how good it is at doing 

the clever things which it can do, but the roadster can do all of 

those things AND at the push of a bu<on gives you limitless 

headroom… and did I men7on it is gorgeous too. 
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Yokohama, Japan:  As a further 

string to their bow Naked Motoring 

have a new team member… me. 

I live in Tokyo, but geYng from one 

side of japan to another is incredibly easy 

and with our super-fast trains doesn’t even 

take that long, and is quite relaxing. 

For this review I am in Yokohama, which is 

just south of Tokyo to test drive the brand 

new Lexus LS 500h F-Sport, which is their 

top-of-the-range model. 

I am the first to admit that Japanese styling  

is very different from European styling and 

as a result the Lexus doesn’t really 

resemble the cars against which it 

competes; being the Audi A8, BMW 7 

Series, Jaguar XJ and Mercedes Benz S-

Class. 

However when I saw it for the first 7me 

even I was surprised by the design.  It is 

quite simply one of the ugliest cars I have 

seen in a long 7me, and the massive front 

grille is just the most horrendous thing.  I 

have no idea what Lexus were thinking 

when they designed this car, but clearly 

they were not good thoughts. 

It embarrasses me to see this car and to 

think that people will associate it with my 

beloved country.  The designers of this car 

should hang their heads in shame for the 

rest of their lives. 

If ever an example for ‘over-design’ was 

needed then you need look no further.  It 

looks as if the designers just kept on 

designing it LONG aLer they should have 

stopped. 

There are curves and lines and cavi7es in 

places where such things should not be.  It 

is just ghastly. 

Lexus’ mission statement for the LS is, “… 

to reset the luxury benchmark…”, I have no 

idea what that means but clearly neither 

do they, because if it means that they have 

eclipsed the Mercedes Benz S-Class, then 

they have failed dismally in achieving it. 

However if you are a sufferer of very bad 

eyesight and they way your car looks is not 

important then you can read on… 

Lexus is one of Japan’s premium brand 

motor vehicles and has been building cars 

for many years.  It is in essence the luxury 

arm of Toyota… like Maybach is for 

Mercedes Benz. 

They have over the years produced some 

amazing cars, and unfortunately with all 

the good does come the occasional bad.  

The LFA being an example of extremely 

good, and the CT200h being an example of 

bad. 

At the top of the Lexus tree is the LS 

model, which is the company's showboat 

of technology and luxurious appointments. 

The LS range is in its fiLh genera7on and as 

expected contains all the finest which the 

brand has to offer. 

Lexus are expensive, even in Japan, so 

when I look at what is very possibly the 

ugliest car in Japan I have to wonder if all 

the technology can overcome its hideous 

looks and make it a worthwhile purchase 

proposi7on. 

I have read other Naked Motoring reports 

and they are quite unkind towards 
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Japanese cars, but I am Japanese, and therefore am the best 

candidate for this review because I am, if anything, loyal to Japan 

and that which we create… but it must be deserving because 

despite being patrio7c, I won’t tell a lie… I am Shinto. 

The science behind the car is very clever.  That I must concede. 

The car is built on a brand new pla`orm called GA-L, which allowed 

the designers to make it lighter by lowering its centre of gravity thus 

giving it a more stable ride.  It also has new suspension, with an 

op7on of air suspension. 

Lexus have also included a host of new safety features including a 

pedestrian detec7on system which can automa7cally brake the car, 

or even steer itself around the obstacle whilst remaining in its lane… 

assuming of course that the pedestrian is standing s7ll and not 

bouncing around in the road wondering which way the car is going 

to go.  It is however clever regardless. 

The car is a hybrid and has a 3.5 litre petrol V6 which on its own 

produces 220kW, and then there are two electric motors which give 

a combined power output figure of 265kW.  It is also fairly quick for 

such a big car with a 0 to 100km/h 7me of only 5.4 seconds. 
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The gearbox however is a bit of an oddity.  In the world of 9 speed 

automa7cs Lexus have found it appropriate to fit a four-speed CVT 

box, which they claim mimics ten gears… to me that sounds like 

marke7ng blurb to describe a very complicated thing with the 

poten7al to break and end up cos7ng the owner a fortune.  I guess 

however 7me will tell whether this li<le reinven7on of something 

which wasn’t broken in the first place will work as hoped. 

In full electric mode however it can drive as fast as 140km/h… how 

far on the other hand is a different ques7on and one for which I do 

not have the answer. 

The test car for reasons which defy logic was a very well used 

“engineering model” and when asked Lexus explained that it was so 

to demonstrate the safety features.  The result of which is that the 

test car wasn’t actually in the best condi7on and had some odd 

ra<les and squeaks, which is worrying because the mileage 

recorded wasn’t all that high… in fact is was just over 22 000 km 

and not the 562 miles reflec7ng in the supplied photographs. 

Out on the road I had the opportunity to try some of the systems 

including the automa7c lane changing system, which was difficult 

to get working and prone to constant interrup7ons.  Once it fails 

the trust is hard to rebuild.  The general ride comfort though is 

pre<y good, but very far from being comparable to a BMW 7 Series 

or an Mercedes Benz S-Class. 

The interior, however strange the mixture of styling, was very well 

made and the materials and finishes are 

comparable with those of its rivals.  

Some of the switchgear, such as the steering wheel bu<ons on the 

other hand have a very dated look about them and when compared 

to those of, say, the new Mercedes Benz S-Class look posi7vely 

an7que. 

And then there are the switches to change the driving modes.  

When one of my colleagues tested the LC500 she cri7cized them as 

looking like an aLerthought and not being very cleverly posi7oned.  

In this regard I have to concur with her. 

The two knobs are situated on top of the dashboard and are mostly 

obscured by the steering wheel.  Every other manufacturer, 

par7cularly those with whom Lexus competes, put these bu<ons 

next to, or close to, the gearlever which is their logical place to be… 

Lexus however has other ideas.  It is quite simply stupid because to 

use them you have to reach over the top of the steering wheel and 

then cock your hands to the side to turn them. 

The interior is however very spacious and incredibly comfortable. 

I am unfortunately undecided as to whether or not this is a decent 

car, and am of the considered view that a full and proper road test, 

on South African soil would be in order to allow proper evalua7on. 

The car which I tested was not the best example, and with the 

failings of numerous of its supposed cuYng edge systems I can’t 

find any reason to endorse it… yet. 

Toyota has a proud history, and Lexus 

with this horrible car has brought 

shame to their good name. 

From every angle the car is an eyesore and is perfect example of why 

designers should know when to put their pens down… and don’t 

***Note some of the official supplied pictures show the 

Lexus LS 500.  This test was of the hybrid Lexus LS 500h*** 
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For nearly ten years South African 

buyers of new cars have had to fork 

out extra money over and above the 

purchase price of their new pride 

and joy for something called Carbon 

Tax, and depending on what you buy 

the amount can be quite a lot. 

For example the cheapest car on the 

market, which you would actually want to 

buy, is something like a KIA Rio with the 

1400cc engine.  Apparently the 1.4 Rio 

makes 142 carbon dioxides.  What this 

means is the government gets to apply a 

nasty li<le formula they have to the 

transac7on.  What they have done is set 

the star7ng point at 120 grams of CO2 per 

kilometre and for EVERY gram over that 

they charge you at least R90 plus VAT 

(there is a sliding scale which goes up to 

R140 per gram/km). 

So your R 288 000 KIA Ro will cost an extra 

R 2 257. 

Then moving up to something a lot nicer, 

for example I just bought an Audi RS3 

sedan which before any op7onal extras 

costs R 925 500, and with a few necessary 

ones, such as Nardo Grey paint costs over 

a million.  Which is a lot. 

However the car produces, according to 

Audi, 188 g/km (calculated at R125/g). 

That means that my Audi which has a very 

efficient 2.5 litre engine costs me an 

addi7onal R 25 790. 

If however I was lucky enough to have a 

spare R 7 500 000 to buy the Lamborghini 

Aventador S which I tested in last months 

magazine, with its amazing 6.5 litre V12 

engine, producing 394 g/km, the taxman 

gets a whopping R 62 882 for something 

we can’t even see. 

Now please don’t get me wrong I am not 

against saving the planet and all that nice 

bunny hugging stuff, but I have only one 

ques7on… what are they doing with the 

money? 

Unfortunately I don’t have the exact 

answer to that ques7on, because the 

government won’t tell us… but I do have a 

few theories. 

First of all I suspect that it is easier to bully 

car buyers into paying this stupid tax than 

companies for example. 

Consider that a car being used a lot will do 

about 42 000 km per year, that’s 3 500 a 

month.  Now take my Audi and calculate 

the amount of carbon dioxide grams 

produced driving the 42 000 km… and the 

answer is 7 896 000 grams for the en7re 

year… in kilograms that is 7 896. 

Now according to a 2016 report from our 

friends at OUTA (which is available for 

download on our website) the top carbon 

dioxide villain is… Eskom, which is state 

owned.  Followed by Sasol who are not.  

But of the top 10 CO2 baddies Eskom 

accounts for 74% of the emissions, which 

equates to around 230 000 000 tons of CO2 

per year. 

Two hundred and thirty million tons versus 

my RS3’s seven thousand odd kilograms is 

quite a difference. 

My second theory is that they are a<acking 

the wrong people. 

I had to pay twenty-five grand for a new 

Audi which will be serviced regularly and 

kept in 7p-top condi7on, and will only do 

about 10 000km a year.  Minibus taxis 

however, which in general terms are not 

maintained to the same standards and do 

10 000km a month are exempt from the 

Carbon Tax… how is that even fair?? 

I am sorry but just because a few taxi 

drivers objected what gave the authori7es 

the right to exempt the heaviest road users 

in the known universe? 

And this goes back to my original ques7on, 

what are they doing with the money? 

Plan7ng forests?  Developing renewable 

energy resources?  Not a chance… what 

about building more roads to increase 

traffic use… hardly makes sense doesn’t it? 

Carbon tax - what is it really all about? 
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we 

oLen forget just how good some of the older adver7sing was.  So in the interests of 

preserving the stuff that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or 

two which of course will be motoring themed. 

Enough said, now on with the fun stuff. 

This month the offerings are from BMW.  

First a humourous approach to the 

power of the M5 and then a more 

modern remake of the legendary mouse 

on the steering wheel advert, from the 

early 1990’s which won a place in the 

Adver7sing Hall of Fame in New York. 

To watch the original mouse on the 

steering wheel advert please visit our 

YouTube channel (Naked Motoring NM) 

DISCLAIMER:  As a point of seYng the record 

straight before we have to actually do so, we 

must point out that the adverts featured are 

OLD and therefore the products depicted 

therein are NOT available for sale, and similarly 

the content whether expressly stated or implied 

may not be an accurate statement regarding the 

brand in current 7mes.  And that those adverts 

shown are NOT provided by the companies 

concerned for the purpose of adver7sing.  All 

such are published with bona fides and with the 

reasonable assump7on that all adver7sing 

material is genuine.  We cannot be held liable 

for any misrepresenta7ons as we did not design 

or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious 

though, isn’t it... 
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When you turn the 

pages of this magazine 

you are generally 

always met with 

images of cars which 

are nice looking, if not 

beau7ful.  I note the 

endless list of 

adjec7ves used to describe a par7cular 

car’s beauty.  However for the universe to 

remain in balance there must be ugliness 

on the reverse side of the looks coin. 

And believe me, there have been some 

damn ugly cars made.  The list is however 

surprisingly long so I will confine this ar7cle 

to what I think are the top 5, star7ng with 

the Fiat Mul7pla. 

It has 6 seats; three in the front and three 

in the back, and a big boot… that is where 

the good bits end, even though it is a bit 

strange.  It is hideous and the person who 

designed it should be ashamed of himself. 

However not as much as the person who 

designed the next item on the list, the 

even uglier and hateful Toyota Mirai. 

Thankfully this horror was never sold in our 

beloved country, so our eyes are spared 

the chance encounter with it.  There are 

angles on it which shouldn’t be there and 

the result of this serious case of over-

design in just nasty. 

But I can get nas7er and top that with the 

Lamborghini Veneno. 

The Veneno is many things.  Very fast, 

incredibly rare and massively expensive, 

but it is not pre<y.  It is just too angular 

and bitey. 

The Mitsuoka Nouera is another car that 

we have been spared having to see on our 

roads.  This however does not allow it to 

escape the list. 

Its name is a cluster of unpronounceable 

vowels, and it’s a stupid name - but worse 

than the name is the way it looks… good 

God, what were they thinking? 

And then there is the biggest joke of them 

all.. the Juke. 

 

 

 

 

 

Something that Nissan not only willingly 

made, but regre<ably is available in South 

Africa and likely to hurt your op7c nerves 

with regularity because there are people 

out there who for reasons unknown 

actually like and waste their money on this 

ugly beast of burden. 

I have read the old naked Motoring review 

of the Juke, and liked this one quote, “... 

and I cringed at the thought of being made 

the laughing joke of other road users 

seeing me behind the wheel of the Joke, 

oops I mean Juke.” 

The Juke looks like a bad combina7on of 

two cars, two different types of car even. 

So that is my top four, with s7ll one to go… 

so please go and get the eye drops out of 

the bathroom cupboard, maybe even a few 

7ssues, dim the lights, sit down, send the 

children away, ask the dog to avert its eyes 

and prepare yourself for this one… because 

more than two cars can be blended… 

apparently… here is the Ssyangyong 

Rodius, or Stavic as it was known here. 

Hands down this is the ugliest thing in the 

world, let alone car.  From every possible 

angle it oozes awfulness. 

It seems that what they did was take a 

Chrysler Voyager mini-van and chop off 

everything above the bumpers and then 

added the nose of God knows what, and 

then they put a sleek and sweepy roof 

from a combina7on of at least two other 

cars… and then realised that the boot 

wouldn’t fit so they added a bit at the 

back. 

The Ssangyong Stavic is so ugly that not 

even its maker replaced it with a new 

model… of course I am yet to see a 

Ssangyong which is nice looking. 

I have not driven one, nor would I ever 

want to. 
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No ma<er where in 

the world you travel 

there you never 

have too look too far 

for something which 

has been done 

badly… and in the 

world of motoring 

there are no excep7ons. 

To find bad cars these days is quite difficult 

for a number of reasons, the first and most 

significant being that despite there being 

many car brands there are a lot less car 

companies.  What I mean is that for 

instance Volkswagen is a brand, but VW 

Group also owns many other brands… 

Bentley, Duca7, Porsche, Audi, Seat, Skoda, 

Lamborghini, BugaY, MAN Trucks and so 

on.  What this means is that as long as one 

of the brands within the parent group is 

decent then every other brand will be okay 

as they can swipe the niceness from within 

the family. 

The independent car manufacturers are 

however free game, and not really 

surprisingly if you look at the worst of the 

worst going back several decades you will 

find that the overwhelming majority of 

these nas7es are American, and a lot of 

them only sell in America so we are spared 

their horribleness. 

Kevin presented a list of the ugliest, well 

here is my list of the worst. 

In the 1980’s there were many terrible 

cars, but at 9 stood out over the others, 

and of those three were Chevrolet, two 

were Cadillac and one Delorean.  The 

European offerings were the Renault 

Alliance, Masera7 Biturbo and Yugo. 

The 1990s brought about some 

improvements and therefore the two 

offerings which stand out are both 

American; one Chrysler and a Chevrolet. 

However in more recent 7mes the Chinese, 

Koreans, Malaysians and Indians entered 

the market and brought with them some 

cars which you wouldn't want to be caught 

dead in. 

The first of the worst is the Smart 

TwoFour…  

It is a horrible car to drive, stupid in every 

way and massively dangerous.  Just 

imagine what would happen if an S-Class 

buried itself into the side of one of these… 

Next the Chery QQ3.  Made in China and 

cheap as hell.   

A perfect illustra7on that there is no such 

thing as cheap and nice.  S7ll and for a very 

long 7me has the Chery QQ3 been the 

cheapest car on the market, and for a very 

good reason.  Its only safety feature is 

seatbelts and even those are bolted onto a 

body which will disintegrate upon impact.  

Driving one of these tells the world that 

you are not only poor but stupid too. 

Also from China comes the GWM CB150-

ME… which not only is hideously ugly is 

also nasty as hell. 

We in fact reviewed this car in 2011 and 

voted it one of the worst cars to drive.  Not 

much has changed since then. 

It is in fact a perfect example of why buying 

a second hand car is some7mes a be<er 

idea. 

Japan has two offerings.  The Daihatsu 

Charade of the millennium (in pink) and the 

hateful Honda Insight, which is the most 

insipid and revol7ng thing to drive.  Both 

are just rubbish. 

The Charade was gutless, handled like the 

suspension was made from the springs 

from a Bic pen and had the braking power 

of a brick falling off a roof. 

But the worst car ever made has to be the 

Fiat Palio Ac7ve… a 1200cc bucket of 

suffering and crap build quality… so bad in 

fact that Fiat, who have a history of 

keeping models alive, discon7nued its 

produc7on and have never replaced it. 

A legendary tale is of how our former 

editor drove one of these from Richards 

Bay to Johannesburg, driving it as hard as 

possible, and it took him 11 hours to 

complete the journey… which considering 

it normally takes 5 speaks volumes. 
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Last month I wrote 

a piece, what I 

thought was a funny 

piece about a cow 

that ended up on 

the roof of a bakkie.   

However when I got 

a few e-mails from 

readers I was quite 

surprised by what they had to say. 

They cri7cised me and accused me of 

being stupid and dim-wi<ed… well, I will 

have you know that I am in my sixth year 

of medical school, and was in the top 10 

students of the year, for last year. 

However what I am wri7ng about this 

month is something only perpetrated by 

stupid and dim-wi<ed people… this of 

course is puYng children in cars without 

using proper child seats. 

The manufacturers of these products 

recommend that a child should use a child 

seat (of varying sizes and configura7ons 

depending on age) un7l the child is 12 

years old, or reaches a certain height and 

weight. 

I don’t have children of my own, but I have 

family who do, and on the odd occasion 

am needed to do some babysiYng… and 

for that purpose I went out and bought a 

child seat.  It cost about a grand (R1 000) 

and is made by a reputable maker of such 

things… and it wasn’t the cheapest 

available either. 

In the top right corner is a picture of a 

baby carry thingy which doubles up as a 

car seat… very convenient and very safe.  It 

is rear facing so that the baby, who’s neck 

isn’t that strong (that would be the M. 

splenius capitus & M. splenius cervicus 

areas for those who know be<er than me) 

can be at rest when you need to brake. 

The only problem with that type of seat is 

that babies grow fast, and grow out of 

those seats just as fast. 

I have included a couple examples of seats 

made under licence for Ferrari.  

Photograph A is a very versa7le seat  with 

cushion inserts to hold a child from infancy 

upwards, and all you need to do as the 

child grows is remove the cushions to fit 

them properly.  Picture B is the carry type, 

which whilst being a very cool Ferrari seat 

is the sort which they grow out of quickly.. 

On the subject of Ferrari, in the large 

photograph to the right is a genuine 

manufacturer approved child seat inside a 

Ferrari FF.  It fits like a glove and looks 

good at the same 7me… 

What I then want to know is why parents, 

who gave birth to children, and who 

supposedly love them, are so irresponsible 

to not put them in car seats when driving 

them around? 

As part of my prac7cal I have had to work 

in hospitals, and par7cular trauma units, 

and I can tell you the majority of fatali7es, 

or at best serious injuries resul7ng from 

car accidents involve children who were 

not strapped in. 

And don’t think that simply puYng the 

normal belt across their lap and then 

placing the chest strap behind them works, 

because it does not at all.  What will 

happen in an accident is their 7ny li<le and 

fragile bodies will get squeezed by 

the very strong and thick belt and 

then their lower internal organs, 

which would be the stomach, liver, 

spleen and intes7nes (as well as a 

few others) could be severely 

damaged, and if they rupture can 

result in a very painful and prolonged 

death… who would want to do that 

to their child?  The belt must sit 

across the hips and not the 

abdomen!!! 

Children are defenceless li<le beings who 

depend on us and our superior knowledge 

and understanding of things to take care of 

them, so when you get into a car with 

them stop being so damn stupid and put 

them in a seat - a proper baby seat - and 

strap them in safely. 

If you can afford a car, and the petrol and 

such to make it run then you can afford a 

few hundred bucks for something which 

will, not might, save the life of your child 

when some idiot does something stupid 

and crashes into you. 

Accidents happen, that’s why we have 

insurance… so if we understand that 

concept then why not take proper steps to 

protect those who we love the most. 

I just hope someone gets my message and 

that gives me hope. 

A B 
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Kyoto, Japan:  BMW is a very popular car brand in Japan, 

and like in much of the rest of the world the SUV is highly 

regarded for its size and accompanying status.  So what about 

the smallest SUV which BMW have to offer, the X3 xDrive20d? 

Launched a couple months ago in Morocco this is the third 

genera7on BMW X3, and it’s a whopper.  The car is in fact longer 

and wider than the original X5, so whist it might be the small one it 

is far from being small. 

The familiar four-cylinder engine's vitals endure, too, meaning 

150kW and  400Nm – enough to deliver 100km/h in 8 seconds via a 

revised eight-speed automa7c gearbox (you can no longer buy a 

manual X3).  The electronically controlled xDrive system now uses a 

more efficient transfer case sourced from the 7 Series and a lighter 

rear differen7al. Its rear bias has been ramped up, but all of the 

torque can, in principle, be sent to either axle. There's hill descent 

control as standard, but mud-plugging is more a hobby than a 

voca7on. As BMW puts it, "The X3 is a capable off-road vehicle for 

its intended audience" and of course they are Germans, in 

Germany, who have never seen the African bush. 

The exterior is more aerodynamic than before, but there's li<le 

chance its new-found slipperiness will be mistaken for grace; in 

league with its swollen dimensions, the X3's aggressive restyle 

means it now cuts a very imposing figure, especially in the test car's 

M Sport trim. 

A lighter stylis7c touch has been applied inside, with a cockpit 

layout that's not hugely different from its predecessor's but with 

added smartness and visual interest.  Material quality is impressive 

on all key surfaces, with the remaining hard plas7cs discretely 

tucked away, while storage areas are more generous than before. 

The driving posi7on is sound, with plenty of adjustment.  The M 

Sport’s upgraded seats are both comfortable and suppor7ve. 

On the road the car 

drives very nicely and 

the performance and 

handling is reasonably 

good.  It is no race car but 

you get what you are buying; a comfortable, luxurious, affordable, 

prac7cal family car which can tackle the occasional dirt road as and 

when it needed. 

The car comes decently equipped and there are op7onal semi-

autonomous features which make it an interes7ng proposi7on. 

It is however more expensive than the outgoing model, and this is 

obviously something to consider. 

There are, of course, spor7er versions of the new, larger and more 

sophis7cated X3 – including an unprecedentedly hot M40i  – but 

while the xDrive20d handles respectably, it majors instead on 

quality, prac7cality and refinement. 
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Breitling Navi7mer 01 (46mm) 

Breitling Navi7mer 01 (46mm) Breitling Navi7mer 01 (46mm) Breitling Navi7mer 01 (46mm) 

Zartek ZA-431 heavy duty 

headlamp.  R 199 

Available from 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Available from Authorised Bre7ling 

dealers countrywide. Prices correct at 

7me of going to press. 

R 326 600 

R 118 900 R 330 230 R 115 900 

Wallet Ninja mul7-tool (camo) 

R 199 

Available from 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

UBTECH Alpha One Pro 

White robot 

R 8 499 

Available from Incredible 

Connec7on stores 
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Surrey, England:  When Peugeot launched the 5008 back in 

2010 the world stood in stunned silence.  It was a very 

different box of frogs compared to what which we had grown 

accustomed.  It was a big, boxy and completely 

unconven7onal MPV and more importantly it broke away 

from conven7on as much as was possible.  In short the Frencies had 

made something special. 

What it could however do was handle like a small car and this made 

it very popular. 

However it wasn’t admi<edly to everyone’s taste, much like jambe 

la grenouille (that would be frog’s legs…) but it s7ll sold, and quite 

well. 

Seven years later and the game has changed. Although there’s s7ll 

no shortage of people who require what a tradi7onal MPV such as 

that original 5008 offered, far fewer of them actually want to be 

seen in one, par7cularly in China, which is a massive market for 

Peugeot. 

Instead they want an SUV with all the street-cred which comes 

along with it - so Peugeot obliged. 

The new 5008 is basically a slightly larger version of the 3008 which 

we tested last year, and as a result doesn't really have much of its 

own iden7ty. 

There are a selec7on of petrol and diesel engines available and all-

in-all the car is a decent drive.  It just lacks that “wow factor” which 

the old one delivered in bucket loads… or whatever the French 

carry things around in. 

The instrument display is all digital and the overall layout of the 

interior is good, with clever use of different and nice quality 

materials.  My only 

cri7cism is the use of 

some hard plas7cs in 

visible areas, which does 

slightly detract from the overall 

aesthe7c. 

Out on the open road however is where the car lets the side down.  

It is as exci7ng to drive as a geriatric donkey and the steering is 

vague and more sugges7ve than precise. 

I am of the considered opinion that Peugeot have unfortunately in 

an effort to please mass markets lost the original recipe which got 

everyone to love their cars in the first place. 

For something with which to waL around in and ferry the kids to 

and from school it may suffice, but when objec7vely compared to 

its predecessor it falls horribly and tragically short. 

Maybe in 7 years 7me they will redeem themselves?  I hope so. 
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Molsheim, Alsace, France:  What is it about a 36 million 

Rand car that gets everyone so excited?  Well the fact that it 

costs thirty six million (before any taxes and du7es) may have 

something to do with it. 

Simply put it is obviously quite special and not the sort of car where 

corners were cut. 

So this is what brings me to France to drive the 1103kW BugaY 

Chiron… that’s right 1103 kilowa<s… or 1479bhp in Imperial 

speak… BugaY just round it up to 1500. 

The power figure does seem a li<le bit crazy when you consider 

that it is basically double of that produced by the Ferrari 812 

superfast that we reviewed last month, and the Ferrari wasn’t 

exactly found to be lacking in the power department… not by any 

stretch of the imagina7on. 

Of course the 350km/h Ferrari is a lot slower… more than 100 km/h 

slower in fact. 

The Ferrari is also a hell of a lot cheaper… in fact for the price of 

one Chiron you can get roughly four 812s. 

The Chiron’s engine is based on the same 8 litre W16 quad-turbo 

effort found in the Veyron… just a lot be<er and more tuned for 

maximum output. 

This is a hypercar, and perhaps the ruling monarch of the hypercar 

kingdom, with its predecessors being the Veyron and the Veyron 

SuperSport. 

In photographs the Chiron is quite striking, but in person it is quite 

something to behold… the propor7ons and lines are so much more 

than any picture could ever portray. 

The strange thing about the Chiron is that it isn't quite finished 

being developed.  The top speed for example is limited at present 

to a mere 420km/h because, for one, the tyres are s7ll being tested 

for “higher speeds”.  This however is misleading because the Chiron 

will be faster than the Veyron SuperSport when it is ready to be 

properly unleashed.  Not that 420km/h isn't fast enough, its just 

not the actual “top speed” yet. 

It is a car like any other, more or less.  It has four wheels, a couple 

of doors, some seats, windows, a steering wheel and an engine… 

there however the similarity ends because the way in which it has 
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been built and the things from which it has been built are beyond measure or 

compromise.  The finest of the finest wouldn’t quite cover it adequately. 

Since 1998 BugaY has been owned by Volkswagen, and in that 7me, some 20 years 

they have only produced three cars (in varying configura7ons), namely the Veyron, 

the Veyron Supersport and now the Chiron. 

When the, then, chairman of VW sat his design team down he laid out a list of 

things that the Veyron had to do - things which no other car had ever done before… 

the task seemed impossible.  However they somehow managed to pull it off and 

produced not only the most expensive car in the world, but also the fastest.   For 

them it was a Concorde moment for automo7ve engineering.  A road car with air 

condi7oning, satellite naviga7on, leather seats, carpets, a sound system and all 

wheel drive which could do 407km/h… and then there was the Supersport which 

was even faster… 430 odd km/h. 

So how does one go about exceeding what already seems to be the limit? 

Enter into the equa7on Achim Anscheidt, Sasha Seipanov, E7enne Salome and 

Frank Heyl… the four people who designed the Chiron.  Now whilst the Chiron 

appears to be a huge improvement over the Veyron you must remember that if it 

were not for the Veyron there would be no Chiron.  The Veyron was the one which 

discovered 100% of the unknown… the Chiron just needed to be 10% be<er. 

So saying what the quartet of designers and engineers have achieved is nothing 

short of brilliant.  The Chiron is in fact about 50% be<er than the Veyron in most 

areas, and even more in others. 

In fact the briefing handed down by BugaY boss Wolfgang Dürheimer to the design 

team was a very simple one, “… be be1er than the Veyron in every respect…” 

It was genesis all over again. 

Top speed has always been an issue for the Veyron, because it was limited by the 

ability of its tyres to withstand the immense pressure of spinning at over 400km/h… 

so much so that they would only last for 15 minutes at top speed before exploding.  

This however never happened because the car’s 100 litre fuel tank would be sucked 

dry in 12 minutes. 

The Chiron faces the same tyre problem, and will drain its equally large fuel tank in 

only 9 minutes. 

Fortunately Michelin came to the rescue and have been developing bespoke tyres 

for the Chiron, which have been subjected to constant tes7ng, even as we speak 

despite the car being sold.  The way in which BugaY have dealt with the problem is 

a bit unique.  They just ini7ally limited the car to 420km/h.  Simple. 

That limit has slowly crept up as tes7ng revealed be<er results and this year, 

hopefully soon, the big reveal will take place where the Chiron’s actual top speed is 

declared, and then verified.  My guess… if you consider that the Chiron has 50% 

more power than the Veyron then it wouldn’t be an unreasonable expecta7on that 

it could be 10% quicker… so that would be 472km/h, but what if it was 15% 

quicker?  Or 20 percent? 

So my best guess would be somewhere around the 475km.h mark… perhaps even 

480km/h.  That would mean that the tyres would only need to hold together for 9 

minutes to be considered safe… okay make it 10. 

Although the one thing that the Chiron can do be<er than go fast is the opposite of 
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“… when cruising at 300km/h and you accelerate hard the Chiron pulls 

away as if from a standsBll… it is intoxicaBng…” 
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that in fact.  The car from 400m/h can 

come to a complete stop in 

somewhere around 9 seconds, which 

is insane!! 

The car has an eight litre quad 

turbocharged W16 engine… it also has 

six exhausts, but only four go to the 

back.  The other 2 point at the road to 

create some F1 inspired aerodynamic 

effect using heated air..  And there are 

11 radiators. 

Zero to 100km/h 2.4 seconds, 200km.h 

in 6.5 seconds, and 300km.h in 13.6 

seconds.  The off-the-line accelera7on 

is however just one of the Chiron’s 

many party tricks.  Mid-range power is 

another.  I had occasion to push it 

slightly, and when cruising at 300km/h 

and you accelerate hard the Chiron 

pulls away as if from a stands7ll and 

keeps pulling hard.  I have never 

before experienced such 

unadulterated power before and it is 

intoxica7ng. 

A lesser known fact about the Chiron.  

The badge on the front grille; the li<le 

red and silver one which says “BugaY” 

costs, all on its own about R 7 500.  

That is because each one is 

handcraLed out of actual silver. 

Other notable details?  Literally hours 

of them.  Turbos that look about 50 

percent bigger than the Veyron’s, a 

carbon fibre intake manifold, conrods 

that can take half as much more strain 

as a Veyron’s but weigh no more, 

420mm diameter carbon-ceramic 

brake discs, a steering wheel milled 

from a solid piece of aluminium, 

suspension bushes that contain three 

different rubber compounds to give 

different responses laterally, 

longitudinally and ver7cally, and the 

CFRP underbody, flat apart from Naca 

ducts, a few strakes by the front 

wheels and a deeper diffuser and 

constructed from a honeycomb-cored 

composite that, in thinner form and 

with a smarter finish, comprises the 

car’s body – a body whose weave is so 

exquisitely constructed that you can 

leave it bare if you like, or colour it 

mildly through the clearcoat.  

I could go on, and I will.  The passenger 

cell is carbon fibre, naturally, but now 

so is the rear subframe / engine 

carrier.  The engine is put in posi7on at 

BugaY’s Molsheim factory and the cell 

and carrier are assembled around it, 

joined by just 10 7tanium bolts. It has, 

BugaY says, a torsional rigidity of 

50000Nm per degree, so racing car 

levels of s7ffness. 

That is how fine the a<en7on to detail 

is, where quite literally no stone has 

been leL unturned.  And there is no 

compromise whatsoever. 

When BugaY sold the Veyron they 

actually lost money on each of the 450 

sold because the research and 

development costs were so high, and 

despite pain7ng some like Ming vases 

and geYng pianists to put their names 

on others.  The Chiron however will 

make money.  According to 

Dürheimer, Volkswagen would never 

have sanc7oned its produc7on should 

it not, especially in current 7mes of 

financial ‘concerns’.  However only 500 

will be made, and that’s only a billion 

Pounds.  So the margins will be 7ght… 

apparently.  But already at least half of 

that quota have been sold, and when 

they reach 500 Dürheimer will be off 

to the VW Group Board to pitch for a 

replacement. 

Being a Volkswagen Group car, the 

Chiron must work all over the world, 

and 1103kW and 1605Nm wants an 

astonishing amount of cooling, so 

although the Chiron is low, at 

1212mm, it is 2038mm wide. 

One thing though that the Chiron 

represents is a development pla`orm 

for the brand.  So in due course things 

and technologies found in the Chiron 

will filter down into other products 

with in the group… not that your 

1.0TSi Polo will end up doing 400km/h 

but the next genera7on Bentley 

Con7nental might.  Its all rela7ve of 

course. 

The interior is a thing of French beauty 
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and everything therein feels good to the touch and makes the eye 

very, very happy. 

But there are many reminders that this is a R 36M car, as you’d 

expect.  The s7tching is lovely and the gaps between materials are 

nanometre perfect.  The world’s longest automo7ve ligh7ng bar, 

they say, swoops around behind you, enhancing a feeling of 

separa7on between driver and passenger while spliYng the view 

rearwards in two and making you wonder how they’ll do a 

conver7ble and how much floppier it’ll be.  

The seats are suppor7ve, not broad, and electrically adjusted, but 

the cabin feels wide.  The steering wheel gets manual adjustment, a 

start bu<on, a drive mode selector and shiL paddles.  The 

handbrake is electronic, the centre console ultra-slim (hence the 

swoopy bar, to add perceived width and strength down the car’s 

centre) and covered in a piece of beau7fully machined and sa7n-

polished metal, adorned with knobs that turn with the oiliness of 

those on a top-end hi-fi.  Oddly there is s7ll a special key if you 

want to “unlock” the full 420km/h top speed and not be limited to 

380km/h, but these days it lives in a socket in the car, so could as 

well be a bu<on. 

Visibility is pre<y average but ergonomics are otherwise straight 

out of the VW Group handbook.  So you thumb the starter like you 

might in an Audi and the engine fires to a voluble but, from a 

cylinder-count perspec7ve, indis7nct cacophony, and it is ready. 

Foot on brake, pull gearlever back to D, away you go. 

Everything is where you expect it to be. You could be in a VW Golf – 

a 1103kW, 8 litre, two-metre-wide Golf that can do 420km/h, but a 

Golf nonetheless, but I mean that in a fla<ering way because it is a 

remarkable achievement. 

The truth is that the road tes7ng part of the experience doesn’t 

take very long.  Not when, despite BugaY’s assurances that I could 

test the Chiron “properly”, it presented me with a vehicle with a 

top speed of 420km/h on roads with a maximum limit of 120km/h 

and reminded me that I was responsible for my own fines.  I have 

no idea what the inside of a French prison looks like and had no 

par7cular desire to find out, but now that I am back on home soil I 

can tell you one or two things... 

The car is fast.  Not like in any ordinary supercar, or even hypercar, 

but in its own very unique way.  If you use launch control and fly off 

the line there is a lot of drama, mostly inside your head, but once it 

is moving there is very li<le.  It moves at a pace second to none, 

and I did take it up to the first limited stage of 380km/h for a  brief 

moment just to see how it does it… quickly is the answer. 

BugaY set a record, now beaten, of 0-400-0 in 42 seconds, so how 

long do you think it would take just to get to 380… exactly. 

The saddest part of the whole experience is knowing that never 

again will I feel such power and be the master of it all. 

It is a brilliant car and what BugaY have done is incredible.  So 

merci for allowing me to experience this world, even if only for a 

day. 
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CHIRON 

THE ENGINE 

8 LITRES 

16 CYLINDERS 

‘W’ CONFIGURATION 

4 BANKS OF CYLINDERS AROUND A 

COMMON CRANKSHAFT 

UPPER 2 BANKS AT 90° AND THE 

LOWER 2 BANKS AT 15° TO THOSE 

6 EXHAUSTS 

1 103KW 

1 605NM 

4 TURBOCHARGERS 

2.4 SECONDS 0 - 100 KM/H 

6.5 SECONDS 0 - 200 KM/H 

13.6 SECONDS 0 - 300KM/H 

TOP SPEED (CURRENTLY) 420KM/H 
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Johannesburg:  About 30 years ago 

BMW brought out a beau7ful large 

two door coupe which was 

posi7oned ahead of the execu7ve 

benchmark 5 Series.  It was 

expensive and the objet de désir for 

stockbrokers and high-flyers all over the 

world.  It was called the 635CSi, and 

thereaLer an ‘M’ badged version arrived, 

which was even more desirable.. 

Dial forward a few years and a new 6 

Series was born, also a two door coupe, 

and then a conver7ble; the 645i (which to 

the anger and disgust of 645i buyers was 

upgraded to the 650i without any 

forewarning).  The car however was ugly as 

sin, and to make ma<ers worse was 

designed by some American who clearly 

must have smoked too much of the Bob 

Marley tree in his youth.  Its nose was too 

long and its bum too fat. 

Fortunately divine interven7on killed off 

the ugly 6 Series and brought to be a 

stunningly gorgeous third genera7on 6, 

which not surprisingly was also a two door 

coupe, with a conver7ble variant.  Finally 

the objet de désir had returned. 

And then a bunch of BMW execu7ves ate 

some burgers made from a beef, which 

obviously suffered from mad cow disease 

because they added back doors onto the 6 

and called it the Gran Coupe.  Gentlemen a 

coupe does not have four doors… the end. 

The same craziness afflicted the 4 Series in 

an even worse way.  To explain; historically 

there was always a two door (coupe) 3 

Series, but at some stage BMW felt a more 

clear separa7on of the two was needed 

and four door models remained the 3 

Series and the coupe was badged the 4 

Series.  Then some idiot went off and undid 

all the good work and put the back doors 

back on the 4 Series, and jus7fied this 

stupidity by giving it an incorrect name… 

Gran Coupe. 

However what we have here now is a 6 

Series coupe, with extra doors, added 
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height and a hatchback boot… and its 

called the GT, which replaces the old 

5 Series GT. 

Right, now that we have dispensed 

with the introduc7ons and have 

established that the car has a stupid 

name, let us delve into what makes it 

whatever it is, that it is. 

Even at a glance the  6 GT is a much 

be<er looing car than the old 5 GT.  I 

can remember when the first one 

was launched and thought to myself 

that is was probably the darkest day 

in BMW’s history, and then I 

discovered that the same stupid 

American who designed the ugly, 

second genera7on 6 Series was 

responsible for the even more 

hideous 5 GT… it all started making 

sense. 

The American of course to whom I 

refer went by the name of Chris 

Bangle… or some such. 

At a second glance you can’t help but 

no7ce how big the car is… it is huge, 

and very long.  There is of course a 

Func)on over form.  The interior layout is very good, but hardly exci)ng.  Everything though works very well and the car is incredibly comfortable and well 

appointed… the swipeable menu centre mounted touchscreen system is very good and a breeze to operate, even on the move. 
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very reasonable explana7on for this; it has the 

same wheelbase as the current 7 Series.  This of 

course does make its iden7ty more confusing. 

BMW have however managed to cure some of the 

previous genera7ons faults, and when I say faults I 

mean ugliness, by lowering the profile of the back 

to look less like a wall of steel.  This of course does 

make the back-end look remarkably X6ish.  Clearly 

the iden7ty crisis is going to need a lot more 

therapy to cure than BMW ever envisaged. 

The tailgate is however a simpler and cleverer 

arrangement where the mechanism is contained 

within the boot lid itself, which allows for a larger 

and wider opening aperture. 

The driving posi7on is a remarkable 6 cm higher than the 5 Series, which 

apparently is something which GT buyers liked… who am I to dispute that? 

As expected BMW have applied their latest sciences to the car and in this 

regard they must be commended.  Lots of things are happening unseen to 

the driver.  There are ac7ve flappy things all over the car to reduce drag 

and increase stability.  There is four-wheel steering, ac7ve roll dampers 

and air springs.  It is of course a blend of 5 and 7 Series tech... 

As a result it is very slippery and slices through the air like a sardine does 

through water. 

The test car, the 630d GT, is as far as I am aware the only diesel currently 

available, and there is also a petrol model the 640i xDrive. 

They both have the same eight-speed automa7c gearbox which is 

unsurprisingly silky smooth and makes the car a pleasure to drive. 

I have no idea what BMW consider to this car’s rivals because it is sort of 

all on its own out there.  The closest, which is s7ll quite far away, would be 

the Audi A7. 

So let us just accept that BMW have created a niche market for one of 

their own products, and then pretend its compe77ve. 

From an engineering perspec7ve the car is all big BMW and as a result 

unques7onably good.  In this regard I can not fault it. 

It does suffer from a huge iden7ty crisis and I personally am of the view 

that the only thing about it which is 6 Series is the badge on the boot. 

Quite how this 7 Series size hatchback could ever be likened to a sexy and 

sleek sports coupe does, and shall forever remain a total mystery. 

With a 5 Series badge on the back it would make more sense because at 

least there is a history… not a good history, but one nevertheless.  And 

people could marvel at how much be<er it is over the old model, but now 

BMW have pressed the reset bu<on and will have to keep making this car 

be<er, instead of sighing in relief that they have done a good thing. 

As a long distance gran turismo it does admi<edly work, so order yours 

without any boot badge and keep people guessing. 
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Johannesburg:  This month is my 

turn to take a trip down memory 

lane, and I have chosen what is 

arguably one of the most iconic 

modern cars ever to me built in large 

numbers… of course I am talking about the 

Mercedes Benz SLS AMG. 

When the SLS was launched people 

thought that its predecessor was the 

Mercedes-McLaren SLR, which of course 

was not.  It was actually a new model 

which was a modern representa7on of the 

incredibly beau7ful 1954 Mercedes 300SL 

Gullwing.  It was in itself a blast from the 

past.  A spiritual successor if you will. 

And then they powered it with the most 

powerful naturally aspirated produc7on 

series engine the world had ever seen. 

The car was only made for four years, 

between 2010 and 2014, but was revealed 

in 2009 at the Frankfurt Motor Show, and 

it was an instant and huge success. 

Up front is a naturally aspirated 6.2 litre V8 

420kW engine.  But the car was also very 

light (compared to its contemporaries) and 

that made it fast.  Very fast.  Incidentally 

SLS stands for super liecht sport (super 

light sport). 

As supercars go the thing was very 

unconven7onal, but some7mes weird and 

wonderful is mostly wonderful and less 

weird. 

And of course there are the doors.  These 

are what made the SLS famous before 

anyone realized how nice it was to drive. 

The SLS is for all intent and purpose a 

supercar, just very differently configured to 

any other supercar. 

The car was developed en7rely in-house by 

AMG, and what this meant was that AMG 

were given a completely blank slate upon 

which to draw.  This wasn’t an exis7ng 

model which they had to make faster.  It 

was their new model and they could do 

with it pre<y much whatever they wanted, 

and that is exactly what they did. 

The 2010 - 2014 Mercedes Benz SLS AMG 
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Star7ng with the 

styling.  Naturally the 

car has drawn some of 

its character from the 

old 300SL, but there is 

not much retro about it.  

The styling is in fact 

completely unique and 

admi<edly very striking. 

I think though that its 

propor7ons are perhaps 

what makes it so 

special.  The bonnet for 

example is a mile long, and it is wider than 

any S-Class (up to the point in 7me when it 

was made).  The cabin is at the back, sort 

of like Batman’s car. 

There are no external door handles, but 

rather things that pop out when you 

unlock it.. and then retract when the car 

drives off, or obviously locked. 

You can however deac7vate the automa7c 

handle feature and then make them pop 

out by pressing a bu<on to their right. 

The front wheels are a different size to the 

back, just like with any self-respec7ng 

supercar.  19 and 20 inches respec7vely. 

The SLS’s main lights use bi-xenon bulbs, 

but the indicators and daylight running 

lamps are LEDs. Rear lights also use LEDs 

for what Mercedes calls a “nocturnal 

signature”. More LEDs are used for the 

foglights and reversing lights, which are 

surprisingly small and low set. 

In its day the SLS was also the pace car 

used in Formula 1… quite an accolade. 

The body is mostly aluminium, apart from 

the plas7c bootlid.  The chassis assembly is 

also aluminium because it is light. 

At the rear is an electrically deployable 

spoiler which rises once you go faster than 

120km/h and drops away below 80km/h.  

There is however a bu<on on the 

dashboard which allows you to pop it up 

and down to show your friends. 

GeYng in is not as difficult as you would 

imagine, and the doors are amazingly 

light.  However I must advise to not try 

this if you are wearing a short skirt, unless 

of course flashing your underwear is your 

thing, because you do have to step in over 

a wide sill and then sit low down with one 

leg inside the car and one s7ll outside. 

And don’t bump your head on the doors. 

Speaking of the doors, one oddity I found 

is that they are not electrically assisted.  
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When I asked around 

it would seem that 

Mercedes Benz are 

well aware of this 

and argued that it 

would have made 

the car heavier… 

okay they do have a 

point there.  It might 

have been a nice 

po7on though 

because unless you 

are tall reaching the doors once seated can 

be a bit of a stretch. 

Once you are in however the cabin is nice 

and compact, but in a good way.  You feel 

snug, like I would imagine you would in a 

racecar.  The seats are wonderfully 

comfortable and offer quite a lot of 

adjustment, even for taller occupants. 

I didn’t really travel all that far in the car, but 

know someone who once took one from 

Johannesburg to down to the KZN north 

coast, and raved about how nice it was.  As 

he was the former editor of this magazine I 

have no reason to ques7on his opinion, or 

judgment on the subject.  He described it as 

“very tail happy, but loads of fun”… that is a 

very accurate statement. 

The car can sprint from 0 to 100km/h in 3.9 

seconds and 0 to 160km/h in just 8 seconds. 

That is quicker than the old SL65 Black series. 

The car I tested had carbon ceramic brakes, 

which I also understand are massively 

expensive.  This could be a drawback. 

It is a really fun car to drive and the sound it 

makes is soulful and amazing.  It is loud, but 

not offensively so.  Any 7me you go near the 

thro<le in a corner the bum tries to overtake 

you (if you turn off the trac7on control) but it 

is not scary to drive like a C63.  It is incredibly 

easy to control and once you get used to it 

the car in beau7fully engaging and massively 

exci7ng. 

When it was new they cost a lot… about two 

and a half million Rand, which was a lot eight 

years ago. 

However so saying, secondhand they are s7ll 

quite expensive, and a trolling of the usual 

used car sale websites will confirm this 

point… so it is desirable and retains its value.   

This is a very good thing… an investment that 

can make you smile all day long. 

Honestly, what more could anyone want? 
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Wake	up	to	life	
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Los Angeles, California, USA:  Held 

from the 1st to 10th of December 

2017 the LA Auto Show is the last 

show of the year.  I was fortunate 

enough to be in LA during that 

period and a<ended the show. 

The LA show is a showcase of all things 

American, and even some thing’s which 

aren't. 

I have as usual prepared a selec7on of my 

highlight and lowlights from the show. 

Chris Bangle is s7ll alive, and s7ll hasn't 

received the memo to stop designing 

cars.  This hideous WTF moment (above) 

is called the Redspace… um, okay... 

A brand we know li<le about, but this is 

the “new” Corve<e ZR conver7ble 

Redspace City Car BMW i8 roadster 

Corve<e ZR1 conver7ble 

Jeep Wrangler 

A brand we know a lot about and really 

like. 

This is the new Jeep Wrangler which 

cleverly retains all its rough & tough DNA 

but also packs all the latest technology. 

One of the stars of the show, the BMW i8 

roadster which was accompanied by the 

faceliL i8 coupe. 

Quite possibly the sexiest car in the en7re 

BMW line-up. 

My full report on the car is on page 42. 

Infini7 QX 50 

My least favourite car brand in the world, and 

now there is a new QX 50. 

All it promises, apparently, un7l 

independently verified, is decent fuel 

efficiency from a petrol engine, which they 

call “variable igni7on”… 

Wow… 

Mazda 6 

Range Rover SVAutobiography LWB 

No ma<er how many Bentley Bentaygas, 

Rolls-Royce Cullinans or other such cars 

come along, just remember that Land 

Rover got there first with the 

SVAutobiography.  Quite a shrewd move, 

crea7ng a long-wheelbase luxury SUV to 

take on the luxury saloon elite, and it 

certainly seems to have paid off. The 

new version adds even more Vogue to 

an already painfully stylish car. 

I’m a fan of the new Mazda 6, not 

because it gets fancy seats and a new 

dashboard but because most of its 

updates are focused on improving how it 

rides and steers.  In a world where bigger 

infotainment screens and fake carbon 

trim are oLen the focus of a faceliL, it’s 

good to see Mazda giving its refreshed 

saloon oomph where it really ma<ers. 
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Johannesburg:  Review number two and this 7me it’s a 

diesel Golf… but not any diesel Golf, it’s the fast one… the 

GTD. 

I love my new job!! 

The GTD costs about R 505 000 and is supposed to be a more frugal 

GTi… well I will do my best to figure this one out. 

Now I must tell you from the start that this is the first Volkswagen I 

have ever driven, so when I started the test I had nothing by which 

to measure it.  However on the advice of a colleague I went back to 

the VW dealership, from where I got the test car, and test drove a 

couple other models, including the GTi.  It always pays off to follow 

good advice. 

In the process of doing this write-up I also learned a lot of 

interes7ng facts about the GTD. 

Firstly, on a global basis Volkswagen sells two-7mes more GTDs 

than GTis… bet you didn’t know that.  Another is that it has been 

around for a while, and this, in the Golf 7 is not the first 7me it has 

been sold. 

Another is that, again in a global sense, the GTD is the preferred 

vehicle for fleet company purchases. 

The Golf 7 GTD has been given more power, torque and there are 

significant improvements in efficiency.  All of this has made it highly 

desirable. 

The power output is 135kW and torque a significant 380Nm.  As a 

result the GTD can race from a stands7ll to 100km/h in 7.5 seconds 

(in manual) and 7.4 with the DSG automa7c gearbox, which is what 

the test car had. 

Whilst being aware that there are faster cars out there I found the 

GTD to be very quick, and par7cularly when it came to overtaking 

where it was really impressive. 

On the equipment front, the GTD has gained numerous standard 

addi7ons as part of the 2017 Golf range faceliL.  The outside has 

been given a light makeover, with new bumpers and LED rear lights 

clusters added to the package. 

As for the rest of the package, the GTD comes with the same 

equipment that is standard on the GT trimmed Golfs, which 

includes 7nted rear windows, LED fog lights, ambient interior 

ligh7ng and Volkswagen Discover infotainment system complete 

More power, more torque, less fuel, fabulously appointed and beau)ful lines… what’s not to love? 
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with an 8 inch touchscreen display, 

satellite naviga7on, Bluetooth and USB 

connec7vity and smartphone integra7on.. 

Added to the spor7est diesel in the Golf 

range is an aggressive looking bodykit, LED 

headlights, heated front seats, dual-zone 

climate control and 12.3 inch Volkswagen's 

Ac7ve Info Display, which is similar to 

Audi's Virtual Cockpit found originally on 

the TT. 

On the inside, there’s the usual obvious 

material quality to admire, as well as an 

appealing sma<ering of classic GTi trim 

addi7ons.  All of which make the inside of 

the car a really nice place to spend 7me on 

the open road. 

They have also added lowered and 

s7ffened sports suspension and an 

enhanced version of VW’s ‘XDS’ limited-

slip diff-apeing trac7on control system, 

working here on all four wheels instead of 

just the front two, to reduce power-on 

understeer.  You also get beefier brakes 

and the quickened, variable-ra7o steering 

setup 

from the Golf GTi. 

In all honesty I have no 

cooking clue what all this 

stuff means and was what 

was told to me by a VW 

salesman, however if it 

means that the car handles 

really well, then I was 

correctly informed. 

There are loads of ‘toys’ 

including a neat parking 

assistance system which manifests as a 

picture of the car on a display screen. 

I am seriously impressed with the GTD.  

The only issue I have is the price, and yes I 

do understand that it is what things cost 

these days, but half a million Rand plus is a 

lot of money for a diesel hatchback.  The 

fact that for only R 9000 more you can get 

the Mercedes Benz A220d is worrying.  

And as a result I have to ask if VW have 

gone a bit stupid with their pricing? 

The GTD is a brilliant car, and I loved every 

second spent driving it around, but the 

price is heavy… and its not as fast as the 

GTi.  It uses less fuel, if that ma<ers 

enough - but its no diesel GTi, and that was 

one of the ques7ons for which I wanted to 

find the answer at the start of the review. 

Objec7vely I think you would have to be 

silly to spend that much money on this car, 

and it pains me to say that because I feel a 

bit guilt not singing its praises.  However 

we live in the real world where very few 

people have limitless bank balances… most 

of us have to budget and value for money 

is always important. 

So if you want the best diesel in a 

hatchback for R 500 000 will it be a 

Volkswagen or a Mercedes Benz?  The 

answer is pre<y obvious, I think. 

The cabin is a beau)fully laid out space, and the car has more toys than you could ever need… 

inside it is a really nice place to be. 
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In all that we do there is a genesis 

moment and for us it was February 

2012.  The culmina7on of two years 

of hard work with no reward but 

driven by a vision for something 

great… and that vision was to have 

our own motoring magazine. 

My predecessor, Carrington, kept the team 

enthusias7c & focused and applied a never 

give up principle in everything that he did… 

and it paid off.  Un7l then we had been 

doing individual reviews, which were very 

good and created huge interest in what we 

had to say. 

The magazine however was not the first 

step in our journey… individual reviews of 

cars was.  And in a different publica7on. 

NewsTime was a online newspaper owned 

and operated by the Blue Label Telecoms 

Group and its editor-in-chief was long 7me 

friend Michael Trapido.  He gave us the 

break we needed and Naked Motoring 

effec7vely became the motoring column 

for NewsTime. 

However about a year or so later 

NewsTime went out of business and we 

took the ini7a7ve and went out on our 

own.  We con7nued to do reviews in the 

same format but instead of under the 

NewsTime banner we were independent. 

We were the first motoring publica7on to 

begin with the retes7ng of Masera7 and 

Ferrari vehicles aLer the then importers, 

ViglieY decided to halt all press tes7ng.  

The rest followed in our footsteps.  In fact 

our Ferrari 458 Italia review was published 

18 months before the next, which was in 

CAR Magazine. 

The individual reviews were hugely 

popular, but we reached a point where the 

sheer volume of reviews was such that it 

was 7me to put them all together and 

publish them in one 

go… in a monthly 

magazine. 

This gave birth to 

February 2012.  Our 

cover picture was a 

Bentley Con7nental 

GTC W12 which we 

drove, photographed, 

filmed, drove more and then filmed again. 

This edi7on snowballed and in the first 

month we had over 150 000 readers… and 

by the second month we had topped 182 

000. 

The next supercar house to give us vehicles 

was Lamborghini… we had entered the 

domain of the very privileged few. 

Then we started pos7ng videos, short 

video reviews of the more interes7ng cars 

in our garage and those were, and are s7ll 

a huge hit.  For example just our review of 

the amazing Paramount Marauder has 

been viewed over 85 000 7mes. 

We ‘partnered’ with Samsung who 

supplied us with all our videography and 

photographic equipment and we tested 

new “engineering models” for them… 

some of which you can buy, and others 

maybe will be available in the future… who 

knows.  This is also why our later videos 

are preceded by Samsung adverts. 

Then we got into television… Life in the 

Fast Lane is what it was called. 

Episode one was about the history of 

Citroen and Masera7… a flow of 

progression from the 2CV to the SM to the 

GranTurismo MC Stradale. 

The second episode about go-kar7ng and 

the Audi TT-RS which raced against a kart 

(and lost).  The kart of course was driven 

by ex-Formula A1 racer Jennifer Murray. 

The third episode was about road safety, 

the Audi RS 5 and the Danish bikini bandits. 

There was a Lamborghini Gallardo tribute 

and how it was the most successful selling 

supercar of all 7me. 

We then inves7gated whether a second 

hand supercar was a be<er buy then a 

huge luxury car… and so it went on. 

The magazine flourished and by April 2012 

we were hugely successful. 

Following the 

launch of the F30 

BMW 3 Series we 

approached BMW 

SA and offered to 

film their launch 

videos… they 

agreed to give us 

a chance. 

Then in May 2012 we reviewed the 

McLaren MP4-12C and the sexy Aston 

Mar7n Vantage S.  We called it The V8 

Edi)on as it also featured a few other cars 

with V8 engines. 

Audi then placed us on a very special list… 

a list of select motoring journalists who 

were allowed access to their finest and 

best cars… and as a result for our June 

2012 magazine we planned to feature the 

A8L W12… as well as the Jaguar XJL 

Supersport, BMW 760Li, Lexus LS600h and 

the Mercedes Benz S65 AMG. 

Unfortunately disaster struck and there 

was no June magazine… or any other 

magazine for that ma<er.  Not at least for 

another 64 months. 

 Naked Motoring’s doors had closed. 

Then in early 2016 I was siYng around and 

had an epiphany; Naked Motoring was 

already an established brand, and that we 

had a huge amount of readers who would 

probably read it again… but more 

importantly the world had changed in 4 

years and a lot more people were using 

smart mobile devices… our readership pool 

had deepened without us knowing it.  

There was also a considerable amount of 

‘legacy’ a<ached to the brand. 

I began recrui7ng and found that everyone 

who I spoke to was not only willing to 

revive the brand but felt somehow duty-

bound to do so.  The team was assembled 

quickly. 

Several months of hard work later and at 

the end of September 2017 we launched 

our October magazine, with a fresh look 

and more content rich than ever before. 

And that is how we got here today. 
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Johannesburg:  Five and a bit years ago Naked Motoring did 

something which no other local motoring magazine could do 

at the 7me; we reviewed the Masera7 GranTurismo MC 

Stradale.  And not only was it a South African exclusive but a 

significant turning point for the press tes7ng of exo7c 

vehicles in this country. 

The car we tested was the original model; carbon fibre front seats, 

very li<le weight, no back seats, an exhaust note to die for and 

quite possibly the most fun you can have for that amount of 

money.  It was in every sense of the word a road legal track car. 

The sound which it emi<ed is hands-down the best V8 soundtrack 

of all 7me, and it is fact so good that we not only used it in the 7tle 

track for all our old videos, but s7ll use it in our new ones to this 

very day.  We recorded the sound during 

our original tests in 2011 and 2012 and to 

date nothing has been made that beats it… 

and probably never will. 

Through the passage of 7me the MC 

Stradale was given some soLer touches, like 

back seats and the race orientated build 

soLened into something more suited for 

the road, and less for the track.  A 

conver7ble version being testament to this 

soLening process. 

However the car is aging, and what you see 

before you is the final and faceliLed 

version…  now just called the ‘MC’. 

Compared to its rivals the MC is a bit 

slower.  0 to 100km/h in 4.7 seconds in the 

world of low-threes is a problem, but of 

course that may all well change when the new one is launched. 

Where the car does however excel over its rivals, all of them, is in 

the looks department. 

The original MC Stradale was never about all-out pace, it was a 

package deal.  Something that worked very well in a variety of 

driving condi7ons, and I am pleased to report that this has not 

changed at all. 

My first impression of the car was that it is perfectly propor7oned 

and seems visually balanced.  The lines flow beau7fully around it 

and there is a sense of drama about it… even when it is parked. 

In fact when you park it somewhere and come back 10 minutes 
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later there is always a small crowd gathered 

taking snapshots of the car.  Confirming, if 

nothing else just how very special it is. 

These days though it just goes by the name MC, 

which is fine… we know that it is the same car as 

before… more or less. 

The MC now though has a 338kW 4.7 litre V8 

engine and a new six-speed automa7c gearbox, 

which replaces the old, but lighter, MC Stradale’s 

331kW power plant and single clutch automated 

manual. 

The Stradale was however a far more hardcore 

car and perhaps in the spirit of making the car 

more appealing to poten7al buyers they soLened 

it up. 

Other changes include replacing the old naviga7on system with the 

touchscreen unit from the Levante, redesigned front and rear bumpers, 

a carbon fibre bonnet, more aggressive diffuser, back seats and other 

improved equipment. 

The engine, whilst ‘new’ is in essence s7ll the same beau7fully 

engineered thing built by Ferrari in Maranello, which delivers Italian 

vehicular opera in ways that only this car can.  And the thro<le 

response is phenomenal which encourages you to explore the higher 

rev range, which is where the car really comes into its own. 

Having driven the old MC Stradale does allow for the formula7on of a 

be<er opinion regarding the new gearbox.  The old one was not the 

smoothest, especially in ‘auto’ mode, and when using the paddles it 

was brutal and the car lunged forward like an a<ack dog with every up 

shiL.  This made it engaging and thrilling. 

The new box is not as sharp and the changes at lower speeds are a bit 
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like trying to play soccer in a foot of 

mud… slushy and not very enjoyable.  

In fact compared to some dual-clutch 

automa7cs the new box is rubbish. 

Gear changes are meant to be swiL, 

and now they just aren’t what they 

used to be. 

Handling is also not as sharp as 

before… clearly the soLening 

exercise wasn’t a good idea. 

The car thankfully doesn’t get 

adjustable dampers, and instead uses 

proper sports orientated fixed-rate 

jobbies.  Some might argue that the 

cheaper ‘Sport’ model has adjustable 

ones, which makes it be<er.  But 

they would be wrong.  The MC is 

supposed to be a track car… and that 

is that. 

The steering setup however has not 

changed and uses a more tradi7onal 

hydraulic system in favour of newer 

electric ones.  The same people may 

also argue in this regard that the 

electric systems are quieter and so 

on, but again they would be wrong. 

The brakes on the MC have been 

changed from carbon ceramics to 

steel which in my view is a stupid 

thing to do as the steel units fade 

with heavy use… and this car is, or at 

least should be, all about heavy use. 

On the open road, with curves and 

corners is where a car like this is 

happiest; a place where you can 

unleash its full poten7al.  A cri7cism 

is that it is not as hardcore as the old 

Stradale, but a compliment is that 

despite making it compara7vely as 

soL as puppy-poo somehow quite a 

lot of the old charm has remained.  

The exhaust note being one of 

them… which is made be<er at the 

push of a bu<on. 

Sadly the most fun bu<on on the car, 

simply named “RACE” has been 

removed, and instead “SPORT” 

replaces it. 

This of course for the most part had 

to do with the noise it made and not 

necessarily the performance. 

With a Ferrari built V8 you want to 

rev it and wake your neighbours with 

the noise…  now you just have to 

park it a lot closer to their bedroom 

than before. 

Regre<ably the test model was not 

supplied by the agents and was 

handed over by a friend of a friend, 

which is why the car in the 

photographs is red (and leL hand 

drive) and not the gorgeous black 

one I actually drove. 

It looks so much be<er in black! 

The old MC Stradale was the sort of 

car you bought for reasons of 

passion, and now the new MC offers 

a lot more prac7cality and is a more 

‘sensible’ buy… except of course 

there is a new GranTurismo on its 

way with an eight-speed gearbox and 

more power… so the answer is wait 

for the new one, but if you can find 

an old MC Stradale grab it with both 

hands. 
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We’ve all overheard people say that they don’t care what 

kind of car they drive as long as it gets them from Point A to 

Point B.  They are liars.  Who wouldn’t want to own a car that 

turns more heads than a bikini car wash?  Maybe they have 

only driven rubbish old used jalopies and don’t know any 

be<er?  Well, these are the cars they should know.  These are some 

of the classics which in every material way define cool. 

1961 Jaguar E-Type 

Whether you pronounce it Jagwar or Jag-u-ar, everyone agrees the 

brand oozes style.  The E-Type was released in 1961 to some pre<y 

heavy praise.  If Enzo Ferrari referred to it as, “the most beau7ful 

car ever made,” well, that’s good enough for me. 

The E-Type incidentally is also a very good restora7on project for 

those with some extra cash lying around and a lot of 7me at hand.  

They are also incredibly sought aLer when in good condi7on. 

1969 Masera* Ghibli 4.7 

The aggressive shark-shaped nose on the Masera7 Ghibli is enough 

to place it firmly on this list.  Plus, the Masera7 name earns it 

plenty of clout.  Basically, this car is what the Mazda MX-5 dreams 

of becoming as it falls asleep at night. 

1964 Aston Mar*n DB5 (main photograph above) 

If it’s cool enough for Bond, it’s cool enough for anyone.  If you had 

to pick one vehicle that James Bond relied on the most, you’d be 

hard-pressed not to go with the DB5, and the one from Goldfinger 

would look pre<y amazing in your garage next to pre<y much any 

other car… even an ugly one. 

Jaguar E-Type 

Masera7 Ghibli 4.7 
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1957 Mercedes 300SL Gullwing 

The doors are only part of the reason this 

is one of the coolest cars to ever hit the 

streets.  The fact that the 300SL was the 

fastest produc7on car at the 7me, means 

driving to your ad mee7ngs in Rivonia 

wouldn’t be a bore. 

1963 Corve3e S*ng Ray 

While nothing was wrong with the 

Corve<e prior to ’63, when the S7ng Ray 

rolled out it made the previous models 

look like chopped liver (fast & s7ll 

somewhat a<rac7ve chopped liver). 

Besides the new look, the C2 Corve<e was 

a bit lighter and handled far be<er than 

its predecessors.  While some nice stylis7c 

changes would be made in the coming 

years, there’s something about being first. 

1969 Ferrari Dino 246 GT 

Far too oLen cars are rigid.  The lines and 

angles are harsh and, unless there’s 

something crazy under the bonnet, they 

become a complete clone of something 

else.  The soL lines on the Ferrari Dino 246 

GT tells me this car is meant to be driven 

fast and playfully.  And If I had one, I’d 

happily oblige.  Every day of the week with 

the greatest of pleasure. 

 

1966 Alfa Romeo Spider Due3o 

Something about this car just makes you 

want to drive the Italian countryside while 

occasionally stopping to drink local wines. 

Plus, any 7me you can get a car with style 

AND storage space, well you have just hit 

the jackpot.  Unfortunately it has very li<le 

storage space, but then again just look at it 

and tell me if storage is that important. 

1969 Dodge Charger 

If there’s one thing we know about the ’69 

Charger, it’s aerodynamic.  At least that’s 

what we learned from Bo and Luke Duke. 

The ’69 Charger is a thing of beauty 

whether it’s a General Lee or not.  It may 

never get the billing its Mustang 

counterparts always do, but the fastback 

look and all American style will never go 

out of fashion.  If you are into that sort of 

thing. 

1966 Lamborghini Miura 

I don’t know if it’s the most stylish car on 

the list, but as far as street-cred goes, well 

it inspired the whole, “let’s toss a couple of 

seats on a rocket” sports car idea.  It also 

became a new and different Italian sports 

car op7on outside of the Ferrari’s of the 

world for motoring enthusiasts at the 7me. 

1962 Ferrari 250 GTE 

The Ferrari 250 GTE was the sports car for 

the family man.  It was for the guy who 

wanted a Ferrari but also wanted to get 

li<le Timmy to soccer prac7ce with all his 

gear.  As Road & Track said, “… a not only 

grand, but glorious, touring car...”   

I would add on cool as well. 

1970 Datsun 240Z 

The Jaguar E-Type’s Asian doppelgänger 

has the sameish beau7ful look as the Jag 

with perhaps more brains underneath.  

The thought that went into the car became 

the hallmark of Japanese sports cars.  See, 

being cool doesn’t just mean looking good 

(but it mostly means looking good).  The 

Japanese admi<edly don’t have many 

‘cool’ offerings but this one does stand out 

ahead of the rest somewhat, so I am happy 

to give it a chance.  And it is the spiritual 

grandparent of the GT-R supercar... 

Mercedes Benz 300SL Gullwing 

Corve<e S7ngray 

Ferrari Dino 246 GT 

Alfa Romeo Spider Due<o 

Dodge Charger 

Lamborghini Miura 

Ferrari 250 GTE 

Datsun 240Z 
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Is it a bird? 

Is it a plane? 

No, It's a street legal racing machine. 

Now, here is the million Dollar ques7on. 

What would the likes of Michael Schumacher, Sebas7an Ve<el and 

Lewis Hamilton drive on our "civilised streets"? 

The answer could literally be worth a couple million Dollars!!! 

I would like to introduce you to Mercedes-AMG Project One. 

Although this car may have similar race track abili7es as it's savage 

F1 brother, it is said to have the same everyday prac7cality as a C-

Class; which would make me very excited if I was a Persian prince 

because whilst despite being just a Mercedes Benz it is quite a 

special Mercedes Benz.  And calling it a hybrid is a bit like calling 

Andreas Bocelli an Italian bloke who likes to occasionally sing. 

And then there is the price tag… around US$ 3 000 000. 

Project One may have a name which sounds like something out of a 

spy novel, but I can assure you it is very real, and really special. 

This hypercar is said to have a top speed “beyond 350km/h” and 

redlines at an insane 11 000 rpm - and it only has a 1.6 litre V6 

petrol engine with some electric motors to assist it… four in fact.  

Basically when it pulls off it is running solely on the electric motors 

a<ached to the front axle (with an electric motor on the crank shaL 

further assis7ng accelera7on, and another one somewhere else 

making it all work together) but if the driver accelerates more 

aggressively, demanding more output, the V6 engine engages 

sending power to the back wheels to give quicker accelera7on.  

However more impressive accelera7on comes aLer you switch to 

the ‘Race Start’ func7on and then the car, now fully unleashed, will 

deliver a breathtaking 0 to 200km/h in under 6 seconds.  Which 

when put into perspec7ve is massively impressive, considering the 

(cheaper) BugaY Chiron does the same thing in 6.5 seconds. 

And when the driver no longer needs to rearrange his facial 

features and starts cruising the car will automa7cally divert back to 

electric drive using the front wheels.  But because it is very clever 

when you brake under normal condi7ons, the car recycles up to 

80% of that energy back into the ba<ery.  And the brakes, as you 

would expect on a $3 million hypercar are advanced, weight-

op7mised ceramic high performance compound efforts.  The sort of 

brakes you would expect to find on an F1 car. 

There is of course a very good reason for that assump7on. 

That is because Project One began its life as an F1 car, the 

Mercedes-AMG F1 W07 to be exact.  The engine in fact is the same 

PU106-C engine found in the 2014 Formula 1 car… exactly the same 

engine!  Just detuned and modified slightly to make it more suited 

for conven7onal road use.  Testament to this is that it needs a 

complete rebuild every 50 000km and idles at 1250rpm. 

The engine (and remember it’s a 1600) produces 558kW… and with 

the electric motors the power output sits at a staggering 761kW. 

And it only weighs 1 300kg.  Which is very, very li<le. 
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The car’s eight-speed single clutch automated manual 

transmission was developed especially for it which transfers 

power to the respec7ve axles depending on need.  It can be 

operated either automa7cally or manually using steering column 

mounted paddles. 

Although only recently revealed at the Frankfurt Motor Show, 

presented by Lewis Hamilton no less, and not yet in produc7on, 

Project One has the promise of bringing forth a new era in hybrid 

hypercars. 

It is also the anniversary giL which AMG created for themselves… 

the 50th anniversary giL. 

So when Lewis Hamilton needs to a<end a Mercedes-AMG 50th 

anniversary ball, and has a plus-one, he will be in luck because 

unlike the F1 car he usually drives, upon which Project One is 

based, this one has at least two seats. 

I remember one night I borrowed my cousin’s Mercedes Benz SLK 

55 AMG to a<end an awards ceremony, and having to adjust from 

driving my, then inherited, 1400 single cab mini van to the AMG 

tuned SLK.  I felt like I was taking on a roller coaster aLer riding a 

merry-go-round, but I enjoyed it and so did my date whom I 

surprised with the fast and good looking means of transport for 

the evening, which inevitably led to the evening not quite ending 

at the conclusion of the a<ended event.  I digress. 

But I just felt like sharing the experience with you because I can 

only imagine what it's like for Formula One drivers to have to 

drive back home in a ordinary sedan or hatchback aLer roller 

coas7ng on the tracks in a proper racing car.  Now if they are 

successful enough they don’t have to any longer. 

Project One is a first of its kind but it has a spiritual predecessor 
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namely the CLK GTR AMG, which was also 

road legal and a force to be reckoned with 

at the 7me.  So saying, Project One is a 

technological hammer-blow of making F1 

hybrid-tech work in a real-world 

applica7on.  AMG have in one swiL move 

redefined motoring and, in fact, the en7re 

motor industry. 

However evolu7on takes place every so 

oLen and this is the next big thing on the 

Mercedes-AMG calendar, which I must say 

is a few steps closer to having flying cars 

conceptualised and we're just wai7ng in 

an7cipa7on for that to be on our pages for 

your reading pleasure. 

There is of course one foreseeable 

consequence of this type of radical 

development… others will follow. 

What I am keen to see is what others 

produce in the not too distant future.  

Ferrari for one will, in my humble view, 

need to respond to Project One, except 

they have a bit more experience in this 

department before… the LaFerrari (and 

FXX-K) was a hybrid, and from other 

manufacturers so was the Porsche 918 and 

McLaren P1 (and P1 GTR). 

For me Project One is the beginning of 

something incredible.  It is something very 

different and the fact that only 275 will be 

made allows for huge exclusivity, and 

despite the ridiculous price the en7re 

alloca7on for America sold out before 

anyone had even seen the concept car…  

need I say more. 

Photographs courtesy of Mercedes-AMG 

“… Project One is a technological hammer-blow of making F1 hybrid-tech work in a real-world applica)on.  AMG have in one swi: move redefined motoring…” 
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SanBago, Chile:  Believe it or not this 

is a Mercedes Benz bakkie and not 

some prac7cal joke… or is it? 

Mercedes Benz build luxury cars and 

have for many, many years… 130 odd of 

them in fact, and nowhere in the planning 

laid down by its founding fathers was a 

bakkie using Nissan Navara body panels 

and a Renault engine. 

Mercedes Benz call it the X-Class.  I call it 

stupid. 

The test model is the current top-of-the-

range X 250d, which uses a Renault 2.3 

litre turbo diesel engine.  In fact there is 

another model, the X 220d which uses the 

exact same engine, just with less available 

power. 

The X 250d produces 140kW and 450Nm, 

which makes it comparable to other 

‘luxury bakkies’ but certainly does not even 

remotely make it class leading. 

Apparently later this year there will 

however be a 190kW X 350d version with a 

V6 engine… your guess is as good as mine 

as to who’s engine will be used. 

The X 220d gets a six-speed manual 

gearbox as standard whilst the X 250d 

enjoys a seven-speed automa7c.  Both 

have selectable four-wheel drive, a low 

range gearbox and the op7on of a diff-lock.    

The bakkie can tow 3.5 tons, and is 

therefore in essence a one-ton bakkie. 

Believe it or not, the entry level car trim 

level, called X-Class Pure is a stripped 

down, minimalist workhorse… apparently, 

whereas the Progressive trim gets colour 

matched bumpers, alloys wheels and 

splashes of chrome around the interior.  

And then there is the Power trim level 

which gives the car full leather trim, LED 

headlights and taillights, keyless go, 

electrically adjustable seats and bigger 

alloy wheels.  

Compared to the VW Amarok the X-Class 

does have a nicer interior, which you 
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would admi<edly expect from a Mercedes Benz.  So saying it could 

benefit from higher quality plas7cs. 

Try not to get too excited because it does come as standard with a 

7 inch infotainment screen.  And the air vents are shaped like an X… 

that’s about it. 

Herr Benz must be rolling in his grave… 

When it comes to bakkies with car-like comfort the Ford Ranger is 

the current benchmark, so it is against the Ranger which the X-Class 

shall be judged. 

Unfortunately for the X-Class the Ford Ranger has decent engines 

and is therefore a much be<er car.  And that is also pre<y much it. 

The thing handles much like a Nissan Navara… no real surprise 

there and the steering is quite light, yet unresponsive and slow at 

the same 7me.  It could be argued that this might benefit the car 

off-road, but the more per7nent ques7on is how much of its 7me 

will be spent off road?  Because unless you live on a farm it would 

irritate you.  A lot. 

The car has coil spring suspension… which is hardly unique. 

It does however weigh 2234kg, which is lot more than the cars from 

which its engine was pinched, so it is slow… very slow.  Painfully 

slow even. 

I spent a considerable amount of 7me trying to find the reason for 

this otherwise stupid car’s reason for exis7ng and came up empty 

handed. 

Yes, some not very bright Sandton yuppie sorts will buy them, and 

possibly some farming types too… quite why they would choose 

this over the Hilux double cab does however escape me.. 

If however you are the sort of person who knows how to wipe your 

own mouth aLer a meal then there is no reason on earth why you 

should even think about geYng into one of these. 

I say all of this at the risk of never being invited to a Mercedes Benz 

event again, but a far worse crime would be lying to our readers 

and promo7ng something this rubbish as being good. 

It will also be expensive, and that hopefully will make people realize 

why they shouldn’t buy one. 

When I saw the VW Amarok V6 which costs about R 700 000 I 

thought oh dear… the X-Class however, this par7cular one is more 

than that, and the V6 is yet to come… regardless of whose badge is 

on the front and how fancy they air vents are, would you pay a 

million Rand or more for a Nissan bodied, Renault engined bakkie?  

Of course you wouldn’t!  
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Zurich, Switzerland:  Why is it so with all things regal that 

Roman numerals are used  instead of conven7onal 

numbering? 

Well I am not here to figure that one out, but I am here to 

introduce you to the latest figurehead of the Rolls Royce family, the 

Phantom VIII. 

It does admi<edly look a lot like the old VII model, and for a good 

reason.  Because that is what Rolls Royce customers want. 

Cars like this are never just designed by some spirited youth who 

a<ended a few courses, oh no, it is done through a painstaking 

process where one of the major contribu7ng elements is surveying 

exis7ng customer wants, needs and likes.  ALer all they are the 

ones buying these ridiculously expensive cars, so it stands to reason 

that it should be exactly what they expect. 

The eighth Phantom does follow the seventh Phantom (which Thys 

reviewed last month), but not all of them have done so.  In fact the 

first Phantom was made 93 years ago in 1925. 

Anyway, the old king is dead, long live the king; or meet the new 

boss, same as, etc.  You get the idea: the new Phantom is expected 

pick up from where the old one leL off.   

“A Phantom is a Phantom is a Phantom,” says Rolls CEO Torsten 

Müller-Ötvös.  He may have added another “is a Phantom” in there. 

I forget.  But, anyway, know that this car is the flag-bearer, the top 

dog, the prince among men - regardless of what happens to the 

Rolls range in future. 

There is however a new pla`orm upon which the Phantom is built, 

as will be the Cullinan SUV, and basically every other model moving 

forward, most likely.  This is a good thing as currently all lesser Rolls 

Royce models are built on modified BMW pla`orms which 

technically make them not quite a Rolls.  The new pla`orm is an 

aluminium space-frame which offers 30% more torsional rigidity 

than the outgoing model, and will be 100% s7ffer in key areas, 

which would include the areas around the suspension and gearbox 

moun7ngs. 

The car as an “accidental” consequence 

thereof is heavier than the old model and 7ps 

the scales at over two and a half tons, in 

standard wheelbase length. 

The new car’s ride quality is quite possibly the 

best I have ever encountered… a Mercedes-

Maybach S600 feels like riding an excitable, 

angry and possibly even hungry crocodile 

compared to the Phantom. 

The means by which it can offer such perfect 

comfort is the result of, firstly the added 

s7ffness, and secondly the air springs which 

are cuYng edge and absolutely brilliant, and 

lastly the ac7ve 12v an7-roll bars.  Oh and 

there is rear wheel steering too which offers counter steering up to 

three degrees. 

The Phantom is frac7onally shorter than its predecessor, but s7ll 

measures a fairly lengthy 5.76 metre wheelbase. 

And then there are the toys.  The Phantom gets the full Santa bag, 

and more.  There is over 130kg of sound-deadening material 

throughout the body.  The tyres even each get 2kg of silencing 

foamy stuff inside them. 

The designers felt that tyres are the first line of suspension and 

therefore must be silent.  Who are we to argue? 
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Beneath a fla<er bonnet (without a centre 

strip down it) lies a 6.75 litre twin-turbo V12 

which silently cranks out 420kW and a 

massive 900Nm of torque at very low revs. 

Rolls Royce reckons most drivers would never 

use more than about 2500 rpm, and I can see 

why. 

The car is decently quick but there is nothing 

about it that would encourage you to bury 

your right foot into the thick, luxurious 

carpet.  It is all about waLing along and 

occasionally glancing out the window to sneer 

at the peasants. 

Back to the bonnet… the effect that Rolls have 

created, according to them, is that of one 

where the Spirit of Ecstasy sculptured mascot 

looks as if it is standing, “as if reflec7ng in a 

lake”… um , okay. 

The ‘Parthenon’ grille is no longer a thing 

which sits proud of the car’s nose but is now 

integrated into the bonnet to be less 

conspicuous… in a 6 metre long Rolls Royce. 

Inside the car is surreal… the levels of comfort 

are obscene.  Something new though is that 

the Phantom VIII is equally comfortable for 

driver and rear passengers.  So saying the rear 

is where most Phantom owners usually end 

up, and in the back there are vast, 

comfortable, moveable, heated, cosseYng 

and luxurious seats.  Each passenger gets 

their own air condi7oning controls on the 

armrest of the (electric closing) doors, but 

none of that silliness where you have to select 

a fan speed or temperature… oh no, just 

“soL” up to “max” for the fan and a sliding 

scale of blue to red for the temperature.  

Keeping it simple is some7mes a good thing. 

These sort of cars are about more than just 

the usual refinements of a luxury car… a lot 

more.. Take the new ‘gallery’ malarkey for 

example.  It is a nice touch.  It’s a sealed, 

behind-glass unit, into which the infotainment 

screen pops in and out, but what it effec7vely 

means is that you can have the dashboard 

adorned with whatever you like – some 

special artwork, moulds of your children’s 

footprints, receipts from your last tax year. 

Whatever, really.  And if you aren’t that 

bothered, there are a range of things you can 

pick from, although 

“there’s no such 

thing as standard” on 

a Phantom. 

It is brilliant, but it is 

very, very expensive - 

millions in fact, but 

that sort of how it 

should be anyway. 

It is aLer all the 

Phantom VIII. 

Umbrellas in all the doors… of course, why not! 
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The Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of Driving    
with The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savage    

Welcome to a new year… and the 

rainy season. 

Already we have had a lot of rain… 

floods even in some places, like 

Johannesburg, yet when the heavens open 

road users jump into their cars and drive 

about as it nothing has changed.  Well I am 

going to burst that bubble with some cold 

hard facts, and then some 7ps as to how to 

nego7ate wet and slippery roads.  So pay 

a<en7on because this could save your 

life… 

Now, hopefully by now you will have 

no7ced that in every lesson I give there are 

two key elements; driver and car.  The two 

work together and are not mutually 

exclusive. 

So it comes then as no surprise that your 

car plays a significant role in geYng 

through the wet stuff unharmed.  There is 

in fact what I call the Holy Trinity - tyres, 

wipers and lights. 

A common mispercep7on is that the tread 

on tyres is for ‘grip’… it is not so.  F1 car 

tyres have no tread… except in the rain.  

The sole purpose of tyre tread is to 

displace water.  The end. 

If there is no tread then the water between 

the tyre and road has nowhere to go, and 

this is a very bad thing because that very 

thing is called aquaplaning.  Believe me, if 

a million ton boat made from steel can 

float then so can a two-ton SUV. 

The moral of the story is make sure that 

your tyres have sufficient tread and are 

evenly worn.  The law says there must be a 

millimetre of tread depth… I say double it. 

Think of it like the li<le bit of mustard at 

the bo<om of the jar that you can’t get 

out… you will just throw it away and get a 

new one… well mustard, however tasty 

won’t save your life, or that of your family. 

Wiper blades are made from soL rubber to 

not scratch your windscreen, which is nice.  

However because they are made from soL 

rubber they wear down, and a lot faster 

than your would think.  I have always as a 

rule changed my car’s wipers every year 

regardless of whether I think they need to 

or not.  These are not expensive and in fact 

almost every motorplan will do it for free.   

If you can’t see then you have a serious 

problem. 

And then lights… its quite simple, just turn 

the damn things on.  Silver is a nice, and 

popular colour for a car, but on a grey wet 

road a silver car is the same colour as the 

road… and therefore invisible.  If people 

can see you then they are less likely to 

drive into you.  It is that simple. 

Now for the driver, which admi<edly 

requires a bit more than just three things 

because people are generally quite stupid 

when it comes to driving in wet weather. 

Right, now your approach to driving in wet 

condi7ons is very important.  Firstly, unless 

you are actually racing, do not race.  Speed 

is not your friend in the rain and unless you 

are a highly skilled driver being able to 

recover a car in a high speed skid on a wet 

road is quite difficult, and exceeds the 

driving ability of most drivers.  Again I use 

my favourite example; you are driving 

along at 120km/h and suddenly a child 

appears in the road so you swerve and end 

up sliding sideways towards a leg of a 

concrete highway bridge… do you know 

what to do?  If your answer is pray and 

hope for the best then you are a rubbish 

driver.  Sorry, but the truth hurts. 

Maintain a proper following distance.  In 

the dry it should be at least 3 seconds, so 

in the wet double it up to 6, and observe it. 

SLIPPERY WHEN WET 
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If stupid in front of you suddenly starts spinning then you will need 

the room to slow down.  And you can’t just hit the brakes. 

People think that because they have ABS brakes, with EBD and so 

on, that it gives them licence to defy the laws of physics… well it 

doesn’t.  All those systems do is increase your reac7on 7me and 

assist in the situa7on, but perform miracles they can not… and 

neither can you. 

If you need to stop in the rain then just take your foot off the 

accelerator and allow the car to ini7ally slow down on its own, then 

and only then can you brake - I am of course talking about in 

emergency situa7ons and not driving about in the suburbs. 

Your eyes are there to enable you to see, so use them and scan the 

road ahead.  If some idiot comes barrelling over a blind rise on your 

side of the road then you will need the 7me to slow down and get 

out of his way.  If you are not observant then by the 7me you spot 

the aforemen7oned idiot it may be too late to take safe evasive 

ac7on. 

The same rule applies to not spoYng pools of water on the road. 

This of course brings me to my next point.  Advanced techniques.  I 

cannot teach you advanced driving in a magazine, it is something 

you need to do in prac7ce, under professional instruc7on, on a 

skidpan. 

If you are driving along, not being observant, and you suddenly 

whack a large pool of water on the road, irrespec7ve of your tyre 

tread depth you car and the road will separate.  Technically you are 

no longer driving… you are boa7ng. 

What you need to do is take your foot off the thro<le but not use 

the brakes and allow the car’s nose to dig in a bit, but depending on 

your speed and the depth of the water this on its own may not save 

you.  Physics takes over and your car will begin to spin.  This is 

where skill, prac7ced skill kicks in.  You counter steer and bring he 

car under control, and at the same 7me apply a specific braking 

technique to straighten it up. 

I am not even going to venture into this because it would be 

irresponsible to par7ally educate you, so I would rather suggest in 

the strongest possible terms that you go and do an advanced 

driving course which offers skidpan training. 

Then when cornering; the slow in fast out system always works the 

best, even in wet weather - just propor7onately so.  When 

approaching a bend gear down and keep both hands on the wheel. 

The stupid K53 system which doesn’t actually teach people how to 

drive demonises crossing your hands and says you must shuffle the 

wheel through your hands.  This is complete bullshit. 

Ten-to-two - that is the perfect posi7on for your hands and in 

general terms you should not change that for any reason.  You are 

not feeding rope through your hands so do not allow the steering 

wheel to slide around.  Keep it under your control. 

Some steering wheels have li<le holes into which fingers fit… 

people, use your common sense.  If you drive into a pothole and 

the steering wheel shoots to one side it can break your finger, or 

thumb which is res7ng in some cavity.  Hold the thing properly for 

maximum control. 

And lastly please exercise common sense and not overload your 

car.  It puts strain on it in ways that you could never imagine, but 

the result is when you need it to perform in an emergency it can’t. 

 Please mail your comments about this ar*cle to 

the_savage@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Lorenzo of 

Arabia 
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Dubai, United Arab Emirates:  Masera7 has been making 

high-end sports cars for decades, and apart from the dreadful 

Biturbo pre<y much all of them have been really good and 

very popular amongst the world’s sporty elite. 

However with the every changing trend in the motoring world for 

bigger, more family orientated cars, and the resultant crea7on of 

the SUV many manufacturers who would tradi7onally never have 

made an SUV are now building them.  Point in case the Porsche 

Cayenne & Macan, Bentley Bentayga, Rolls Royce Cullinan, 

Lamborghini Urus, Alfa Romeo Stelvio and now the Masera7 

Levante.  Ferrari apparently also have something hiding in the 

wings. 

What you see before you is a refreshed and slightly faceliLed 

version of the car launched quite recently. 

You can order it in either sporty GranSport spec, or more 

luxury orientated GranLusso spec.  There is a diesel engine, 

and now a twin-turbo petrol V6. 

The test car, the GranSport S which has the la<er V6. 

Masera7 sold 25 000 Levantes in the 15 odd months of their 

produc7on, which is a lot compared to the 32 000 

Masera7s, right across the en7re product range, sold in 

2015 (before the Levante was launched). 

In other words this is a car which despite Masera7’s history 

was clearly needed in the product line-up.  The numbers do 

not lie. 

One ques7on though which is always asked when the subject of 

SUVs comes up is, are they any good off road? 

First-off one must appreciate that not even a Land Rover Discovery 

5 can be equated to an old Defender for bundu bashing ability.  So 

in this regard we must keep the test realis7c.  You aren't exactly 

going to go and knock down Acacia thorn trees in a Porsche 

Cayenne… or even a Discovery 5 for that ma<er. 

Dirt roads, loose sand and a bit of mud… that would be a fair test. 

Having done quite a bit of off-road driving I can tell you that loose, 

soL sand - like beach sand - is the worst stuff to get through 

because it does not compact under weight and it moves about.  
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Mud is easier than sand… and the 

sand in a desert is beach sand, just 

without the sea to moisten it… so its 

drier and more unstable. 

To Dubai we go for an experience to 

drive the Levante S in the desert, and 

in the UAE there is a lot of desert.  

Several hundred thousand square 

kilometres of it in fact. 

The engine is a slightly more powerful 

version of the same one found in the 

Ghibli S, which I tested last month, 

and, in context, works just as well in 

this car.  It is a 3 litre twin-

turbocharged V6 which produces 

316kW and 582Nm.  Admi<edly when 

figh7ng against soL desert sand it 

does tend to be a bit thirsty, but on 

the road (driven calmly) it returns a 

fairly decent average of 9.3 litres per 

100 kilometres. 

When the mood takes you and calm 

driving is something you feel would be 

best done at another 7me, the 

Levante S will sprint from 0 to 100km/

h in 5.2 seconds and top out at around 

266km/h.  And drive is to all four 

wheels. 

Off-road… it is good and comparable 

to any rival.  Enough said. 

Then there is the styling.  I have 

always maintained that the Italians 

are born designers, and that quite 

literally anything they touch becomes 

a work of art… just look what they did 

to a ceiling in a chapel… 

From every angle the Levante is a 

beau7ful car, perfectly propor7oned 

and incredibly elegant.  The doors are, 

in true spor7ng fashion frameless and 

now have ‘soL touch’ motors to close 

them - a very nice touch… no pun 

intended.  And it doesn't stop there. 

Inside the you are surrounded by the 

soLest and admi<edly very colourful 

leather trim, with accents of carbon 

fibre and beau7fully polished metals.  

But because its Italian there is art to 

every form and func7on; the 

speedometer and rev counter for 

example are housed in odd shaped 

receptacles, in the shade of what 

looks like the awning of a sidewalk 

café in Rome.  It is just beau7ful.  

The infotainment system, whilst being 

good is not on par with the likes of its 

German rivals, but considering that is 

just one part which makes up the car, 

it is hardly a reason to not want one.  

In fact the Bowers & Wilken sound 

system is excellent, which is 

something a driver would enjoy. 

The thing with Masera7 is that it is car 

for someone who loves driving… 

someone who enjoys the connec7on 

between driver and road.  So 

someone who drives because walking 

is more inconvenient would never 

really understand, and certainly never 

appreciate a car like the Levante let 

alone the twin-turbo V6 model. 

There are also now more safety 

features, such as one which keeps you 

in your highway lane and maintains a 

safe following distance from the car in 

front of you. 

The upshot of this that the steering is 

no longer hydraulic but 

electromechanical.  This means that it 

is really light when you are trying to 

park it, but heavy when driving fast… 

and can be tuned to suit the spor7er 

driving modes, which is exactly what 

they have done. 

It handles brilliantly and for reasons 

which defy physics can be thrown into 

corners at stupid speeds and doesn’t 

fall on its roof.  It is a magnificently 

engineered car. 

Gone are the days of ques7onable 

Italian electrical systems and such… 

the spagheY na7on have moved with 

the 7mes and have produced a thing 

of brilliance, and anyone who s7ll 

believes that Italian cars are unreliable  

can be accused of not moving with the 

7mes. 

It would have been easier for 

Michelangelo to paint a wall, or a 

floor, but instead he hung upside-

down like a bat and painted a ceiling 

because that is what would be the 

most beau7ful and drama7c… and in 

so many ways the Levante S is like 

that, and I absolutely love it.  
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MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

500 595 1.4T 107 206  299 950 

500 595 AT 1.4t 107 206  324 950 

500C 595 1.4T 107 206  339 950 

500C 595 AT 1.4T 107 206  364 950 

500 595 Turismo 1.4T 121 230  369 950 

500 595 Turismo AT 1.4T 121 230  394 950 

500 595 Comte7zione 1.4T 132 250  443 450 

595 Comte7zione AT 1.4T 132 250  468 450 

124 Spider Turismo  125 250  649 900 

Alfa Romeo      

Giulie<a 1.4TB 1.4T 88 215  319 900 

Giulie<a Super 1.4T 88 215  362 900 

Giulie<a Super AT 1.4T 125 250  412 900 

Giulie<a 1750TBi 1.8T 170 340  479 900 

4C Coupe  177 350  1 162 900 

4C Spider  177 350  1 340 900 

Giulia 2.0T 2.0T 147 330  555 000 

Giulia 2.0T Super 2.0T 147 330  625 000 

Giulia QV  375 600  1 400 000 

Aston MarBn      

Vantage S V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Abarth      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish S Coupe V12 433 630  POA 

Vanquish S Volante V12 433 630  POA 

Audi      

Audi A1 / S1      

A1 3-door 1.0TFSi S 1.0T 70 160  286 000 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  303 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  310 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  319 000 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  327 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE Auto 1.4T 92 200  345 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  419 500 

A1 Sportback 1.0TFSi  1.0T 70 160  293 500 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  311 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  309 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  326 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  335 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  427 000 

S1 3-door Qua<ro  170 370  499 000 

S1 Sportback Qua<ro  170 370  506 500 

Audi Q2      

Q2 1.0TFSI AT 1.0T 85 200 10.5 453 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport 1.4T 110 250 8.5 511 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport AT 1.4T 110 250 8.5 529 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Q2 2.0TDi Sport 2.0D 105 340 8.1 565 000 

Audi A3 / S3 / RS3      

3-door 1.4TFSi  1.4T 110 250 8.1 412 000 

3-door 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.1 430 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 429 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.7 448 000 

3-door 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.2 481 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 419 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 438 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 437 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 455 500 

Sportback 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 489 000 

Sedan 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 429 500 

Sedan 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 448 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 447 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.8 465 500 

Sedan 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 499 000 

Cabriolet 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.2 566 500 

S3 3-door Qua<ro  228 400 4.6 638 500 

S3 Sportback Qua<ro  228 400 4.6 646 000 

S3 Sedan Qua<ro  228 400 4.6 656 000 

S3 Cabriolet Qua<ro  228 400 5.1 758 000 

RS 3 Sedan Qua<ro 2.5T 294 480 4.1 925 500 

Audi Q3 / RS Q3      

1.4TFSi S 1.4T 110 250 9.2 476 000 

2.0TDi S 2.0D 110 340 9.3 523 000 

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 132 320 7.6 576 000 

2.0TDi Qua<ro 2.0D 135 380 7.9 597 000 

RS Q3 Qua<ro 2.5T 250 450 4.8 882 500 

Audi A4      

1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.7 476 500 

NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED RETAIL OUTLETS 

THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.5 494 500 

Audi A4 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 536 500 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 559 000 

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 185 370 5.8 666 000 

Audi TT      

Coupe 1.8TFSi 1.8T 132 250 7.0 563 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi 2.0T 169 370 6.0 601 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 169 370 5.3 691 000 

TTS Coupe 2.0T Qua<ro 2.0T 228 380 4.6 750 500 

Audi A5 / S5 Sportback      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.5 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.9 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua<ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Sportback Qua<ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi A5 / S5 Coupe      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua<ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Coupe Qua<ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi Q5 / SQ5      

2.0TDi Qua<ro 2.0D 140 400 7.9 698 000 

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 185 370 6.3 747 500 

SQ5 Qua<ro  250 500 5.4 1 028 000 

Audi A6 / S6 / RS 6      

1.8TFSi SE 1.8T 140 320 7.9 662 000 

2.0TDi SE 2.0D 140 400 8.2 695 500 

3.0TDi SE 3.0D 160 400 7.1 733 500 

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 185 370 6.7 822 000 

S6 Qua<ro  331 550 4.4 1 161 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

RS6 Avant Qua<ro 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 554 500 

Audi Q7      

2.0TFSi Qua<ro 2.0T 185 370 6.9 970 000 

3.0TDi Qua<ro 3.0D 183 600 6.9 1 027 000 

Audi A7 / S7 / RS7      

3.0TDi Qua<ro 3.0D 200 580 5.7 1 039 500 

3.0TDi BiT Qua<ro 3.0D 235 650 5.2 1 145 500 

S7 Sportback Qua<ro  331 550 4.6 1 295 000 

RS7 Sportback 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 757 000 

Audi A8 / S8      

3.0TDi Qua<ro 3.0D 190 580 5.9 1 369 000 

4.2TDi Qua<ro 4.2D 283 850 4.7 1 753 500 

S8 Qua<ro 4.0T 382 650 4.1 1 788 000 

A8L       

3.0TDi Qua<ro 3.0D 190 580 6.1 1 563 000 

4.2TDi Qua<ro 4.2D 283 850 4.9 1 950 500 

6.3 W12 Qua<ro 6.3 368 625 4.6 2 376 000 

Audi R8      

5.2 V10 Qua<ro 5.2 397 540 3.5 2 735 500 

5.2 V10 Qua<ro Spyder 5.2 397 540 3.6 2 905 500 

5.2 V10 Plus Qua<ro 5.2 449 560 3.2 3  890 000 

Bentley      

ConBnental      

GT V8 4.0T 373 660 4.8 3 562 000 

GTC V8 4.0T 373 660 5.0 3 764 000 

GT V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.5 3 791 000 

GTC V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.7 4 168 000 

GT W12 6.0T 434 720 4.5 3 909 000 

GTC W12 6.0T 434 720 4.7 4 165 000 

GT Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.2 4 163 000 

GTC Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.4 4 577 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Supersports 6.0T 522 1017 4 450 000 

Supersports Conver7ble  6.0T 522 1017 4 850 000 

Flying Spur     

V8 4.0T 373 660 3 622 000 

V8S 4.0T 388 680 3 861 000 

W12 6.0T 460 800 4 009 000 

Bentayga     

W12 6.0T 447 900 3 987 000 

Mulsanne     

Mulsanne V8T 377 1020 6 152 000 

Mulsanne Speed V8T 395 1100 6 739 000 

Mulsanne EWB V8T 337 1020 7 384 000 

BMW     

1-Series     

118i  100 220 417 942 

118i Auto  100 220 438 400 

120i  135 290 438 400 

120i Auto  135 290 463 784 

120d 2.0D 140 400 484 800 

120id Auto 2.0D 140 400 505 600 

125i Auto  185 310 525 140 

M140i 3.0T 250 500 540 725 

M140i Auto 3.0T 250 500 562  102 

2-Series AcBve Tourer     

218i Ac7ve Tourer  100 220 450 614 

218i Ac7ve Tourer Auto  100 220 471 528 

220i Ac7ve Tourer  141 280 478 380 

220i Ac7ve Tourer Auto  141 280 498 382 

220d Ac7ve Tourer 2.0D 140 400 507 400 

220d Ac7ve Tourer Auto 2.0D 140 400 528 200 

225i Ac7ve Tourer Auto  170 350 530 452 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

220i Coupe  135 290 7.1 486 554 

220i Coupe Auto  135 290 7.2 506 784 

220d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.1 522 100 

220d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.0 542 900 

230i Coupe 3.0T 185 350 5.8 531 508 

230i Coupe Auto 2.0T 185 350 5.6 550 940 

220i Conver7ble  135 290 7.5 573 066 

220i Conver7ble Auto  135 290 7.7 592 954 

230i Conver7ble 3.0T 185 350 6.1 617 506 

230i Conver7ble Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.9 636 893 

M240i Coupe 3.0T 250  500 4.8 660 026 

M240i Coupe Auto 3.0T 250 500 4.6 681 402 

M240I Conver7ble 3.0T 250 450 4.9 754 866 

M240i Conver7ble Auto 3.0T 250 450 4.7 775 786 

M2 Coupe  272 465 4.5 898 206 

M2 Coupe Auto  272 465 4.3 952 610 

X1      

sDrive 18i  100 220 9.7 498 342 

sDrive 18i Auto  100 220 9.7 519 484 

sDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.7 562 852 

sDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 7.9 546 700 

sDrive 20d Auto  140 400 7.8 567 500 

xDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.4 615 592 

xDrive 20d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.6 633 540 

xDrive 25i Auto  170 350 6.5 684 934 

3-Series / M3      

318i  100 220 8.9 488 600 

318i Auto  100 220 9.1 509 400 

320i  135 290 7.2 527 612 

320i Auto  135 270 7.3 547 956 

BMW 2-Series / M2      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

BMW 320d 2.0D 140 400 7.3 559 500 

320d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.2 580 300 

330i 3.0T 185 350 5.9 611 222 

330i Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.8 630 426 

330d Auto 3.0D 190 560 5.6 700 126 

330e eDrive  185 420 6.1 767 400 

340i 3.0T 240 450 5.1 770 448 

M3  317 550 4.1 1 199 636 

M3 Compe77on  331 550 4.0 1 335 536 

3-Series Gran Turismo      

320i GT  135 270 7.9 581 466 

320i GT Auto  135 270 7.9 601 468 

320d GT 2.0D 135 380 8.0 613 800 

320d GT Auto 2,0D 135 380 7.9 634 600 

340i GT 3.0T 240 450 5.1 816 746 

i3      

eDrive  125 250 7.3 606 800 

eDrive REx  125 250 8.1 683 600 

X3      

xDrive 20i  135 270 8.4 628 843 

xDrive 20i Auto  135 270 8.2 648 274 

xDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 8.1 660 826 

xDrive 28i 2.0T 180 400 6.5 737 888 

xDrive 35i 3.0T 225 400 5.6 859 022 

4-Series / M4      

420i Gran Coupe  135 290 7.5 595 896 

420i Gran Coupe Auto  135 270 7.7 615 898 

420d Gran Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.5 629 800 

420d Gran Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.3 650 600 

430i Gran Coupe  185 350 5.9 682 722 

430i Gran Coupe Auto  185 350 5.8 701 926 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 440i Gran Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Coupe  135 290 595 896 

420i Coupe Auto  135 270 615 898 

420d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 629 800 

420d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 650 600 

430i Coupe  185 350 682 722 

430i Coupe Auto  185 350 701 926 

440i Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Conver7ble  135 290 707 750 

420i Conver7ble Auto  135 270 727 524 

430i Conver7ble  185 350 819 276 

430i Conver7ble Auto  185 350 838 252 

440i Conver7ble  240 450 974 946 

M4 Coupe  317 550 1 257 436 

M4 Coupe Compe77on  331 550 1 393 336 

M4 Conver7ble  317 550 1 419 062 

M4 Conver7ble Comp.  331 550 1 554 962 

X4     

xDrive 20i  135 270 752 474 

xDrive 20d  140 400 754 926 

xDrive 28i  180 350 822 588 

xDrive 30d  190 560 915 706 

xDrive 35i  225 400 926 422 

5-Series     

520d  140 400 780 156 

530i  185 350 850 294 

530d  195 620 963 296 

540i  250 450 990 316 

X5     

xDrive 25d  170 500 991 664 

xDrive 30d  190 560 1 075 804 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.9 1 209 918 

xDrive 50i  330 650 4.9 1 309 856 

M50d  280 740 5.3 1 374 942 

X5 M  423 750 4.2 1 938 932 

X6      

xDrive 35i  225 400 6.4 1 151 592 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.8 1 270 302 

xDrive 50i  330 650 4.8 1 380 370 

M 50d  280 740 5.2 1 565 756 

X6 M  423 750 4.2 1 978 232 

6-Series / M6      

640i Coupe  235 450 5.3 1 216 228 

640d Coupe  230 630 5.3 1 261 322 

650i Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 618 906 

640i Gran Coupe  235 450 5.4 1 269 156 

640d Gran Coupe  230 630 5.4 1 314 364 

650i Gran Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 665 706 

640i Conver7ble  235 450 5.5 1 316 384 

650i Conver7ble  330 650 4.6 1 705 632 

M6 Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 902 468 

M6 Coupe Compe77on  441 700 3.9 2 064 768 

M6 Gran Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 983 268 

M6 Gran Coupe Comp.  441 700 3.9 2 130 668 

M6 Conver7ble  412 680 4.3 2 029 966 

M6 Conver7ble Comp.  441 700 4.0 2 192 266 

7-Series      

740i  240 450 5.5 1 445 576 

730d  195 620 6.1 1 471 654 

740e eDrive  240 500 5.4 1 496 500 

750i  330 650 4.7 1 896 896 

BMW xDrive 40e eDrive  230 450 6.8 1 188 600 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 750Li  330 650 2 046 838 

M 760Li xDrive  448 800 2 719 736 

i8     

eDrive Coupe  266 570 2 015 300 

Chery     

QQ3     

0.8TE  38 70 99 995 

08TX  38 70 104 995 

1.1TXE  50 90 114 995 

J2     

1.5TX  72 140 149 995 

1.5 Swag  72 140 159 995 

J3     

1.6TXE  93 160 209 995 

Tiggo     

1.6TXE  93 160 239 995 

Chevrolet     

Spark     

1.2 Curve  60 108 140 700 

1.2 Campus  60 108 141 200 

1.2L  60 108 157 700 

1.2LS  60 108 168 200 

1.2LT  60 108 173 500 
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UBlity      

1.4  68 120 12.8 163 900 

1,4 UteSpaza Edi7on  68 120 12.8 171 000 

1.4 UteSurf Edi7on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 UteForce Edi7on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 Club  68 120 12.8 192 500 

1.4 Sport  68 120 12.8 217 400 

1.8  77 161 9.8 182 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Club  77 161 196 600 

1.8 Sport  77 161 224 300 

Cruze     

Sedan 1.6L  86 155 252 700 

Sedan 1.6LS  86 155 286 000 

Sedan 1.4TLS  103 200 292 100` 

Sedan 1.4TLS Auto  103 200 301 900 

CapBva     

2.4LT  123 230 409 100 

2.4LT Auto  123 230 428 600 

2.2D LT  135 400 444 900 

Trailblazer     

2.5D LT  120 380 458 400 

2.5D LT Auto  132 440 476 500 

2.8 D LTZ  144 500 562 800 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ  144 500 624 300 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ Z71  144 500 624 300 

Datsun     

Go     

1.2 Mid  50 104 106 900 

1.2 Lux  50 104 126 900 

1.2 Remix  50 104 159 900 

Go +     

1.2 Lux  50 104 139 900 

Dodge     

Journey     

3.6 R/T  206 353 512 900 

Crossroad 3.6  206 353 533 900 

Ferrari     

California T     

California T  412 755 4 392 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

488 GTB  492 760 3.0 5 122 000 

448 Spider  492 760 3.0 5 692 000 

GTC4 Lusso      

GTC4 Lusso T  448 760 3.5 5 372 000 

GTC4 Lusso  507 697 3.4 6 218 000 

Fiat      

500      

0.9 TwinAir Pop  63 145 11.0 179 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Auto  63 145 11.0 190 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 204 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 215 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  63 145 11.0 226 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  63 145 11.0 237 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 233 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 267 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 288 400 

500C      

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 240 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 251 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 262 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  77 145 10.0 273 900 

0.9 TwinAir 77 Lounge  77 145 10.0 269 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 303 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 319 400 

Tipo      

sedan 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 229 900 

sedan 1.4 Easy  70 127 11.5 249 900 

sedan 1.3 Mul7jet Easy  70 200 11.8 274 900 

sedan 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 11.2 274 900 

hatch 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 249 900 

Ferrari 488      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Tipo hatch 1.4 Easy  70 127 269 900 

hatch 1.4 Lounge  70 127 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 294 900 

500X     

1.6 Pop  81 152 279 900 

1.6 Pop Star  81 152 299 900 

1.4T Cross  103 230 347 900 

1.4T Cross Auto  103 230 364 900 

Fullback     

2.4  97 202 232 900 

2.5Di-D  100 324 269 900 

2.5Di-D Double Cab SX  100 324  402 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 LX  131 400 468 900 

2.4Di-D D/C 4x4 LX Auto   113 380 499 000 

Ford     

Figo     

Hatch 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 175 700 

Hatch 1.5 Trend  82 136 187 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium  82 136 203 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 215 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Ambiente  74 215 197 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Trend  74 215 207 900 

Sedan 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 176 900 
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Sedan 1.5 Trend  82 136 11.8 188 900 

Sedan 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 12.0 217 900 

Fiesta      

5-door 1.4 Ambiente  71 128 12.2 226 400 

5-door 1.0T Ambiente  74 170 11.2 225 300 

1.0T Ambiente Auto  74 170 10.8 239 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend  92 170 9.4 240 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend Auto  72 170 10.8 250 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

5-door 1.0T Titanium  92 170 264 900 

1.0T Titanium Auto  74 170 374 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Ambiente  55 185 247 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Trend  55 185 254 900 

ST  134 290 325 900 

ST200  147 320 339 900 

B-Max     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 241 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 265 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 291 200 

EcoSport     

1.5 Ambiente  82 138 252 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 280 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 307 900 

1.5 Titanium Auto  82 138 312 900 

1.5TDCI Trend  74 205 283 900 

1.5TDCI Titanium  72 205 308 900 

Focus     

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 254 900 

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 267 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend  92 170 271 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 285 900 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 296 300 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 301 300 

Sedan 1.5T Trend  132 240 307 900 

Sedan 1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 324 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 259 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 272 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend  92 170 278 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 290 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 315 300 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.5T Trend  132 240 8.6 313 900 

Hatch !.5T Trend Auto  132 240 8.9 330 900 

ST1  184 360 6.5 440 000 

ST3  184 360 6.5 481 900 

RS  257 440 4.7 699 900 

Ranger      

Single Cab      

2.5  122 226 N/A 227 900 

2.2  88 285 N/A 239 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 319 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 335 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 377 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 N/A 361 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 N/A 385 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 N/A 429 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 444 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 392 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 449 900 

SuperCab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 272 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 354 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 369 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 410 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 424 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 487 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 416 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 474 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 N/A 535 900 

Double Cab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 299 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 10.5 326 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 394 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 409 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 432 900 

2.2 4x4 XL Auto  118 385 447 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 455 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 447 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 518 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 534 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT  118 385 482 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  118 385 497 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT  147 470 519 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  147 470 534 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT  147 470 578 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4 Auto  147 470 608 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak  147 470 549 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak AT  147 470 566 900 

3.2 4x4 Wildtrak Auto  147 470 619 900 

Tourneo Connect     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 318 900 

1.0T Trend  74 170 328 900 

1.0T Titanium  74 170 398 900 
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Kuga      

1.5T Ambiente  110 240 9.7 383 900 

1.5T Ambiente Auto  132 240 9.9 399 900 

1.5T Trend  110 240 9.7 421 900 

1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 9.9 437 900 

1.5T AWD Trend  132 240 10.1 467 900 

2.0T AWD Titanium  177 240 7.8 516 900 

2.0TDCI AWD Trend  132 400 10.4 499 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDCI AWD Titanium  132 400 543 900 

Fusion     

1.5T Trend  132 240 419 900 

2.0T Trend  149 300 433 900 

2.0T Titanium  177 340 508 900 

2.0TDCI Titanium  132 400 553 900 

Tourneo Custom     

2.2TDCI SWB Ambiente  74 310 511 400 

2.2TDCI LWB Ambiente  74 310 521 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Trend  92 350 532 900 

2.2TDCI LWB Trend  92 350 539 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Limited  114 385 577 900 

Everest     

2.2 XLS  118 385 459 900 

2.2 XLS Auto  118 385 477 900 

2.2 XLT  118 385 489 900 

2.2 XLT Auto  118 385 509 900 

2.2 4WD XLS  118 385 537 900 

3.2 XLT  147 470 569 900 

3.2 4WD XLT  147 470 639 900 

3.2 4WD Limited  147 470 699 900 

Mustang     

2.3T fastback  233 430 713 900 

2.3T fastback Auto  233 430 734 900 

2.3T conver7ble Auto  233 430 795 900 

5.0 GT fastback  306 530 852 900 

5.0 GT fastback Auto  306 530 873 900 

5.0 GT conver7ble Auto  306 530 935 900 

Honda     

Brio     

Hatch 1.2 Trend  65 109 151 600 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.2 Comfort Auto  65 109 14.6 179 700 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Trend  65 109 12.4 165 300 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Comf.  65 109 12.5 177 200 

Amaze sedan 1.2 C A/T  65 109 15.7 190 600 

Jazz      

1.2 Trend  66 110 13.5 205 700 

1.2 Comfort  66 110 13.6 234 400 

1.2 Comfort Auto  66 110 14.3 252 100 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.9 268 600 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145 10.6 284 000 

1.5 Dynamic  88 145 9.9 285 600 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  88 145 10.7 301 000 

Ballade      

1.5 Trend  88 145 9.6 238 800 

1.5 Trend Auto  88 145 11.1 254 200 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.6 267 800 

1.6 Elegance Auto  88 145 11.1 283 200 

1.5 Execu7ve Auto  88 145 11.1 307 200 

BR-V      

1.5 Trend  88 145  238 900 

1.5 Comfort  88 145  252 900 

1.5 Comfort Auto  88 145  268 300 

1.6 Elegance  88 145  272 900 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145  288 300 

Civic Sedan      

1.8 Comfort  104 174 10.4 330 000 

1.8 Elegance  104 174 10.4 370 000 

1.5T Sport  127 220 8.2 430 000 

1.5T Execu7ve  127 220 8.2 460 000 

Civic Hatch      

Hatch 1.2 Comfort  65 109 12.1 166 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Execu7ve  104 174 354 800 

1.8 Execu7ve Auto  104 174 370 200 

Type R  228 400 615 900 

HR-V     

1.5 Comfort  88 145 334 200 

1.8 Elegance  105 172 395 400 

CR-V     

2.0 Comfort  114 192 394 400 

2.0 Comfort Auto  114 192 409 800 

2.0 Elegance  114 192 447 900 

2.0 Elegance Auto  114 192 463 300 

2.4 Execu7ve AWD  140 220 568 100 

2.4 Exclusive AWD  140 220 608 400 

Hyundai     

i 10     

1.1 Mo7on  50 99 154 900 

1.1 Mo7on Auto  50 99 179 900 

1.25 Glide Limited Ed.  64 119 179 900 

Grand i 10     

1.25 Mo7on  64 120 186 900 

1.25 Mo7on Auto  64 120 203 900 

1.25 Fluid  64 120 202 900 

i 20     
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1.2 Mo7on  61 115 13.6 224 900 

1.2 Fluid   61 115 13.6 236 900 

1.4 Mo7on Auto  74 133 13.2 249 900 

1.4 Fluid  74 133 11.4 261 900 

1.4 Fluid Auto  74 133 13.2 279 500 

1.4 Sport  85 160  292 900 

Accent      

sedan 1.6 Mo7on  91 156 10.2 249 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Fluid  91 156 269 900 

sedan 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 284 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide  91 156 279 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide Auto  91 156 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid  91 156 276 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 294 900 

Elantra     

1.6 Execu7ve  93 155 299 900 

1.6 Execu7ve Auto  93 155 314 900 

2.0 Elite  115 195 349 900 

1.6 turbo Elite Sport  150 265 399 900 

Creta     

1.6 Execu7ve  90 150 319 900 

1.6 Execu7ve Auto  90 150 339 900 

1.6 CRDi Execu7ve  94 260 369 900 

i 30     

1.6 Premium  95 157 339 900 

1.6 Premium Auto  95 157 365 900 

1.8 Execu7ve  110 178 365 900 

Veloster     

Turbo Elite  150 265 419 900 

Turbo Elite Auto  150 265 444 900 

Tucson     

2.0 Premium   115 196 379 900 

2.0 Premium Auto  115 196 399 900 

2.0 Elite Auto  115 196 469 900 

1.7 CRDi Execu7ve  85 280 449 900 

2.0 CRDi Elite  131 400 539 900 

1.6 turbo Execu7ve  130 265 449 900 

1.6 turbo Exec Sport  150 295 499 900 

1.6 turbo 4WD Elite Auto  130 265 534 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.4 wagon  126 224 17.1 499 900 

2.5 CRDi wagon  125 441 14.4 629 900 

Santa Fe      

2.2 CRDi Elite  145 436 9.8 699 900 

2.2 CRDi 4WD Elite  145 436 10.0 739 900 

Infinity      

Q50      

2.2d  125 400 8.7 475 200 

2.2d Premium  125 400 8.5 524 800 

2.2d Sport  125 400 8.5 565 000 

2.0T Premium  155 350 7.2 512 400 

2.0T Sport  155 350 7.2 570 790 

S-Hybrid  261 536 5.1 709 100 

S-Hybrid AWD  261 536 5.4 736 700 

QX50      

3.0d  175 550 7.9 596 949 

3.0d GT  175 550 7.9 637 824 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 7.9 679 230 

3.7 GT  235 360 6.4 629 070 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.4 670 476 

Q70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.2 651 154 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.2 708 205 

3.7 S Premium  235 360 6.2 732 426 

3.0d GT  175 550 6.9 672 539 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 6.9 729 590 

3.0d S  175 550 6.9 696 759 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 6.9 753 810 

QX70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.8 829 200 

H-1      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.7 S Premuim  235 360 938 800 

3.7 S Black  235 360 952 900 

3.0d GT  175 550 851 700 

3.0d S  175 550 899 700 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 961 300 

3.0d S Black  175 550 975 400 

5.0 S Premium  287 500 995 200 

QX80     

5.6  298 560 1 440 700 

Isuzu     

KB     

250  58 170 236 500 

250 Fleetside  58  170 258 800 

250D-Teq Fleetside  100 320 285 600 

250D-Teq LE  100 320 334 500 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320 392 700 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 384 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 445 100 

Extended Cab     

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320 337 400 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 418 200 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380 432 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 479 200 
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Double Cab      

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320  358 400 

250D-Teq X-Rider  100 320  388 400 

250D-Teq LE  100 320  439 600 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320  462 000 

300D-Teq LX  130 380  486 900 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380  501 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380  549 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX Auto  130 380 563 500 

Jaguar     

XE     

20d Pure  132 430 599 500 

20d Pres7ge  132 430 657 500 

25t Pres7ge  184 365 713 636 

S  280 450 1 055 436 

XF     

20d Pres7ge  132 430 772 500 

25t Pres7ge  184 365 813 076 

25d R-Sport  177 500 924 400 

35t R-Sport  250 450 1 126 992 

S  280 450 1 289 692 

F-Pace     

20d AWD Pure  132 430 802 066 

25t Pure  184 365 869 102 

25t AWD Pure  184 365 898 500 

25d AWD Pure  177 500 889 562 

30d AWD Pure  221 700 969 946 

35t AWD Pure  250 450 1 021 046 

35t AWD S  280 450 1 233 646 

F-Type     

coupe 221kW  221 400 958 302 

coupe 250kW  250 450 1 076 896 

coupe 250kW Auto  250 450 1 090 206 

coupe 280kW  280 460 1 195 196 

coupe 280kW Auto  280 460 1 208 962 

coupe 280kW AWD  280 460 1 228 274 

coupe 294kW 400 Sport  294 460 1 493 473 

coupe 400 Sport AWD  294 460 1 511 974 

conver7ble 221kW  221 400 975 902 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

conver7ble 250kW Auto  250 450 5.3 1 107 806 

conver7ble 280kW  250 460 5.5 1 212 796 

conver7ble 280kW Auto  280 460 4.9 1 226 662 

conver7ble AWD  280 460 5.1 1 245 874 

conver7ble 400 Sport  294 460 4.9 1 510 162 

conver7ble 400 S AWD  294 460 5.1 1 529 674 

R Coupe AWD  405 680 4.1 2 074 286 

R Conver7ble AWD  405 680 4.1 2 091 986 

SVR Coupe AWD  423 700 3.7 2 350 786 

SVR Conver7ble AWD  423 700 3.7 2 368 386 

XJ      

i4 Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 142 902 

30d Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 489 896 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 634 796 

30 S/C R-Sport  250 450 5.9 1 864 874 

XJR  405 680 4.5 2 540 916 

XJL      

i4 Premium Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 404 702 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 739 896 

30 S/C {Por`olio  250 450 5.9 1 935 774 

50 S/C Autobiography  375 625 4.9 2 783 816 

Jeep      

Renegade      

1.6L Sport  81 152 11.0 299 900 

1.6L Longitude  81 152 11.0 360 900 

1.4L T Limited  103 230 10.9 420 900 

1.4L T Limited Auto  103 230 11.0 446 900 

1.6L Mul7jet Limited  88 320 10.2 432 900 

2.4 L 4x4 Trailhawk  137 232 9.8 498 900 

1.4L T 4x4 Limited  125 250 8.8 501 900 

conver7ble 250kW  250 450 5.7 1 094 496 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4L T 4x4 LTD 75 Ann Ed  125 250 543 900 

Wrangler     

3.6L Sahara  209 347 603 900 

3.6L Rubicon  209 347 633 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara  209 347 657 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara 75  209 347 695 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Rubicon  209 347 689 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara  147 460 731 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara 75th  147 460 769 900 

Cherokee     

2.4L Longitude  130 229 595 900 

3.2L Limited  200 315 658 900 

3.2L Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 689 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited  200 315 717 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 747 900 

3.2L 4x4 Trailhawk  200 315 777 900 

Grand Cherokee     

3.6L Laredo  210 347 735 900 

3.0CRD Laredo  179 569 880 900 

3.6L Limited  210 347 862 900 

3.6L Limited 75th Ed.  210 347 983 900 

3.6L Overland  210 347 924 900 

3.6L Summit  210 347 1 060 900 
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5.7L Overland  259 520 7.3 965 900 

3.0CRD Limited  179 569 8.2 1 017 900 

3.0CRD Limited 75th Ed.  179 569 8.2 1 138 900 

3.0CRD Overland  179 569 8.2 1 070 900 

3.0CRD Summit  179 569 8.2 1 224 900 

SRT  344 624 5.0 1 313 900 

KIA      

Picanto      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

KIA Picanto 1.0LS  51 94 129 995 

1.0LX  51 94 164 995 

1.0LX Auto  51` 94 177 995 

1.2LS  65` 120 144 995 

1.2LS Auto  65 120 157 995 

1.2EX  65 120 183 995 

1.2EX Auto  65 120 196 995 

Rio Sedan     

1.2  65 120 219 995 

1.4  79 135 248 995 

1.4 Auto  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  79 135 274 995 

Rio Hatch     

1.2LS  62 120 219 995 

1.4LX  74 135 234 995 

1.4LX Auto  74 135 247 995 

1.4EX  74 135 249 995 

1.4EX Auto  74 135 262 995 

1.4 Tec  74 135 274 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  74 135 287 995 

Soul     

1.6 Start  91 152 309 995 

1.6 Start Auto  91 152 322 995 

1.6 CRDi Start  94 260 329 995 

2.0 Street  116 192 347 995 

2.0 Smart Auto  116 192 391 995 

1.6 CRDi Street  94 260 376 995 

1.6 CRDi Smart Auto  100 300 431 995 

Cerato     

hatch 1.6 EX  95 157 299 995 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

hatch 1.6SX  95 157 10.1 344 995 

hatch 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

hatch 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

sedan 1.6EX  95 157 10.1 299 995 

sedan 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

sedan 1.6SX Auto  95 157 11.6 357 995 

sedan 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

sedan 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

koup 1.6T  152 265 7.7 390 995 

koup 1.6T Auto  152 265 7.4 403 995 

Sportage      

2.0 Ignite  114 192 10.5 369 995 

2.0 Ignite Auto  114 192 11.1 382 995 

1.7CRDi Ignite Plus  85 280 11.5 406 995 

2.0EX  114 192 11.1 429 995 

2.0CRDi EX  130 400 9.3 487 995 

2.0CRDi SX AWD  130 400 9.5 567 995 

2.4 GDI SX AWD  135 237 9.6 557 995 

1.6T GT Line AWD  130 265 9.1 599 995 

Sorento      

2.4LS  127 225 10.5 457 995 

2.2CRDi LS  147 440 9.3 489 995 

2.2CRDi LX  147 440 9.3 582 995 

2.2CRDi AWD EX  147 440 9.3 686 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SX  147 440 9.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SXL  147 440 9.6 733 995 

Grand Sedona      

2.2CRDi EX  147 440 13.6 584 995 

2.2CRDi SX  147 440 13.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi SXL  147 440 13.6 760 995 

hatch 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.3 V6 SX  199 318 693 995 

3.3 V6 SXL  199 318 740 995 

Lamborghini     

Huracan     

LP580-2 coupe  426 540 4 300 000 

LP580-2 spyder  426 540 4 750 000 

LP610-4 coupe  449 560 4 990 000 

LP610-4 Avio coupe  449 560 POA 

LP610-4 Spyder  449 560 5 490 000 

LP640-4 Performante  470 600 5 838 500 

Aventador     

LP740-4 S Coupe  544 690 7 488 000 

Land Rover     

Discovery Sport     

Pure TD4  110 380 630 466 

Pure TD4  132 430 685 966 

Pure Si4  177 340 692 578 

SE TD4  132 430 741 866 

SE Si4  177 340 748 478 

HSE TD4  132 430 807 566 

HSE Si4  177 340 814 178 

HSE Luxury TD4  132 430 856 866 

HSE Luxury Si4  177 340 863 478 
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Range Rover Evoque      

SE TD4  132 430 9.0 782 648 

SE Si4  177 340 7.6 816 354 

HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 954 

HSE Dymanic TD4 Ember  132 430 9.0 990 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4 Ember  177 340 7.6 1 024 154 

coupe HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 048 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

coupe HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 854 

Autobiography TD4  132 430 9.0 1 017 248 

Autobiography Si4  177 340 7.6 1 051 054 

conver7ble HSE Dy. Si4  177 340 8.6 1 031 643 

Discovery 5      

S  TD6   190 600 8.1 989 918 

S Si6  250 450 7.1 1 034 802 

SE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 119 168 

SE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 143 052 

HSE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 232 918 

HSE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 256 802 

HSE Luxury TD6  190 600 8.1 1 323 918 

HSE Luxury Si6  250 450 7.1 1 347 802 

First Edi7on TD6  190 600 8.1 1 449 918 

First Edi7on Si6  250 450 7.1 1 473 802 

Range Rover Velar      

Velar      

D180  132 430 8.9 947 700 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 010 400 

P250  184 365 6.7 947 700 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 089 000 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 099 400 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 028 600 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 091 300 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 028 600 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 169 800 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 180 300 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 077 900 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 140 600 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 077 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 229 600 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 172 400 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 235 100 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 172 400 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 313 700 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 324 100 

Velar R-Dynamic      

D180  132 430 8.9 980 500 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 043 200 

P250  184 365 6.7 980 500 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 121 800 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 132 200 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 061 300 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 124 000 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 061 300 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 202 600 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 213 100 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 110 600 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 173 300 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 110 600 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 251 900 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 262 400 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 205 200 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 267 900 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 205 200 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 346 400 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 356 900 

First EdiBon      

D300  221 700 6.5 1 529 300 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 539 800 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 219 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Range Rover Sport     

S SC V6  250 450 1 152 032 

S TDV6  190 600 1 180 918 

SE TDV6  190 600 1 214 418 

SE SCV6  250 450 1 240 732 

SE SDV6  225 700 1 337 810 

HSE TDV6  190 600 1 376 818 

HSE SCV6  250 450 1 470 332 

HSE SDV6  225 700 1 600 210 

HSE Dynamic S/C  375 625 1 750 086 

HSE Dynamic SDV8  250 740 1 762 526 

Dyn Autobiography SCV6  250 450 1 632 632 

Dyn Autobiography S/C  375 625 1 920 886 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 1 934 026 

SVR  405 680 2 212 286 

Range Rover     

Vogue TDV6  190 600 1 824 498 

Vogue SE SDV8  250 740 2 189 626 

Vogue SE S/C  375 625 2 255 128 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 2 455 826 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 2 521 228 

SV Autobiography Dyn.  405 680 3 082 128 

LWB     
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Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 2 558 726 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 5.8 2 624 128 

SV Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 3 523 226 

SV Autobiography S/C  405 680 5.5 3 688 128 

Lexus      

CT      

200h S  100 142 10.3 519 100 

ES      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Lexus ES 250 EX  135 235 554 200 

300h EX  151 213 664 100 

IS     

200t E  180 350 601 900 

200t EX  180 350 659 100 

350 F-Sport  233 378 728 800 

NX     

200t E  175 350 631 500 

200t EX  175 350 677 300 

200t F-Sport  175 350 786 600 

300h EX  145 210 746 700 

RC     

200t EX  180 350 748 900 

350 F-Sport  233 378 859 000 

GS     

200t EX  180 350 786 000 

350 F-Sport  233 378 897 100 

RX     

350 EX  221 370 907 700 

450h SE  230 335 1 181 500 

LX     

450d   195 650 1 600 700 

570  270 530 1 648 200 

LS     

460  285 493 1 709 600 

LC     

500  351 540 1 729 600 

MaseraB     

Ghibli     

350  258 500 1 616 836 

Diesel  202 600 1 647 360 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Levante      

Diesel  202 600 6.9 1 652 360 

QuaNroporte      

Diesel  202 600 6.4 2 223 360 

Diesel GranLusso  202 600 6.4 2 423 360 

S  302 550 5.1 2 476 376 

S GranLusso  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

S GranSport  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

GTS GranLusso V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GTS GranSport V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GranTursimo / Cabrio      

GT Sport Special Ed.  338 520 4.8 3 317 448 

GC Sport Special Ed.  338 520 5.0 3 557 488 

Mazda      

Mazda 2      

1.5 Ac7ve  82 145 9.6 215 100 

1.5 Dynamic  82 145 9.6 230 200 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  82 145 10.4 243 200 

1.5 Individual   82 145 9.6 243 400 

1.5 Individual Auto  82` 145 10.4 257 500 

1.5 Individual Plus Auto  82 145 10.4 286 200 

1.5 DE Hazumi Auto  77 220 10.9 331 400 

Mazda 3      

hatch 1.6 Original   77 144 13.0 264 000 

hatch 1.6 Ac7ve  77 144 13.0 277 200 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 13.0 290 500 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 13.6 302 200 

hatch 2.0 Individual  121 210 8.3 338 500 

hatch 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 9.0 350 700 

hatch 2.0 As7na  121 210 9.0 385 900 

S V6 301 550 5.0 1 982 836 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

hatch 2.0 As7na Plus  121 210 415 900 

sedan 1.6 Original  77 144 258 500 

sedan1.6 Ac7ve  77 144 271 700 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 285 000 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 296 700 

sedan 2.0 Individual  121 210 333 000 

sedan 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 345 200 

sedan 2.0 As7na  121 210 380 400 

sedan 2.0 As7na Plus  121 210 410 400 

CX-3     

2.0 Ac7ve  115 204 284 800 

2.0 Ac7ve Auto  115 204 302 100 

2.0 Dynamic  115 204 310 700 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  115 204 322 700 

2.0 Individual Auto  115 204 365 400 

2.0 Individual Plus Auto  115 204 380 600 

BT-50 Double Cab     

2.2 SLX  110 375 441 600 

2.2 SLE  110 375 477 700 

2.2 SLE Auto  110 375 497 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE  147 470 541 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE Auto  147 470 555 700 

CX-5     
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2.0 Ac7ve  121 210 10.9 379 900 

2.0 Ac7ve Auto  121 210 10.4 391 900 

2.0 Dynamic  121 210 10.9 404 900 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  121 210 10.4 416 900 

2.2DE Ac7ve  129 420 9.1 459 400 

2.5 Individual  143 257 8.8 491 900 

2.2DE AWD Akera  129 420 9.5 557 500 

MX-5      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0 Roadster-Coupe  118 200 441 700 

2.0 RF Auto  118  200 532 500 

McLaren     

540 / 570     

540 C  397 540 POA 

570 GT  419 600 POA 

570 S   419 600 POA 

720 S     

720 S Coupe  527 770 POA 

Mercedes Benz     

A-Class     

A200  115 250 439 480 

A200 Auto  115 250 462 984 

A200d  100 300 466 200 

A200d Auto  100 300 491 300 

A220d  130 350 514 500 

A250 Sport  160 350 554 822 

A45 AMG 4Ma7c  280 475 773 914 

A45 AMG 4Ma7c YN Ed.  280 475 878 914 

B-Class     

B200  115 250 442 896 

B200 Auto   115 250 463 326 

B200d  100 300 470 200 

B200d Auto  100 300 491 200 

B220d  130 350 518 500 

B250  155 350 530 978 

CLA     

CLA200  115 250 473 882 

CLA200 Auto  115 250 509 212 

CLA200d  100 300 506 000 

CLA200d Auto  100 300 541 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

CLA250 Sport 4Ma7c  160 350 6.4 668 060 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma7c  280 475 4.2 880 314 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma7c YNE  280 475 4.2 985 315 

GLA      

GLA200  115 250 8.9 487 566 

GLA200 Auto  115 250 8.8 508 452 

GLA200d  100 300 9.5 513 000 

GLA200d Auto  100 300 9.1 513 000 

GLA220d 4Ma7c  130 350 7.7 593 640 

GLA250 4Ma7c  155 350 7.1 658 576 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma7c  280 475 4.4 862 628 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma7c YNE  280 475 4.4 967 628 

C-Class Sedan      

C180  115 250 8.2 496 798 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.3 521 068 

C200  135 300 7.5 522 068 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.2 544 742 

C220d  125 400 8.1 547 400 

C220d Auto  125 400 7.5 571 100 

C250  155 350 6.5 600 312 

C250d  150 500 6.6 628 100 

C300  180 370 5.9 641 322 

C350e  205 600 5.9 804 900 

C-Class Estate      

C180  115 250 8.4 535 168 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.5 559 210 

C200  135 300 7.7 560 210 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.3 583 226 

C250d  150 500 6.9 665 900 

C43 AMG 4Ma7c  270 520 4.7 865 582 

CLA220d  130 350 7.7 545 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

C63 AMG  350 650 1 211 908 

C63 AMG S  375 700 1 360 250 

C-Class Coupe     

C200  135 300 580 524 

C200 Auto  135 300 600 726 

C220d  125 400 622 300 

C220d Auto  125 400 643 300 

C300  180 370 695 922 

C-Class Cabriolet     

C200  135 300 709 522 

C200 Auto  135 300 731 320 

C220d  125 400 783 056 

C300  180 370 818 674 

C43 AMG 4Ma7c Coupe  270 520 935 282 

C63 AMG Coupe  350 650 1 342 246 

C63 AMG S Coupe  375 700 1 461 246 

C43 AMG 4Ma7c Cabrio  270 520 1 058 736 

C63 AMG Cabriolet  350 650 1 465 472 

C63 AMG S Cabriolet  375 700 1 586 672 

Vito     

111 CDI Tourer Pro  84 270 600 096 

114 CDI Tourer Pro  100 330 628 026 

114 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  100 330 652 342 
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116 CDI Tourer Pro  120 380 11.5 665 418 

116 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  120 380  689 848 

116 CDI Tourer Select  120 380 11.5 786 030 

116 CDI Tourer Select AT  120 380  810 460 

119 CDI Tourer Select  140 440  865 374 

GLC      

GLC220d  125 400 8.3 676 622 

GLC250  155 350 7.3 684 844 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLC250d  150 500 699 122 

GLC300  180 370 742 198 

GLC350d  190 620 855 986 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 969 406 

GLC Coupe     

GLC220d  125 400 775 322 

GLC250  155 350 782 600 

GLC250d  150 500 795 222 

GLC300  180 370 841 098 

GLC350d  190 620 945 186 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 1 080 362 

SLC     

SLC200  135 300 718 476 

SLC200 Auto  135 300 736 222 

SLC200 RedArt Edi7on  135 300 743 476 

SLC200 RedArt Ed. Auto  135 300 761 222 

SLC300  180 370 793 836 

SLC300 RedArt Edi7on  180 370 818 836 

SLC43 AMG  270 520 1 044 012 

V-Class     

V200d  100 330 820 572 

V220d  120 380 856 368 

V250d  140 440 921 918 

V220d Avantgarde  120 380 1 117 086 

V250d Avantgarde  140 440 1 158 696 

E-Class Sedan     

E200  135 300 716 706 

E220d  143 400 766 700 

E250  155 350 769 208 

E350d  190 620 970 636 

E400 4Ma7c  245 480 1 006 126 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

E63 S 4Ma7c AMG  450 850 3.4 1 878 318 

E-Class Coupe      

E200  135 300 7.8 756 034 

E200 Edi7on 1  135 300 7.8 766 700 

E220d  143 400 7.4 806 500 

E220d Edi7on 1  143 400 7.4 1 031 500 

E300  180 370 6.4 847 060 

E300 Edi7on 1  180 370 6.4 1 072 060 

E400 4Ma7c  245 480 5.3 1 029 366 

E400 4Ma7c Edi7on 1  245 480 5.3 1 254 366 

E-Class Cabriolet      

E250  155 350 7.5 802 720 

E250 Sport Edi7on  155 350 7.5 828 520 

E400  245 480 5.3 1 050 910 

E400 Sport Edi7on  245 480 5.3 1 076 710 

E500  300 600 4.9 1 225 902 

E500 V8 Edi7on  300 600 4.9 1 262 702 

CLS      

CLS250d  150 500 7.5 906 542 

CLS350d  190 620 6.5 1 067 208 

CLS400  245 480 5.3 1 065 426 

CLS500  300 600 4.8 1 344 306 

CLS63 S AMG  430 800 4.1 1 920 254 

GLE      

GLE250d  150 500 8.6 973 704 

GLE350d  190 620 7.1 1 089 826 

GLE400  245 480 6.1 1 088 230 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 5.7 1 215 706 

GLE500e  325 650 5.3 1 310 000 

GLE500  335 700 5.3 1 324 478 

E43 4Ma7c AMG  295 520 4.6 1 174 008 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLE63 AMG  410 700 1 938 964 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 083 884 

GLE Coupe     

GLE350d  190 620 1 187 238 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 1 308 766 

GLE500  335 700 1 430 776 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 170 312 

GLS     

GLS350  190 620 1 354 826 

GLS500  335 700 1 531 876 

GLS63 AMG  430 760 2 378 352 

AMG GT     

Coupe 4.0T 340 600 1 961 844 

Coupe S 4.0T 375 650 2 218 756 

Roadster 4.0T 350 630 2 211 186 

Roadster C 4.0T 410 680 2 615 746 

Coupe R 4.0T 430 700 2 705 746 

SL     

SL400  270 500 1 484 470 

SL500  335 700 1 830 590 

SL63 AMG  430 900 2 540 896 

SL65 AMG  463 1000 3 231 626 

S-Class     
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S350d  190 620 6.8 1 461 190 

S400h  245 370e 6.8 1 477 246 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 898 904 

S63 AMG  430 900 4.4 2 605 338 

S-Class L      

S400h L  245 370e 6.8 1 517 746 

S400  245 480 5.3 1 514 308 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 949 604 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

S63 AMG  430 900 2 646 538 

S65 AMG  463 1000 3 280 126 

S-Class Coupe / Cabrio     

S500 coupe  335 700 2 120 276 

S500 cabriolet  335 700 2 333 388 

S63 AMG coupe  430 900 2 770 736 

S63 AMG cabriolet 4Mtc  430 900 2 943 036 

S65 AMG coupe  463 1000 3 406 126 

S65 AMG cabriolet  463 1000 3 553 368 

Mercedes—Maybach     

S500  335 700 2 337 618 

S600  390 830 2 912 956 

Mini     

Hatch     

One 3-door  75 180 290 500 

One 3-door Auto  75 180 308 500 

Cooper 3-door  100 230 352 000 

Cooper 3-door Auto  100 230 370 000 

Cooper S 3-door  141 300 411 052 

Cooper S 3-door Auto  141 300 427 798 

One 5-door  75 180 300 500 

One 5-door Auto  75 180 318 500 

Cooper 5-door  100 230 362 000 

Cooper 5-door Auto  100 230 380 000 

Cooper S 5-door  141 300 421 280 

Cooper S 5-door Auto  141 300 438 026 

John Cooper Works  170 320 471 104 

John Cooper Works Auto  170 320 492 596 

Clubman     

Cooper  100 230 376 070 

Cooper Auto  100 230  394 070 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 475 052 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.3 558 612 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.3 584 516 

ConverBble      

Cooper  100 230 8.8 405 000 

Cooper Auto  100 230 8.7 423 456 

Cooper S  141 300 7.2 476 622 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 483 710 

Countryman      

Cooper  100 230 9.6 423 824 

Cooper Auto  100 230 9.6 442 052 

Cooper S  141 300 7.5 493 306 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.4 512 806 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.5 600 586 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.5 626 832 

Mitsubishi      

Mirage      

1.2 GL  57 100 11.7 149 900 

1.2 GLX  57 100 11.7 159 900 

1.2 GLS  57 100 11.7 169 900 

ASX      

2.0 GL  110 197 9.6 364 900 

2.0 GL Auto  110 197 11.5 399 900 

2.0 GLX  110 197 9.6 399 900 

2.0 GLS  110 197 9.6 414 900 

2.0 GLS Auto  110 197 11.5 434 900 

Triton (double cab)      

2.4Di-D  133 430  479 900 

2.4Di-D Auto  133 430  499 900 

2.4Di-D 4x4  133 430 10.4 539 900 

Clubman Cooper S  141 300 7.2 456 692 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.4Di-D 4x4 Auto  133 430 559 900 

Outlander     

2.4 GLS Exceed  123 222 549 900 

Pajero Sport     

2.5Di-D Auto  131 350 539 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4  131 350 574 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Auto  131 350 589 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Shogun Auto  131 350 589 900 

Pajero     

3-door 3.2di-D GLS  140 441 689 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 719 900 

5-door 3.2di-D GLS  140 441 769 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 819 900 

5-dr 3.2di-D GLS Exceed  140 441 789 900 

Nissan     

Micra     

1.2 Vista +  56 104 159 900 

1.5 Tekna  73 134 196 900 

NP 200     

1.6i  64 128 162 900 

1.6i pack  64 128 179 900 

1.6i ICE  64 128 194 900 

1.6i 16v S  77 149 192 900 
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1.6i 16v SE  77 149 N/A 222 900 

1.5dCi pack  63 200 N/A 225 900 

1.5dCi ICE  63 200 N/A 240 900 

1.5dCi SE  63 200 N/A 244 900 

Almera      

1.5 Acenta  73 134 N/A 198 900 

1.5 Acenta Auto  73 134 N/A 208 900 

NP 300 Hardbody      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

NP300 2.0  84 169 202 900 

2.5TDi  98 304 233 900 

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 319 900 

2.4 4x4  105 205 311 900 

2.5TDi 4x4  98 304 342 900 

Double Cab     

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 344 900 

2.4 Hi-Rider  105 205 324 500 

2.4 4x4  105 205 388 900 

Juke     

1.2T Acenta  85 190 296 900 

1.2 Acenta +  85 190 317 900 

1.5dCi Acenta +  81 260 332 900 

1.6T Tekna  140 240 359 900 

1.6T 4WD Tekna  140 240 399 900 

NV200     

Combi 1.6i Visia  81 153 333 900 

Combi 1.5dCi Visia  66 200 363 900 

Qashqai     

1.2T Visia  85  190 330 900 

1.2T Acenta  85 190 354 900 

1.2T Acenta Auto  85 165 371 900 

1.5dCi Acenta  81 260 362 900 

1.6T Acenta  120 240 427 900 

1.6dCi Acenta Auto  96 320 454 900 

X-Trail     

2.0XE  106 200 374 900 

2.5 4x4 SE  125 233 421 900 

1.6dCi XE  96 320 412 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 SE  96 320 464 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 LE  96 320 529 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Leaf  80e 254e 11.5 500 550 

Navara      

Double Cab      

2.3D 4x4 SE  140 450  514 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE  140 450  565 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE Auto  140 450  594 900 

370Z      

coupe  245 363 5.3 661 900 

coupe Auto  245 363 5.6 680 900 

Patrol      

3.0TD pick-up  110 371  583 900 

3.0TD GL  110 380  699 900 

4.8 GRX  190 420  809 900 

GT-R      

Premium Edi7on  408 632 2.9 2 150 000 

Black Edi7on  408 632 2.9 2 250 000 

Opel      

Adam      

1.4  74 130 11.5 206 500 

1.0T Jam  85 170 9.9 230 700 

1.0T Glam  85 170 9.9 254 000 

Rocks 1.0T  85 170 9.9 287 100 

S 1.4T  110 220 8.5 320 000 

Corsa      

1.0T Essen7a  85 170 10.3 201 800 

1.0T Enjoy  85 170 10.3 324 800 

1.0T Cosmo  85 170 10.3 255 800 

1.4 Enjoy Auto  66 130 13.9 235 100 

1.4 Turbo Sport  110 220 9.6 276 200 

Mokka X      

Leaf      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy  103 200 317 500 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy Auto  103 200 328 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo  103 200 357 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo Auto  103 200 368 400 

Astra Hatch     

1.0T Essen7a  77 170 264 300 

1.0T Enjoy  77 170 295 800 

1.4T Enjoy  110 230 341 300 

1.4T Enjoy Auto  110 245 351 700 

1.4T Sport  110 230 368 400 

1.4T Sport Auto  110 245 389 200 

1.6T Sport  147 300 402 700 

1.6T Sport Plus  147 300 423 600 

Astra Coupe     

OPC  206 400 582 600 

Peugeot     

208     

1.0 Pop Art  50 95 174 900 

1.2 Ac7ve  60 118 224 900 

1.2T GT Line  81 205 284 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 304 900 

2008     

1.6HDi Ac7ve  68 230 274 900 
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1.6HDi Allure  68 230 11.5 299 900 

1.2T Allure Auto  81 205 10.1 324 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 10.1 349 900 

308      

1.2T Ac7ve  81 205 11.1 304 900 

3008      

1.6T Ac7ve  121 240 8.9 399 900 

1.6T Allure  121 240 8.9 444 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Peugeot 3008     

1.6 GT Line  121 240 499 900 

2.0HDi Allure  133 400 TBA 

2.0HDi GT Line  133 400 TBA 

Porsche     

718 Cayman     

718 Cayman  220 380 870 000 

718 Cayman S  257 420 950 000 

718 Boxster     

718 Boxster  220 380 884 000 

718 Boxster S  257 420 965 000 

Macan     

S diesel  180 580 1 098 000 

S  250 460 1 122 000 

GTS  265 500 1 351 000 

turbo  294 550 1 420 000 

turbo Performance  324 600 1 540 000 

Cayenne     

Cayenne  220 400 990 000 

Cayenne Pla7num Ed.  220 400 1 031 000 

diesel  180 550 1 084 000 

diesel Pla7num Edi7on  180 550 1 129 000 

S  309 550 1 154 000 

S Pla7num Edi7on  309  550 1 171 000 

S diesel  283 850 1 347 000 

S diesel Pla7num Edi7on  283 850 1 362 000 

GTS  324 600 1 324 000 

S e-hybrid  306 590 1 531 000 

S e-hybrid Pla7num Ed.  306 590 1 572 000 

turbo  382 750 1 975 000 

turbo S  419 800 2 504 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Panamera  243 450 5.7 1 361 000 

4  243 450 5.5 1 390 000 

4S  324 550 4.4 1 586 000 

turbo  404 770 3.8 2 481 000 

ExecuBve      

4 Execu7ve  243 450 5.6 1 498 000 

4S Execu7ve  324 550 4.5 1 823 000 

turbo Execu7ve  404 770 3.9 2 684 000 

Sport Turismo      

4 Sport Turismo  243 450 5.5 1 431 000 

4S Sport Turismo  324 550 4.4 1 667 000 

turbo Sport Turismo  404 770 3.8 2 522 000 

911      

Carrera coupe  272 450 4.4 1 410 000 

Carrera 4 coupe  272 450 4.3 1 535 000 

Carrera S coupe  309 500 4.1 1 572 000 

Carrera 4S coupe  309 500 4.0 1 697 000 

Carrera GTS coupe  331 550 3.7 1 768 000 

Carrera 4 GTS coupe  331 550 3.6 1 892 000 

Carrera cabriolet  272 450 4.6 1 557 000 

Carrera 4 cabriolet  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

Carrera S cabriolet  309 500 4.3 1 719 000 

Carrera 4S cabriolet  309 500 4.2 1 844 000 

Carrera GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.8 1 914 000 

Carrera 4 GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.7 2 099 000 

targa 4  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

targa 4S  309  500 4.2 1 844 000 

targa 4 GTS  331 550 3.7 2 039 000 

GT3  368 460 3.9 2 750 000 

GT3 Auto  368 460 3.4 2 750 000 

Panamera      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo coupe  397 710 2 762 000 

turbo cabriolet  397 710 2 909 000 

turbo S coupe  427 750 3 231 000 

turbo S cabriolet  427 750 3 379 000 

turbo S coupe Exclusive  446 750 4 072 000 

Renault     

Kwid     

1.0 Expression  50 91 124 900 

1.0 Dynamic   50 91 134 900 

Sandero     

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 159 900 

Stepway Expression  66 135 174 900 

Stepway Dynamique  66 135 189 900 

Clio     

66kW turbo Authen7que  70 150 206 900 

66kW turbo Expression  70 150 224 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  70 150 239 000 

turbo Expression Auto  88 190 259 900 

turbo GT Line  88 205 264 900 

RS 200 Lux  147 260 379 900 

RS 220 Trophy  162 280 419 900 

Duster     

1.6 Expression  77 148 239 900 
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1.6 Dynamique  77 148 11.5 259 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique  80 240 12.2 279 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique 4WD  80 240 12.8 304 900 

Captur      

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 12.9 249 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  66 135 12.9 264 900 

66kW dCi Dynamique  66 220 13.1 289 900 

dCi Dynamique Sunset  66 220 13.1 298 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo Dynamique Auto  88 190 304 900 

Megane     

84kW turbo Dynamique  84 156 292 900 

97kW turbo GT Line  97 205 348 900 

97kW turbo GT Line A/T  97 205 268 900 

151kW GT  151 280 457 900 

Kadjar     

96kW TCe Expression  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe XP Limited Ed.  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique  96 205 389 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique A  96 205 399 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique  81 260 394 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique AT  81 260 414 900 

96kW dCi Dynamique AT  96 320 454 900 

Rolls Royce     

Ghost     

Ghost  420 780 POA 

Ghost Black Badge  450 840 POA 

Extended Wheelbase  420 780 POA 

Wraith     

Wraith  465 800 POA 

Wraith Black Badge  465 870 POA 

Dawn     

Dawn  420 780 POA 

Smart     

fortwo     

coupe base  52 91 174 900 

coupe passion  52 91 194 400 

coupe prime  52 91 203 400 

coupe proxy  52 91 207 400 

Brabus fortwo coupe  80 170 308 200 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

base  52 91 15.9 179 900 

passion  52 91 15.9 199 400 

prime  52 91 15.9 210 900 

proxy  52 91 15.9 212 400 

base Auto  66 135 11.9 210 400 

passion Auto  66 135 11.9 229 900 

prime Auto  66 135 11.9 241 400 

proxy Auto  66 135 11.9 242 900 

Brabus forfour  80 170 10.5 313 300 

Ssangyong      

Korando      

2.0  110 197  324 995 

Subaru      

XV      

2.0i  110 196 10.5 360 000 

2.0i Auto  110 196 10.7 381 000 

2.0i S Auto  110 196 10.7 419 000 

Impreza      

2.0i-S  115 196 N/A 399 000 

Forester      

2.0 X  110 198 10.6 389 000 

2.5 X  126 235 9.9 429 000 

2.5 XS  126 235 9.9 475 000 

2.5 XS Premium  126 235 9.9 536 000 

2.0 XT  177 350 7.5 597 000 

Outback      

2.5i-S Premium  129 235 10.2 550 000 

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.6 617 000 

Legacy      

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.2 595 000 

forfour      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

WRX     

WRX Premium  197 350 539 000 

WRX Premium Auto  197 350 559 000 

WRX STi Premium   221 407 719 000 

Suzuki     

Celerio     

1.0 GA  50 90 132 900 

1.0 GL  50 90 149 900 

1.0 GL Auto  50 90 163 900 

SwiS     

DZire sedan 1.2 GA  63 113 153 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 GA  63 113 152 900 

hatch 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

hatch 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 RS  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS  70 130 222 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS Auto  70 130 239 900 

hatch 1.6 Sport  100 160 264 900 

Ignis     

1.2 GL  61 113 169 900 

1.2 GLX  61 113 189 900 
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1.2 GLX Auto  61 113 13.0 204 900 

ErBga      

1.4 GA  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 229 900 

1.4 GL Auto  70 130 N/A 244 900 

Ciaz      

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GLX  70 130 N/A 229 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 GLX Auto  70 130 244 900 

Baleno     

1.4 GL  68 130 199 900 

1.4 GLX  68 130 229 900 

1.4 GLX Auto  68 130 244 900 

Jimny     

1.3  63 110 256 900 

1.3 Auto  63 110 274 900 

Vitara     

1.6 GL  86 151 267 900 

1.6 GL+  86 151 303 900 

1.6 GL+ Auto  86 151 321 900 

1.6 GL+ AllGrip  86 151 327 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 151 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 151 356 900 

SX4     

1.6 GL  86 156 282 900 

1.6 GLX  86 156 313 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 156 336 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 156 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip Auto  86 156 359 900 

Grand Vitara     

2.4 Dune  122 225 369 900 

2.4 Dune Auto  122 225 384 900 

2.4 Summit  122 225 442 900 

2.4 Summit Auto  122 225 459 900 

Tata     

Indica     

1.4 LGi  55 110 118 995 

1.4 LGi Flash  55 110 124 995 

Vista     
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 154 995 

Bolt      

hatch 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 157 995 

hatch 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 177 995 

Manza      

1.4 ini  66 116 13.5 156 995 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 177 995 

Xenon      

XT 2.2L  110 320 N/A 219 995 

XT 2.2L double cab  110 320 N/A 269 995 

XT 2.2L d cab Evolve  110 320 N/A 279 995 

Toyota      

Aygo      

1.0   51 95 14.2 159 100 

1.0 X-Play  51 96 14.2 161 500 

1.0 X-Cite  51 95 <15.0 189 500 

EBos      

hatch 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 163 900 

sedan 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 172 200 

hatch 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 172 600 

sedan 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 180 500 

Cross 1.5 Xs  66 132 11.3 194 300 

Yaris      

1.0 Pulse  51 95 15.3 199 000 

1.5 Pulse  82 136 11.0 228 700 

1.5 Pulse Auto  82 136 11.2 241 400 

1.5 Pulse Plus Auto  82 136 11.2 249 800 

Hybrid Pulse  74e 111e 11.8 307 200 

Vista 1.4 ini Bounce  55 114 14.0 134 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Corolla Quest      

1.6 1.6 90 154 10.5 208 500 

1.6 Auto 1.6 90 154 11.1 224 400 

1.6 Plus 1.6 90 154 10.5 224 900 

Avanza      

1.3 S 1.3 70 121 N/A 220 200 

1.3 SX 1.3 70 121  N/A 237 100 

1.5 SX 1.5 77 137 N/A 244 300 

1.5 SX Auto 1.5 77 137 N/A 262 900 

1.5 TX 1.5 77 137 N/A 278 500 

Corolla      

1.3 Esteem  73 128 12.6 261 300 

1.3 Pres7ge  73 128 12.6 281 300 

1.6 Esteem  90 154 10.5 280 200 

1.6 Pres7ge  90 154 10.5 299 900 

1.6 Pres7ge Auto  90 154 11.1 314 000 

1.4D-4D Esteem  66 205 12.5 294 400 

1.4D-4D Pres7ge  66 205 12.5 307 500 

1.8 Pres7ge  103 173 N/A 313 500 

1.8 Exclusive  103 173 N/A 336 300 

1.8 Exclusive Auto  103 173 10.2 349 400 

Auris      

1.3 X  73 128 12.6 268 300 

1.6 Xi  97 160 10.0 298 800 

1.6 XS ` 97 160 10.0 311 800 

1.6 XR  97 160 10.0 345 100 

1.6 XR Auto  97 160 10.8 361 100 

Hybrid XR  100 142e 10.9 413 600 

Hilux      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hilux 2.0  102 183 12.0 268 300` 

2.4GD  110 343 12.4 272 100 

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 332 700 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 343 200 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 406 100 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 400 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 395 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 456 300 

Xtra Cab      

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 354 800 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 430 000 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 492 900 

double cab      

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 385 800 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 442 700 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 468 800 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 462 500 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 490 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider Auto  130 420 10.8 508 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 554 600 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider A/T  130 420 10.8 573 500 

4.0 V6 Raider  175 376 9.4 527 400 

4.0 V6 Raider Auto  175 376 9.4 621 600 

C-HR      

1.2T  85 185 10.9 318 500 

1.2T Plus  85 185 10.9 345 000 

1.2T Plus Auto  85 185 11.1 356 000 

RAV 4      

2.0 GX  107 187 N/A 368 500 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.2D-4D AWD GX  110 340 N/A 461 300 

2.2D-4D AWD VX  110 340 N/A 549 700 

2.5 AWD VX  132 233 N/A 515 600 

86      

2.0 standard  147 205 7.6 449 600 

2.0 high  147 206 7.6 494 900 

2.0 high Auto  147 206 8.2 519 400 

Prius      

Hybrid  90e 142e 10.6 457 600 

Fortuner      

2.7 Auto  122 245 12.4 438 000 

2.4GD-6   110 400 13.2 456 300 

2.4GD-6 Auto  110 400 12.7 474 200 

2.8 GD-6   130 420 11.2 538 500 

2.8 GD-6 Auto  130 420 10.8 557 200 

2.8 GD-6 4x4  130 420 11.2 559 100 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Auto  130 420 10.8 617 900 

4.0 V6 4x4  175 376 9.4 663 900 

Land Cruiser 70 Series      

79 4.0 V6  170 360 12.6 551 600 

79 4.2D  96 285 18.0 586 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8  151 430 N/A 671 400 

79 4.0 V6 double cab  170 360 12.6 623 800 

79 4.2D double cab  96 285 18.0 654 300 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 d/cab  151 430 N/A 734 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 s/w  151 430 N/A 751 400 

FJ Cruiser      

FJ Cruiser 4.0 200 380 7.6 616 500 

Land Cruiser Prado      

3.0 DT TX  120 400 11.7 801 900 

RAV 4 2.0 GX Auto  107 187 N/A 381 400 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Prado 4.0 VX  202 381 913 000 

30 DT VX  120 400 915 700 

Land Cruiser 200     

4.5D-4D V8 GX  173 615 970 900 

4.5D-4D V8 VX  173 615 1 304 200 

Volkswagen     

up!     

take up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 168 800 

move up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 180 400 

up! beats 5-door 1.0  55 95 196 800 

cross up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 198 800 

Polo Vivo     

hatch 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 173 800 

hatch 1.4 CiTi Vivo  55 132 178 800 

hatch 1.4 Street  55 132 185 800 

hatch 1.4 Trendline  55 132 183 500 

hatch 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 199 500 

hatch 1.4 Storm  55 132 191 300 

hatch 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 203 000 

hatch 1.6 GTS  77 155 207 200 

Maxx 1.6  77 155 207 000 

sedan 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 186 000 

sedan 1.4 Trendline  55 132 195 200 
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sedan 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 17.5 211 200 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 132 10.6 203 000 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 132 10.6 211 600 

Polo      

sedan 1.4 Trendline  63 132 12.8 217 400 

sedan 1.4 Comfortline  63 132 12.8 240 500 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 155 11.1 236 700 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 11.1 255 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline A  77 155 271 900 

sedan 1.5TDi Comfort  81 250 287 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Trendline  66 160 226 900 

hatch 1.2TSi Comfortline  66 160 253 100 

hatch 1.2TSi beats  66 160 267 300 

hatch 1.2TSi BlueMo7on  70 160 263 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline  81 175 276 300 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline A/T  81 175 292 300 

hatch 1.0TSi R-Line Auto  81 200 294 400 

hatch 1.4TDi Trendline  55 210 253 600 

hatch 1.4TDi Highline  77 250 286 400 

CrossPolo 1.2TSi  81 175 284 800 

CrossPolo 1.4TDi  77 250 295 000 

GTi  141 320 360 000 

GTi Auto  141 320 376 000 

JeNa     

1.6 Conceptline  77 153 278 300 

1.2TSi Trendline  77 175 314 400 

1.4TSi Trendline  92 200 335 400 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 352 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 368 700 

1.4TSi Highline Auto  110 250 397 200 

1.6TDi Comfortline  77 250 370 700 

1.6TDi Comfortline Auto  77 250 386 700 

2.0TDi Highline Auto  103 320 424 900 

Beetle     

1.4TSi R-Line Limited Ed.  110 250 419 000 

Golf     

1.0TSi Trendline  81 200 289 900 

1.0TSi Comfortline  81 200 304 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 356 400 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Golf SV      

1.2TSi Trendline  81 175 10.7 339 300 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 9.9 363 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 9.9 379 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 10.5 403 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline Auto  81 250 10.5 419 200 

Caddy      

2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.4 389 700 

Alltrack 2.0TDi  81 250 12.4 405 100 

Alltrack 2.0TDi Auto  103 320 10.6 437 900 

Maxi 2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.8 410 400 

Maxi 2.0TDiTrendline A  103 320 10.9 442 200 

Transporter      

2.0TDi  75 250 15.2 333 900 

2.0TDi double cab  75 250 15.9 374 200 

2.0TDi d/cab 4Mo7on  103 340 13.5 423 600 

2.0BiTDi double cab A/T  132 400 10.2 459 600 

Amarok      

2.0TDi  103 340 13.2 304 800 

2.0TDi 4Mo7on  103 340 13.2 358 800 

2.0TDi Trendline  103 340 13.2 388 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline  132 400 10.3 424 400 

2.0TDi Trendline 4Mo  103 340 13.2 438 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline 4Mo  132 400 10.3 474 400 

Double Cab      

2.0TDi Comfortline  103 340 13.3 487 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline 4Mo  103 340 13.3 544 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 10.7 521 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline Auto  132 420 11.0 539 400 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot  132 400 11.3 573 000 

VW Golf GTi  169 350 6.4 545 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4M AT  132 420 590 600 

2.0BiTDi Extreme 4M AT  132 420 673 600 

3.0 V6 TDi Highline 4Mot  165 550 665 700 

3.0 V6 TDi Extreme 4Mot  165 550 748 600 

Tiguan     

1.4TSi Trendline   92 200 390 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 432 100 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  110 250 472 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 477 000 

2.0TDi 4M Comfortline  105 340 532 200 

2.0TDi 4Mo7on Highline  130 380 558 300 

2.0TSi 4Mo7on Highline  162 350 550 900 

Scirocco     

2.0TSi Highline  132 280 431 700 

2.0TSi Highline Auto  132 280 448 200 

GTS 2.0T 162 350 512 200 

R 2.0T 188 350 571 300 

Passat     

1.4TSi Luxury  110 250 475 200 

2.0TDi Luxury  130 350 503 800 

2.0TDi Execu7ve R-Line  130 350 532 800 

2.0TSi Execu7ve R-Line  162 350 532 800 

Kombi     
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2.0TDi SWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 529 400 

2.0TDi LWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 537 400 

2.0TDi SWB Trendline AT  103 340 14.7 561 900 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline  103 340 14.7 622 400 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 639 900 

2.0TDi LWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 647 900 

2.0BiTDi SWB Cmfrtline A/T 132 400 10.2 669 500 

California Beach      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDi 4Mo7on  103 340 833 700 

Caravelle     

2.0BiTDi Comfortline  132 400 847 900 

2.0BiTDi Comfortline 4M  132 400 880 000 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 937 100 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot.  132 400 972 300 

Toureg     

V6 TDi Luxury  180 550 938 600 

V6 TDi Escape  180 550 1 003 500 

V8 TDi Execu7ve R-Line  250 800 1 232 500 

Volvo     

V40     

T3 Kine7c  112 250 358 998 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 421 626 

D2 Kine7c  88 280 372 400 

T4 Momentum  140 300 425 298 

T4 Momentum Auto  140 300 446 712 

D3 Momentum  110 320 458 700 

D4 Momentum  140 400 469 200 

T5 Momentum  180 350 489 538 

S60     

T3 Kine7c  112 250 412 254 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 449 611 

T4 Momentum  140 300 486 996 

D4 Momentum  140 400 515 900 

T5 Momentum  180 350 552 220 

D5 Inscrip7on  165 470 597 700 

T6 AWD Inscrip7on  225 400 634 274 

T6 AWD Polestar  270 470 764 526 

V60     

T3 Momentum  112 250 468 852 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

D4 Momentum  140 400 7.7 526 800 

T5 Momentum  180 350 6.4 566 606 

D5 Inscrip7on  165 470 6.5 612 270 

T6 AWD Inscrip7on  225 400 6.0 647 302 

V60 Cross Country      

D4 AWD Momentum  140 420 8.9 556 006 

T5 AWD Momentum  187 360 7.1 589 972 

XC60      

T5 Momentum  180 350 7.2 630 416 

T5 AWD Momentum  180 350 7.2 661 770 

D4 Momentum  140 400 8.1 635 656 

D5 AWD Momentum  162 440 8.2 704 906 

T6 AWD Momentum  225 400 6.9 723 426 

S90      

T5 Momentum  187 350 6.8 685 206 

D4 Momentum  140 400 8.2 705 500 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.0 786 666 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 5.9 841 830 

V90 Cross Country      

T5 AWD Momentum  187 350 7.4 776 486 

D4 AWD Momentum  140 400 8.8 796 852 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.5 841 666 

T6 AWD  235 400 6.3 897 284 

XC90      

D4 Momentum  140 400 9.2 900 424 

T5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.6 924 784 

D5 AWD Momentum  187 350 8.2 963 506 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 6.5 966 524 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Mo  300 640e 5.6 1 117 600 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Ex  300 640e 5.9 1 550 000 

T4 Momentum  140 300 7.3 501 124 
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COMING UP NEXT IN FEBRUARY.. 
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